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ABSTRACT 
In the first chapter, tho history and principles of ha~onic ~cnerators 
are reviewed. Some analyses presented by earlier authors are considered, 
including the Manley-Rov/e equations. 
The available types of nonlinear solid state.devices are discussed in 
chapter two. The Manley-Rowe equations show that nonlinear reactive devices 
are better harmonic generators than nonlinear resistors. In particular, the 
operation of charge storage diodes (step-recovery diodes, or S.R.D.s) is 
described in detail. 
Extending the work of chapter two, chapter three illustrates practical 
h~onic generating circuits. Outputsof 2) mW at 8.80Hz in an octupler and 
400 mW at 4.680Hz in a tripler were achieved. The funda=ental limits to the 
fractional bandwidth possible for an 'n' times multiplier was shown to be 
'/J :2 rjJ fractional bandwidth I: ,in:; 1 a 
or fJ .. "- if alternate har:nonics are 
n+ 1 
suppressed. 
Much of the initial work was concentrated on hyperabrupt frequency 
mul tipl1ers. The theory of this class of devices is presented in chapter 
four. The basic elastance equation is 
S (~) a,~ S ma~ • ~ ~ ++ ~ ~ 
where instantaneous voltage" 
reyerse bias. maximum 
~ a forward bias potential 
''t{... nonlineari ty factor. 
It is sho\vn that generation of'tho 'nth' harmonic requiresva diodo of 
nonlinearity 
> ''t 
A fund~ental new equation for the optimum operating conditions was 
derived i.e. 
From this equation the optimum bias and power flow equations are 
derived. It is shown that the efficiency increases as ~ approaches unity, 




Hence, where () can be manipulated in manUfacture, the diode can be 
designed for the generation of a specific harmonic. Alternativoly, tuning 
diodes can be designed for the best tuning ranga consistent with low harmonic 
generation. 
r' .. 
, '",-, "'r 
When it became clear that hyperabrupt diodes would not be available 
.~ :..:' t.! " > 
for study, the step-recov~ry diode was selected as an alternative (Chapter 
, ,," . ~ , 
five) • 
• • ' ' • ~ < ,"'0 ,~_~ ~~ .~ • 
The same optimum current equation 
was shown to apply, although the voltage series is different. The analysis 
,,r " 
derives the optimum operating conditions, and pred~cts the parameters 
requirod for the design of a practical multiplier. The selection of a 
suitable diode is shown to depend on the recombination time, transit time, 
stored charge and permissible voltage swing of the diode. 
In order to assess the practical diode parameters, measurements wero 
made over a range of frequencies (chapter six). In addition, a comparison 
with low frequency measurements was made to confirm the mathematical model 
of the device operation. The most significant part of this chapter was 
the series of photographs of the operation of a diode over a range of input 
frequencies. The effects of recombination and transit time were demonstrated, 
a comparison technique for microwave measurements was established, and was 
used to determine the transit time of the diodes in use, i.e. 
tp = 160 ps. for the Hewlett-Packard 5082-0386. 
The development of a practical broadband frequency multiplier is the 
subject of chapter seven. It is shown that, in a balancedquintupler design, 
a bandwidth of 25% can be achieved, (theoretical maximum 33%) three times 
wider than the best previously reported figures. The techniques of filter 
design and construction are discussed. Photographs of individual filter 
components are shown. The whole multiplier was integrated into a single 
.. package, with no adjustable components included. It is believed that this 
is the first frequency multiplier to be designed along these lines, i.e. a 
single microwave integrated circuit, in which the realization of the com-
ponents is accurate enough to allow correct operation without 'trimming'. 
The suppression of unwanted harmoniC products was shown to be as good as many 
equivalent narrow band multipliers, due to the balanced arrangement, and 
the very high quality multi-element filters. 
In the final chapter the work is reviewed and the conclusions drawn 
on the effects of this work in the fUture design of frequency multipliers. 
An appendix is included in which the bulk of mathematical deviations 
is included, and some of the practical constructional aspects are described • 
. .. , 
~ : . ;~. ':. .' 
- < ..... ;, "... ..,- .... 
1. PRINCIPLES OF HARMONIC GENERATION 
1.1 Introduction 
This 9hapter is ooncerned with harmonic generation, in which power 
is fed to non-linear device at a frequency ton and is delivered to a load 
at one or more trequonoies whioh are integral multiples of to. The 
factor n has unit)y value tor frequency multipliers, or small inte~al 
value to cover dividers and rational-traction multipliers. A non-linear 
device is essential to the multiplying process; by the principle ot 
superposition, the application ot any number of frequencies to a linear 
time-variant device never results in additional beat or harmonic tre-
quencies. If, however, the device is non-linear, it will generate sum, 
difference and multiples of the frequencies applied to ik: and the sums 
and differences of the multiples. Although not necessary to the multi-
plication process, energy storing elements, (L and C) are usually 
required for frequency conversion and extraction. Since a non-linearity 
is necessary for any generation or mixing process, it follows that harmon-
ic generation may be also regarded as the fundamental process underlying 
mixers. Applications for harmonic generators are found across the:'~" 
spectrum from vary low to microwave frequencies. 'l'olephony systems'rely 
on a harmonic generator driven by a crystal-controlled master oscil'lator, 
which produces a group of integral-multiple frequencies with high' ""'" , 
stability. In radio systems, harmoniC generators are used to prevent 
insta.bility ~d are otten used wi'th a crystal" 'source.' - \'There reliable 
communication,linksare essential, it-is~usual to make both transmitter 
and 'receiver orystal' oontrolled.':' , 'l'he orystaloacillatora feed mul tipli-
ers'up to the frequency in use.~" At microwave'frequencies, signal noise 
and drift are important faotors. Harmonics of a orystal-controll:ed 
, " 
." .' 
source are the most stable and noise free oscillations economically 
available. Similarly, when high powers and efficiencies are speci-
field, as in space projects, oscillator/multiplier chains are often 
the best sources. 
1.2 Non-linear Element as d Source of Harmonics 
A periodic waveform may be represented by a Fourier series. Any 
device non-linearity can be expanded as a Taylor series. The solution 
of a particular problem partially rests in a sound correlation between 
the two series. A device achieves harmonic generation by means of its 
non-linear characteristic. A number of analyses have appeared which 
derive the effioiency of harmonic generators under various conditions. 
Two duality-related types of generator are distinguished, in one case, 
only selected currents are allowed, while harmo~ic voltages are unre-
stricted, and, in the other, restrictions are put on the voltages, while 
all harmonic currants flow through the device. In either case, it may 
be desirable, ,or necessary, to allow the presence of h~onic currents 
or voltages, respectively, at frequencies other than the fundamental and 
output;. these are known as idlers. Penfield and Ra:t\1s~1ave analysed 
the abrupt junction varactors extensively, showing that, for harmonics 
other than the second, idlers are eseantial. The general varaotor 
, · 'I1'V 
analyses have been presented by Les~on arid Weinreo for the idlerless . 
circuit and by Utsonomya and 'Yu~foith~" Circuit with idlers. In 
each c'ase the approrlmation involved was that only a limited number of 
terms in the power-series expansion of the non-linearity were used. 
These were small, signal anal:yaes. . 'Scanlan and Laybourn~') and 
2. 
Markard. and YuaA~)have introduced large ~ignal analyses which required 
numerical methods. It will be shown here by the author that, by in-
troducing a new class o£ restrictions, analytical solutions are possi-
ble for most frequency multiplier problems. 
In bot~-· the current restricted and voltage restricted cases, it 
is usually found that the non-restricted parameter has a complex time-
domain waveform, which, by Fourier's theorem contains many harmonics. 
A frequency domain analysis often leads to a better understanding of 
the problem and a closer correlation with the practical results. 
There are many electronic and electro-mechanical non-linear devices 
available. The simplest is the sw1tc~ which,ideally, has the perfect 
non-linearity. Much of the early practical work was on magnetic 
amplifiers, using the non-linearity of saturated chokes and transformers 
for parametric amplification and harmonic generation. Valves and 
transistors have been used as harmonic generators with gain in addition 
to fre~uency multiplication. More recently, however, the varactor and 
step-recovery diode have been used to produce the fastest pulses and 
highest frequencies yet available. 
1.3 Linear Uetwork Representation of a Non-linear Element 
When dealing with non-linear capacitors it is usual to define the 
, ';,' 





The analogous ~efinition of ~he incremental inductance is 
M 




R • dv 
di 
If the relation between the ~arameters is linear e.g. 
q - c. v 
( 
but the coefficient c is a function of time, the resulting capacitance 
is said to be linear, but time-varying. Mathematically, there is a 
difference between circuits containing non-linear reactances and those 
containing time-varying linear reactances. In the latter case, the 
~rinciple of superposition holds, and ~owerful analytical tools are 
available. Superposition fails for non-linear Circuits, and the diffi-
culty of analysis is increased; howev~r,both circuits cause 
frequency mixing and are capable of transferring ~ower from one fre-
quency to another. 
A form of equivalent circuit which does apply to non-linear 
elements is that due to Leeson and Weinreb. The non-linear device is 
replaced by harmonic generators and linear impedances which are depend-
ent on drive level. In the linear circuit thus obtained, some of the 
~~ .... . ,.' ~ , " 
linear network laws are obeyed, at a given drive leval, and the small 
" ." '" J " ' 
signal analysis can be applied. Kirchoffs laws must be satisfied at 
~ ,~, f' 
each instant of time. The conditions of ~ecipr~ci.:y, however, do not, 
f \ ~ '" " " 
in general, apply to harmonic generators. . The reciprocity theorem 
, .,j I • • • ~ .... '? • ';'~ < I ~)/ ~ •• ,~: .' .:~' ~ ,:~ 
cay be stated:-
.< .".:",! . ~I·~~I,.~~' ,_:' ~'" 
. The transfer, impedance from branch m to branch n of a reCiprocal . 
t • "~' .' 
network is identical to that from branch n to branch m. 
This property is intrinsic 'With linear systems containing passive 
elements. Non-linear networks containing elements which display 
hystereSiS or unilateral characteristics are not, in general, recipr~cal • 
. ""'" 
4. 
11.4 Historical Back.r::;round . 
The first known calculations of the reactions of currents on 
one another in a non-linear system were made by R.V.L. Hartley in 
1916, although the non-linear properties of iron-corad transformers 
and induction machines were observed before the turn of the century. 
As a result of this early work, magnetic amplifiers, modulators and 
harconic generators were developed~ mainly for telephony. A compre-
hensive treatment by Peterson, Manley and Wrathall of the then widely 
used harmonic generator circuit utilising a non-linear coil, appeared 
in 1937. A number of workers successfully generated harmonics using 
vacuum tubes, led by Terman (1931, 1938), Everitt (1934) and Black and 
Scott (1938). The techniques used rapidly became standardized in the 
'Class C amplifier' circuit which in transistor form still pre domin-
ates at frequencies up to the microwave region today. 
Rapid development of small 'crystal' rectifiers during 1942/46 
period encouraged the use of these non-linear resistors in harmonic 
generating circuits. However, in 1956, Page showed analytically 
that the maximum efficiency obtainable, with non-linear resistors can-
not exceed 1/n2, where n is the harmoniq order. At about the same 
time, in the paper 'Genera.l Properties of Non linear elements' Manley 
and Rowe showed that non-linear reactive elements were potentially 
100% efficient. With the work of Bakanowski, Cranna and Uhlir (1959) 
microwave generation by non-linear capacitance became a practical 
proposition. ~ore recently, the step-recovery effect, a nuisance in 
early rectifiers, has been applied successfully to harmonic generat-
ors, and this process currently leads the field. 
Low noise levels are a fundamental prop~rty of reactive devices, 
5 •. 
and it has been observed that this characteristic is also inherent 
in some non-linear reactive devioes. Non-linear resistors are 
usually more noisy in use than their reactive counterparts. 
The stability of oscillators, partioularly at high frequenoies, 
is often a probl~m. The most stable oscillators available are 
crystal-controlled. It is possible to achieve good stability at 
higher frequencies by'harmonio multiplication from a orystal oscilla-
tor, or by phase-lo~King a higher frequenoy oscillation to the crystal 
source. 
1.5' The Ma:lley-RO'.'le Equations 
Manley and Rowe 'have derived a very general set of equations for 
power transfer in non-linear reaotive elements. The relations apply 
to parametric amplifiers, harmonic generators and frequency up and 
down oonverters and can be used to predict the ultimate conversion 
gain. 
The Manley Rowe power relations for any single-valued, non-
linear, lossless reactance whioh is excited so that the current and 
voltage have frequency components of the form (mf'l + nf2) where m and 
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where Pmn is the average power at the frequencies!. [mf"l + nf2 ] • 
Since the reactance is considered lossless the sum o~ powors must be 
zero. Pantell has extended these equations to cover the non-linear 
resistance. 
Following the work by Manley and ~owe, a number of analyses ot 
reactance harmonic generators were produced. Two closely related 
small signal analyses are recognised; the 'parametric amplifier' type, 
where only the fundamental can switch the deVice, and the harmonic is 
considered as a small perturbation, and the Taylor series type, in 
which input and output are considered commensurate, but cause only 
• 
small excursions of voltage. 
Hyltin and Kotzebue have used the second technique in a series-





C ( tr) . dv 
err 




J-:" \T = v, 
Jl"lwt 4V\ ~ . - , ., '. 
. ('6 n is a non-l ineari ty 
coefficient ) 
The optimum transducer gain was given as:-
g b' _,: 
.. , 
.. -
It may be seen that the capacitance is assumed to vary at the 
drive frequency only; computed Fourier coefficients are fed into the 
equation. Similar expressions under the 'Parametric 4mplifier' 
approximations derive from the 1st and Nth terms only. 
1~6 Lar,,;e Si,)nal Analysis 
The first large signal analytical treatment of the reactance 
harmonic generator was published by Scanlan and Laybourn in 1965. 
Subsequent papers by the same authors covered most aspects of the 
linearised large signal theory, and are considered in Appendix 1. 
The type or relationship assumed between capacitnnce and voltage was:-
/.6.l 
This leads to the equation 
1.b.2 
, \ 
VV\ -::. -\- ¥ #, 
V R and ~ ~e respectively the maximum reverse vol tnge and 
charg~ both negative in sign. 











If either the charge or voltage at the varactor is constr~ined to a 
finite, number of sinusoidal components, then, from 1.6.2 above, it'is 
evident that the unrestricted component must be complex. As an example, 
if the charge is constrained to two harmonically related sinusoids, 
then 
where 
v + VB - J 
Vo [
Cl 0 + Q., CoS &.Jt + a.z. COJ 2wt----
+ b. sin wt +ba. sa""'2...,t ___ _ 
, , 
In general, all frequencies may be present. 
We may write the Fourier series as 
\f'+VR. 
Vo 
'In Co.s (N...t ... ~)r "'. nwU.(...t) 
" .. " 
: 11 
= --}; f (' ... ~ I 
-1'T 
In a general case every term of this series must be included. The 
.. ' ' 
addition of idlers fUrther increases the complexity. 
; ;'" ~t " "0 ;f'~ •• 
POWER 
, . ~';' ,., ~ 
... j;. • ~. I 
The power relations may be written for the multiplier in general terms • 
.' ',. 'To' ",... ~",. ".,_'~: '<"., • ".'~ " ' ',:,..2 '~ •. ~~~ ,:~,.: ' ••• :.,' 
... : " - --
., . t" •• ,) 
: .. ' I; ,', 
, . 
, "", 
'" '< - • 
I .~ .. 
Input power 




When a solution for the Vn is available, the equations may be made 
specifio. 
In the simple case where all the loss in the multiplier may be 
, represented by a single, fixed series loss resistance, the power. dissipated 
I 
!nay be shown to be 
and hence 
2 {I 
1.7 Efficiency of Energy Transfer 
The c~culation of efficiency in harmonic generators may be made 
under various constraints. The available power, the input current, output 
power, dissipation, or reverse voltage swing may be specified. Because 
the generator is essentially non-linear, the specifications are unlikely to 
be equivalent. The maximum efficiency is different under each constraint, 
<-
although the variation may be smallJ a major theme of the following 
chapters will be the derivation of the conditions for optimum operation. 
The subject of efficiency is co~cerned ~inly with losses in the 
circu1 t. Losses can arise from two main sources, resistive losses in the 
·10. 
, r 
Fig. 1.7.1. Voroe tor Equjvdlent eet. 
~~,..~ ~I 
R, ~.'-l t2.. 
-> R~., ~N V, RL ?> l>ov-r ' 
.. 
R, ~ S()\)~C.t R~,s.,.Afo,)G.e: 
t<SI:: J=tL"fO? r1t.Jl) VItR.i\c,-r~ I..os.s -It-JPUI 
" 
, R, N = 
.. fa I s-rf\iVc. (; of c.PJ'E'f!~ VI\J 
P,N ~ POW\:,-(l I tv A1" I - 1 ( , ,', 
p, : fovJt.f( "I,e..wsFE'feCl> ,1'\. J -el' 




. - ' 
non-linear element and associated filters, and losses in the source, load 
and idlers (if any) at unwanted fr~quencies. The non-ideal element losses 
usually predominate in a well-constructed system. The equivalent circuit 
of fig. (1.7.1) appliesJ the series case is derived from the dual analysis. 
The parameters ~.1' Rl'.N' and VIi (and hence ~ and 1il if tbese are matched) 
are strongly drive dependent. The loss resistance or the varactor is often 
non-linear also, so that general solutions are not readily available. 
However, at a particular drive level, we may write the circuit relations 
-
-





[1 1-'&::'!'] ,r I t" ~] 
Rt-.J.t t 
• RN • • 
-p()lJ"( 
Wben the maximum power transrer conditions are imposed. 
11. - Rs.2 + ~.,l 
The' efficiency, 1 ' is usually expressed as the ratio f ~~:] , and ie quoted as a decimal or a percentage. 
It is otten necessary to work at the maximum efficiency obtainable 
both to conserve power and to limit device dissipation. 
, .. ' 11. 
I. ~ Conclusions 
This chapter has dealt with some of the principles and history of 
harmonic generation, and has tried to show the importance of harmonic generators 
in general, and varactor devices in particular at microwave frequencies. 
Mention has been made of the literatUre available on the subject, with reference 
to analyses existing of varactor multipliers. The following chapters are in-
tended to cover, analytically and experimentally, the harmonic generation problem 
in more specific terms. 
Many attempts have been made to define 'ideal' non-linearities for harmonic 
generators. Without defining a device, it is possible to deduce from the -
Fourier waveforms (in tables) the best harmonic generation pattern. Theoretical 
and practical studies of available devices may be compared with the mathematical 
optimum. In the microw~ve case, it may be shown that the step-recovery diode is 
tbe best harmonic generator presently available. 
v 






2. NON-LINEAR SOLID STATE DEVICES 
~.1 Device Classification. 
2.1 This chapter is intended as a review of the physics and functional 
I 
properties of some nonlinear devices. 
The technology of all the devices, although well documented, 
has been developed primarily from an empirical approach. With the 
advent of planar diftusion technology, in silicon, germanium and 
gallium arsenide, many new devices have appeared. An approximate 
classification was introduced grouping together devices with similar 
, 
properties, although some devices may well belong to two olasses, or 
may not olearly belong to any. Non-linear resistors are discussed in 
para. 2.2. This group contains point-contact, metal-semiconductor, and 
backward diode rectifiers. The p.i.n. structure, in 'plasma diode' 
form is also included. Negative resistance devices and the tunnel, 
Gunn and Impatt (Impact Ionisation and transit time) effects are con-
sidered in para. 2.3. The group comprising non-linear capacitors has 
been split into conventional variable capaoitanoe devioes and step-
recovery diodes, and is the subject of para. 2.4. 
Any classification scheme must rest on the primary microwave 
characteristics of the devices oonsideredJ in some cases a device may 
enter a different class when the operating conditions are ohanged. 
All the main semiconductor materials (Si, Ge, GaAs ) have been 
used at microwave frequenoies. Silicon bas technological advantages, 
an~ is likely to oontinue to predominate. The theoretical advantages of 
Ge, and particularlyot Ga As are offset by the more complex and oostly 
" ' ~,. ' .' . -
5 
technology, except for those devices whic~,rely on tha particular band 
struoture. 'The continued development ot the teohnology is likely to bring 
in new d~vices, re'duce prices and improv~ device specif!.c~tionG. 
"2;2 Resistive devices and applications 
The point contact diode: has been ot great importance in the microwave 
field. The main advantage is the low capacitance compared with convention-
al junction devices. The :rectifying contact is easily made and has a low 
turn-on voltage. The junotion is usually a miniature metal-semiconductor 
'type, which departs from ideality due to the forming processes. 
Recently, metal-semiconductor (Schottky-barrier, or hot-carrier) diodes 
have been made by an evaporation process, which leads to more predictable 
and useful parameters. The theory is well documented; only a bri~t 
description is necessary. 
The hot-carrier diode is a metal-semiconductor rectifying (non-ohmic) 
contact. When the metal and semiconductor are brought togethor, equilib-
rium is established between the materials, and it can be shown that the 
Fermi levels become coinoident. At its ma%imum height, the barrier seen by 
the oarriers 1s given by 
where 
tfms - barrier height (eV) 
'fM • Fermi level energy in metal 
y; • " It " II semiconductor 
A • Correotion for surface states 
The maximum width of the barrier is that of the depletion layer, 
usually ot the order ot thousands ot angstroms. 'Hot-ea.rrler' :refers to 
, , 
,14. 
the high energy electrons injected into the metal from the semiconductor, 
the conduction is a majority carrier effect. 
Practical hot-oarrier diodes have a low turn-on voltage and a 
characteristically low forward resistance. A great deal of design effort 
has gone into producing diodes with low fringing and overlay capacitances 
and minimal lead inductance. Recently, gallium arsenide has begun to take 
over from silicon in critical applications, the more mature silicon tecbnol-
ogy is now moving into the volume market. 
As detectors, tunnel diodes with low, or non-existent, peak currents 
(often referred to as backward diodes)bave significant advantages over con-
.. 
ventional types. The I-V characteristics have a strong curvature in the 
zero bias region, especially at low currents. Detection or mixing in the 
zero bias state ensures a low level of shot and IIF noise. 
Recently, many forms ot p.i.n. type of diode structure have been fab-
fabricated. These devices Can operate as varactors, impatts, trapatts, 
variable resistances or modulators, design optimization differs in each case. 
For example, the p.i.n. structure designed tor use as a variable microwave 
resistance is usually a poor rectifier at frequenoies above a few megahertz. 
Under reverse bias, the diode bas a high impedance at micfowave frequenoiesJ 
a forward current reduoes the impedance to a low value, hence the device can 
be used as an electronically oontrolled microwave switch, with a response 
time, which depends on the diode and is determined by its construction, ot 
the order ot microseconds or less. In this form tbediode has applications 
as a variable. attenuator or amplitude or' ~'l8~1; modulator. 
": :.-c ; .• 1 \ :', 
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Fig. 2.2.1 
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The varistors discuGsed are usod primarily in modulator, detector, 
or mixer circuits, or in some instances as variable attenuatoro. Typi- . 
cal circuits are shown in fig. 2.2.1. The generation of unwanted bar-
monics is inherent. These can very' often be minimised D7 employing 
. I 
filtering methoda I 
Point-contact diodes were used before;the advent of varactors as 
frequency multipliers. ;,It has been shown by Page that the efficiency can 
never exceed 1/n2 (n is the harmoniC number). The circuit equations 
have been analy~ed by Page, Pant ell and ]el~vitch (sao Chapter 6). 
Recently, however, possible fUndamental limitations on varactor per-
formanoe'at high frequencies have been suggested, whieb cou1~ have 
serious effects above 100 GHz (Erand). ~he limitations ara oaused by 
the physical requirements of the semiconductor procesains, in particular 
Consequently, 
in the photographio techniques. /miniaturised Schottky or point contaot' 
diodes are likely to remain in the lead for the extreme- frequency ranges, 
although,Gunn and Impatt devioes have reoentlymoved into the millimetre 
wave field. 
·, .::' 
2.3 Negative ~esistance devices arid an~lications 
Negative resistance devices availabls at present include tunnel 
i ,,'. . • ~ 
diodes, impatts, trappatts (trapped plasma avalanche transit time) Gunn 
, : '~..' 
and Limited space charge (LSA) devices. A summary of the properties of 
,," ' "'\ . 
each will be given. 
~ '. ~.' ' 
A tunnel diode is a p.n. junction device with extremely- heavy 
, 
doping on both sides of the junction, and a very abrupt transiotion tram 
, ,» ,.,,'. " . ". "{"... ' 
P to n type. 'In the appropriate bias range, electrons can 
16. 
quantum-mechanically tunnel through the potential energy barrier. With 
the energy band structure, the tunnelling results in a negative resistance 
region over a part of the forward bias characteristic. The tunnelling 
phenomenon, a majority carrier effect, is very fast, and useful devices 
can be constructed well into the millimeter-wave region. The negative 
resistance is used in simple low noise mixers, amplifiers and oscillators. 
,t;, 
The chief/~dvantage of the diode is the small power handling capability; 
the negative resistanoe region is only a few hundred my. wide, and the 
peak current about 100 mA max. per diode. 
In 1958 Read predicted the existence of microwave oscillations in 
diodes of certain struotures under breakdown conditions. Al though the 
original theor,r called for p.n.i.p. or n.p.i.p. fabrication, Read {or 
Impatt) type oscillations may be observed in many diodes. It was shown 
that if a high field existed in a small region of the diode, avalanche 
multiplication of carriers would occur. The carriers then drifted from 
the avalanche region to the electrodes. When the applied field and the 
drift time were appropriate the device presented a negative resistance, 
and sustained oscillations occurred. 
Impatt diodes may be used for amplificationJ they are suitable 
~ 
for power amplification, but in general, the noise levels are prohibitive 
for receiver applications. 
The trapped plasma avalanche transit time diode (trapatt) a 
development of the impatt, was introduced by Johnston et al in 1968. 
They found that high efficiency oscillations occurred at half the pre-
dicted Impatt frequency; the explanation postulated was trapping of the 
plasma avalanche in the drift region by the subharmonic field. The 
trapatt is still largely experimental. 
The devices considered up to this point have been related to non-ohmic 
contacts or junctions in semiconductor materials. In contrast, Gunn dis-
covered in 1963 that microwave oscillations could be produced in a wafer of 
tn' type GaAs with ohmic contacts. This device exhibits a lower conduc-
tanc~ at high electriC fields than it does at low fields, and, in the 
intermediate zone, a negative differential conductance. When biased into 
this stage, and in the presence of a Buitable L-C circuit, cyclic high field 
domain formation occurs and oscillations result. An alternative mode, the 
limited space-charge accumulation mode (LSA) permits higher power, as it is 
not transit-time limited as is the Gunn mode. Consequently, the field 
interaction distance can be longer, the capacitance lower, and the heat-
einking problem alleviated. The mode may be compared to the trappatt, in 
terms of inte~ction space, and, like the other devices, mentioned above, 
it is largely experimental at present. 
The tunnel diode has been used in simple circulator-coupled amplifiers 
as fig (2.3.1) Separation of the input and outPut parts is usually a 
desirable feature. Oscillators need only a bias supply and a frequency 
determining networkJ it is often difficult to prevent the devices 
oscillating under D.C. testing conditions. 
Impatts are currently used in small ra~systems especially whers high 
pulse power and small size are required. High Q cavities, for noise band-
width reduction, are often made from silver-plated brass or copper. The 
lower noise Gunn diodes can be operated in stripline conditions with 
acceptable n~ performanoe and are currently used in small Doppler radars, 
mainly C.W., in such applications as spacecraft docking, tanker berthing 
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In the context of the work in band, the negativo resistance devices 
have not been 'considered. Use of a negative resistance in conjunction 
with a varactor multiplier has beon reported. (~SOb~~)Furuk~)~ It is 
possible that such a device might be capable of slightly greater power 
handling than the negative resistance alone, and this could lead to higbly' 
efficient harmonio ganeratorsJ however, the limitations of the devices 
currently available preclude their use at pre~ent. Tho negative resistance 
region is 'ver:! narrow and occurs at a low forward. voltage, which is not 
sui table for' currently aVailable varactors:' 
-
Capacitance devic~s and 'applications 
. Thie seotion deals with the devioes usually referred to as v&.racto:rs, 
varioaps or voltage Variable capacitors. Charge storage devices are oon-
sidered separately. 
Thevaraotor diode is a semiconduotor device which may be used as a 
vol~age controlled reaotance element. Circuits are available tor eleotron-
ic tuning, modulators, harmonio generators and parametric amplifiers. The 
first usablo high trequenoy varaotors weN produoed' by :3Ska.nowski, Cranna 
(I) 
and ~ir (1959). The oapacitanoe of a :unotion as a funotion of depletion 
layer width ma:t be approximated tOI-
, , 
C _', -A 
weV) 
where wCY) is. the w1~th ot tbe depletion 1"'181", and 1a voltage dependant. 
w .. _ Wo .~l - * ( 
For an abrupt junotion 
l.:ost YaraOtors 11,e 'between thio and the graded' junction, w~ere 
'if. 1/3 
\ 
Later work will show the theoretical advantages ot )( 's between 
0.5 and 1.0. 
The diode is constructed, usually by epitaxy/diffUsion in silicon or 
gallium arsenide. If the heat dissipation is likely to be high the chip 
is bonded into an encapsulation which must have ac~eptable thermal propar-
ties in conjunctior. with low paras1t1cs. Doping profiles depend on the 
applications. Provided the diode package is small compared with the 
wavelength, the elements may be considered lumped. 
In an attempt'to define ,the device quality, a number of figures of 
merit were introduced by research workers and manufacturers. 
1. Cutoff' frequency at a specified bias, usually 6V 
2. Quality factor at speoified bias and frequency 
3. Dynamic cut-ott trequency 
f, = (~jb - cTtV2 7f Rs • Cjlle breakdown 
Cjf@ fwdcond. 
4. Dynamic Quality factor Q 
where S1 is the first component of the Fourier series'of time-
dependent elastance. 
The latter two figures of merit take into account part of the non-
linearity of the device. A further figure-of-merit usually applied to 
parametric ampiifier ¥odes is it. Q..,3 • Hyltin and Kotzebue have 
pointed out the relevance in assessin8 diodes of the device nonlinearity 




Recently, it has been shown that almost any doping profile can be achieved, 
over a restricted range (Nishizawa). With no limit to the value ot ~ , a 
n~~ber ot usefUl devices may be construoted. Capacitance ratios ot 
100:1 are possible, of particular use as tuning diodes tor wide ranges. 
Some of the advantages ot hyperabrupt ( "(>-5) diodes in frequency multi-
pliers and dividers have been pOinted out (Kulesza, McConnell). It is thus. 
necessary to define, for a particular varactor, the equivalent circuit (when 
in use), the quality factor, and the degree of non-linearity. 
The Manlei-Rowe' equations predict the usetul frequencY', power and. bar-
monic ranges and. high conversion gains available trom parametric devices. 
Varactor diodes are otten used as up-converters (modulators); instability 
conditions indicate that down conversion is less usefUl. Small signal lower 
sideband up-conversion is a negative resistance ettectJ the operation is 
very similar to non-degenerate parametric amplification, With the advantage 
t~t for operation at frequencies below 1 GHz the up-converter is more stable. 
Large signal up-converters are used as modulators. Usually, the lower 
frequency input is :FM and the microwave signal is a carrier; reversal of 
the roles, or carrier-carrier operation may be used in frequency shifting 
operations. 
A great deal of work has been done on parametric amplifiers, in 
industry, so that they have become a standard product. The desirable features 
which govern the choice ot varaotor for parametriC amplifiers are:-
1. High dynamic quality factor 
2.' High self-resonant frequenoy 
3. Large non-linearity tactor, compatible with (1) 
4. Stable characteristics over the ~ll op9rating ranges ot 
signal and pumV source and,temperature. 
21 • 
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Harmonic generators using varactor diodes have become a practical source of 
microwaves in the medium power range. The noise levels are inherently low, 
and the C.W. output power is comparable to other solid state osoillators. 
Frequently, the overall system efficiency is better than that of an 
alternative system. 
The elastance equation 
S 
~ = 
is a good approximation in the reverse direction. Alternatively, forward 
bias may be allowed, so that charge storage and step-recovery take place; 
this is the usual mode of operation. Typioal circuits are shown in £ig. 
2.4.1. Idlers are commonly included to improve efficiency, even in step-
recovery multipliers where they are not theoretically necessary, because 
it is not yet possible to produce theoretically perfect step recovery diodes. 
Penfield and Refuse have shown that the abzupt junction requires idlers 
to funotion as a multiplier for harmonics higher than the second. Work 
on hyperabzupt diodes (Kannam, Leonard, Saito, Change et al) has been re-
ported, and theoretical considerations (Chapter 5) show that this olass of 
diodes may have several advantages over the conventional types. As yet, 
practical work in this area has not been reportg,ci. 
2.5 Charge Storage Devices 
Charge storage capaCitance is produced by the injeotion of minority 
'. carriers during t)le torward-bias excursion of the varaotor dr1 ve vol tags, 
and the subsequent withdrawal ot this charge during the first part of the 
reverse bias cyole. The effeotive capacitance change may be very large, 
1.e. the dev1o~ may have a high, ~io ' Q. 
22. 
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The charge storage effect is a dynamic property. Analyses performed 
in terms of d.c. parameters ot non-linear capacitance or resistance are not 
validJ tully dynamic solutions are required. It is possible to analyse 
the charge storage diode as either a switching capacitance (Burckhardt et 
al) or as a switched R-C combination (Bozic and Stinchcombe). An expon-
ential model of the capacitance variation, similar to that of Jungmeister 
and Schmidt has shown good correlation with the experimental results ob-
tained by the author. One form of charge storage device, the step-recover.y 
diode, has led to the fabrication of high-order, high efficiency frequency 
multipliers at microwave frequencies, at present most production quantity 
microwave solid state sources are based on step-recovery multipliers. 
Charge storage effect in semiconduotor rectifiers was observed in the 
earliest junction devices (Schottky) and as it led to the loss of rectifi-
cation efficiency, attempts were made to eliminate it (Steele). Mains fre-
quency rectifiers today are tree from charge storage. 
In 1959, Leenov and Uhlir discussed harmonic generation using the 
concept cf an ideal non-linear capacitor. 13otf'produced the step-recovery 
effect empirically in 1959, and, in 1960, put forward a theoret~cal basiS. 
Advances in silicon technology, coupled with theoretical considerations or 
the fast transient phenomena have produced a silioon p-i-n structure for 
the modem SRD. 
The requirements for a charge-storage capacitance are that minority 
carrier injection into the junction region is possible, and that moat of the 
injected charge is recoverable. Carrier recombination or drift from the 
junction region is detrimental to ste~recovery action. The p-i-n structure 
has' evolved to preve~tcarrier drift by large intrinsio fields, and it is 
" ,,'.' 
usual to operate the device in a region where recombination is small. 
I, ';' 
.. 
. ' ' 
The effect of recombination can be calculated from tha continuity equation. 
I - ~( - Effective minority lifetime. 
Q - Stored charge. 
The short lifetimes available in GaAs normally preclude its use as an SRD 
(Moll, Hamilton). 
The main time constant associated with the step-recovery diode is the 
transition time tt. This is tha time taken for the carriers to be extrac-
ted from the junction. Intuitively, the storage of minority carriers at 
or near the metallurgical junction shortens the transition time; this is 
enhanced in the p-i-n structure. Carriers are stored in the i-layer, 
confined by potential barriers at the p+~i and i-n+junction. Practical 
diodes do allow some charge storage outside the i-region, the ideal step 
junctions are not possible with the present technology. 
The diode cycle may be described as follows. During the forward bias 
period, the i-layer is flooded with carriers, electrons and holes, evenly 
distributed. The voltage passes the forward peak and moves into the 
reverse region. Negative current flow extracts charge although the diode 
incremental resistance is low, so the voltage drop is small. As the 
mobile carrier extraction proceeds uncompensated mobile charges at the 
boundaries show a voltage drop. The centre of the i-region, with a 
relatively high conductivity, shows little voltage drop. The edges, 
depleted of mobile charge, conduct only space-charge-limited current. 
The effect of the reverse ourrent is to produce a voltage such that 
the space charge barriers are overcome, and the current is maintained in 
the Circuit. As the centre region loses charge, the space charge layers 
widen and the vol tage ~creases. When all the mobile carriers are 
depleted the transition to the reverse bias state occurs. the transition 
time is limited bl 
= 7( j L .Cvr L - Circuit total L 
Cvr- Reverse bias C 
Clearly, CVR should be replaoed by a variable quantity to develop fUll 
mathematioal rigour for the whole transition this will be treated in a 
later ohapter. A voltage spike is induoed in an external resistive load; 
reactive loads may modify the output waveform. A good diode punches 
through at a low reverse voltage i.e. the mobile carriers are entirely de-
pleted, and the oapaoi tanc,e variation is that of the depletion layer. In 
a diode with a p-i-n structure, this is substantially constant. The reverse 
capa~itanoe variation oan be used to get some idea of the doping profile. 
(Coerver). 
Depletion of the mobile charge layer constitutes a turn-off transient 
in the form of a voltage ramp before the main spike. Similarly, a turn-on 
transient occurs at the end of the spike, as the reverse oapacitanoe is 
discharged in preparation for forward charging in the next cycle. 
However, the turn-on transient is usually much faster than the turn-off 
as the capacitance involved is at least an order ot magnitude smaller. 
Figure (2.5.1) illustrates the (idealized) current and voltage waveform 
expeoted in the diode. The origin of the turn-oft ramp is traced to the . 
finite transition time. The turn-on ramp is related to the reverse-bias 
capacitance charging and discharging • In a later section, a mathematical 
. model will be approximated to the practical case, to predict the Fourier 
spectrum. Practical time-domain waveforms are shown for low frequencies 
andfroquencl domain plots at high frequencies in chapter 6. 
- -' ' 
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The width of the voltage pulse, tp is 
L ,.., ("r(.rcc; ) 
"'P - \ 1 - era. 
where (f is a damping factor 
6' - ..!- . J&"' 
- 2 RL GVR 
Ultimately, the performance limit of the diode is set by the varactor 
package inductance, i.e. the minimum possible circuit inductance, and by 
the varactor loss resistance. The pulse height depends on the driving 
charge and the cireui t loadin~n assuming that all the energy is recover-
able (which is not strictly true) the i'mpulse voltage 1s 
, ( I Vp = Ip. JL/C.~ ) . exp. -?(~ 
2J 1 - a-l 
Some advantage at extreme frequencios may beGsined by the use of the 
series mode (tig. 2.4.1) and include .. the package inductance as the driving 
impedance matching inductance. 
It may be possible to approximate the current step 
to an impulse, at least to determine the orders of maznitude 
of the circuit parameters. 
In the forward· half cycle the energy stored is 
1 ' 1 
, ;'2.L .Ip 
(The exact value 6£ Ip'may be difficult to determine in practice~ 
,'I • 
26. 
The energy appears in eVR after switching as an impulse of 
I 
approximately half sine form of height Vp and width' tp • 
where 
and 
,1 j,.. . CV •• V P 
2 
for light loading. 
The impulse width is determined by the La oircuit i.e. 
t~ ~ J L.C ... 
With the load RL,the,impulse height beoomes 
, ( 
and the width 
?(JL.C"" 
~ 1 _ ()20i 
where cr is a damping factor 
6- .L J L 
- 2 R... -C"'-V-II-
I 
The equations involve the assumption that 
all the energy is recoverable. In practice,theloss resistance, 
which is also nonlinear. absorbs power.Uenc'e, the equations 
represent only an o~tline of ,the true·sit~ation. 




HARMONIC GENERATING CIRCUITS AND SYSTEMS 
In this chapter, some of the existing harmonic generating circuits 
are reviewed and results of experimental models discussed. Although not 
comprehensive, this early work led to the deoision to aim for broad-band 
multipliers, and a section on the maximum theoretical bandwidth is included. 
The design considerations for·a varactor multiplier are discussed in 
general terms, and some consideration of alternative multipliers is made. 
3.1 The 'State-ot-the-Art' 
In the course of this project, there has been a considerable advance 
in the state-ot-the-art, and, to a certain extent, a chanee of the priori-' 
ties in the development of frequenoy multipliers and chains. 
\Vben the projeot commenced, in 1969, frequenoy multiplier chains were 
coming into use as high stability local osoillators tor microwave reoeivers, 
parametrio amplifiers and low power « 5w) transmitters. In general, R.F. 
power was provided at or below 100 MHz, and a number of frequenoy multiplier,,' 
stages employed to take the output to typically, X-band. The teohnique was 
costly in varactors, materials, and man-hours of design, oonstruotion and 
tuning time. However, the advantages of microwave power, with crystal, 
controlled stability, still command respect in many applications, in 
particular satellite ground stations, and, increasingly, the L-band 
inter-aircraft communication systems. 
Reoently, other more advanoed devices have become available which 
modify the requirement tor frequency multipliers. Gunn diodes, at the cost 
of increased complexity, may be phase-locked to crystals or high stability 
"'.' 28. 
cavities for local oscillators. Impatts, and soma Gunn devices, can 
operate at pulse powers much higher than varactors with comparable 
efficiencies. Impatt-mode oscillators have achieved d.c. to micro-
wave efficiencies of 65~. Transistors are becoming available at 20Hz, 
with 5w power capability. 
The effect of this work on the field of frequency multipliers in 
general, and this project in particular, has been to shape the objectives 
towards a useful and viable role in future communication applications. 
At an early stage, it was decided to consider broadband frequency multipliers, 
this was included in the initial terms of reference. Consideration of 
spurii WaS to be made, and means of reducing' them evolved. In addition 
it was hoped that high-order multipliers ~ould be developed. 
Ultimately, the two design philosophies of broadband and high-order were 
united in a general approach. 
At the suggestion of Dr. Kulesza, the initial theoretical effort was 
direc'ted towards the hyperabrupt junction. The theory shows (Chapter 4) 
that inherent output filtoring exists in this device. Coupled with, 
say, the hieh-pass property ot a waveguide, this could lead to extremely 
simple frequency multipliers. At present, hyperabrupt devices of a 
specific non-linearity are not available, although some experimental work' 
has been done on them in the U.S. 
The step-recovery diode has been' in use for several years as a high" 
order frequency multiplier. Several theories ot operation have been 
suggested (Burckhardt, Moll and Hamilton). ' In particular, the work of 
:', Jungmeister and ,Sohmidt, and Moll and Hamil ton, was found particularly 
useful. ','Certain equations due to the former group, with the optimisation 
, " 
" " 
• -I', ':" 
, , . 
" '. 
I', 
conditions as derived in Chapter 4 led to a new and a usefUl analysis of 
the step-recovery diode (Chapter 5). Further theoretical and practical 
work resulted in a conclusion that a pulso spoctral analysis technique 
had a valuable contribution to make in harmonic generation and related 
fields (Chapter 6). Finally, the multiple diode approach was used, and 
it soon became clear that a theoretical model of a multiplier circuit 
become unnecessarily complicated compared with the spectral analysis 
technique. 
3.2 Transistor Multipliers 
The Class C amplifier was devised independently by a number of 
workers (Terman et al.) in the 1930's, using valve circuits. Any three 
terminal.active device (valve, transistor, F.E.T.) can operate in a 
Class C mode. The bias applied is such that amplification of the signal 
occurs only on a small part of the input cycle. The waveforms are shown 
in fig. A (3.2.1) (Appendix 3.1). 
~y making the approximation of the device linearity, it may be shown 
that an optimum condition exists for the relative bias and signal levels. 
The input and the load are usually resonant circuits which are re-
sistive when correctly tuned. The power drawn from the generator and the 
power delivered, at the nth harmoniC, are readily calculated. Hence the 
efficiency is shown to be 
where -.f;'~ is the optimum conduction angle for theln~th harmonic. 
In practical circuits, loss~s associated with the circuit 
elements lead to efficiencies below the theoretical maximum. 
circuits are shown in tig. (3.2.2). 
Typical 
Certain modern transistors, in particular the overlay types which 
contain many transistors strapped together, have a large swing ot output 
capacitance in the same way as a varactor. The junctions are effectively 
nearly abrupt. It is possible to take advantage ot this etfect by intro-
ducing idlers into the output circuit (fig. (3.2.2». The transistor is 
driven at frequencies up to the cutoff frequency, ft. The varactor 
action, which is in the oolleotor oircuit, then multiplies the input fre-
quency. The manufacturers of these devices claim high efficiencies. 
Simple practical circuits were constructed in the early part ot the 
project. Harmonics of a Hewlett-Packard oscillator were generated by an 
RCA 2N3866. The results were comparable to those published by the 





200 mW @ 370 MHz 
550 mW 0 l.lGHz 
While it was felt that this teChnique has considerable advantages in 
the frequency range up to 26Hz, the need tor high powers at frequencies 
well beyond the fT of the present transistors pointed to the use of more 
conventional frequency multiplying devices. 
3.3 Non-linear Capacitance Multipliers 
The existing technology of varactor multipliers, in theory and 
practioe, was reviewed at the beginning of the projeot. In early 1970, 
it appeared that single or two-stage frequency multipliers were becoming 
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which gave the user ~ewer degrees o~ freedom in choice o~ fre~lp.ncy 
o.nd rate ot change ot :trequency. Theoretical studies by manY' authors 
contributed to the initial steps of the analysis developed heres in 
particular Penfield and Rafuse, J3urckhardt, and Scanlan and Laybourn may' 
be quoted. An encouraging practical paper on hyperab~pt ,junction was 
written bY'Markard and Yuan. (by the autho~) , 
Several practical circuits were construoted,/relying for their 
design on manufacturer's information or intuition. It was found that 
empirical designs gave reasonable results when accurately tuned, but 
were limited by narrow ('V l~) instantaneous bandwidths. Examples will 
be given shOwing the results obtained; 
3.3.1 Triplers 1.lOHz - 3.3QHz 
These designs were direct interpretations of the ganeral circuit 
, "",'" '> • 
'(fig. 2.4.1).'0> 'The first model employed dieleotric screw tunin;, a 
very satisfactory method provided the line lengths were correct. .\11 
idler was included, and the multiplier performed resonably well. Fig. 
3.3.1 is an alternative tunable over a wid9r range, but having the dis-
advantage ot metal-to-metal oontacts. At the time of construction, the 
equipment available was not very sophisticated, a power meter and tunable 
filters onlY' were available. The osoillator was a fre3-running single 
transistor in a Clapp-derived cavity. It was found that when the multi-
pliers loaded the osoillator, the power output chansed (a change in the 
. D.C. input was evidence ot thiS)' ~d'SO' ~;~~J effio~enoies, often measured 
~ ::. ,.~ ". 
at 6~, were probably deceptively high~ ::~put p~"ers up to 400 mW were 
available but strong 'moding' pr~vanted linearity Checks. The oscillator 
, , . 
and the multiplier were strongly'interaot'ive, and it.was tound that tuning 
," ~" ',-\ ~' , 
. . 32 • 
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the multiplier produc~d changes-in the oscillator output power, and, to 
a lesser degree, the oscillator frequency. When changes in output power 
occurred due to tuning, they were often abrupt, which indicated rapid 
impedance changes known as 'moding', i.e. the cavities used were capable 
ot sustaining oscillations in several di££er~nt electromagnetio modes. 
3.3.2 Octupler 1.1 GHz - 8.8 GHz. 
An initial attempt at high-order multiplication was made with the 
design of fig. 3.3.3. An integral oscillator provided an estimated 200mW 
of power at the fundamental. The circuit used was that of fig. 3.3.3a. 
Idlers were used, placed symmetrically about the varactor. A Ferranti . 
ZC50C proved marginally superior to a M~llard Bxy' 21 in this application. 
Tuning was fairly critical, but experience showed that it was reproducible. 
Re-starting proved no problem. Power output was typically 25mW with 
spurii, on the high frequency side, 10 db down or better. 
3.3.3 High Power Tripler 1.56 - 4.68 GHz 
A crystal-controlled source of 3 Watts output at 1.56 GHz was available. 
Spurii were present in the output, in particular at 1.95 GHz, but were about 
20 db down. 
The tripler was constructed in the form (fig. 3.3.2) o£ an add-on 
unit. The efficiency was about 5~, using a Ferranti IN5155 diode. 
Spuri'i were troublesome; the fourth harmoniC was only 13 db. down. An 
external filter reduced the overall efficiency, due to the high insertion 
loss, but some 400 mW was available, with spurii 30 db or more below the 
output level. Such conditions, with the stability of crystal control, 
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3.4 Fundamental Theoretical Bandwidth Limitations 
Limitations to the bandwidth of varactor harmonic generators have been 
discussed by Penfield and Rafuse, Scanlan and Layboum and Grayzel. It 
was concluded that the bandwidth of abrupt and graded junction multipliers 
depends largely on the quality factor. In general, high Q factors lead to 
high efficiency and narrow bandwidth, a practical realization of this is 
the extreme difficulty found in tuning a multiplier with a high Q diode. 
A lower Q device peaks, to a lower efficiency, more easily. Typically, 
~n the references mentioned, 3 db bandwidth limits of 4~, at 1% efficiency, 
wers predicted. Most multipliers designed using varactors have conformed 
to these results, although step-recovery multipliers showed a marked 
improvement. 
Recent papers by Redd and Kotzebue, and Kotzebue and Matthaei have 
shown that, with the application of good circuit design, wideband multipliers 
may be constructed. The former group produced a 70% efficient tripler 
Circuit, with 45% 3db bandwidth. In this example, the balanced diode 
technique, which will be referred to later, was used. 
The ultimate limitations to step-recovery multipliers are the speed 
of the transition and 'the elimination of unwanted harmonics. 
-, , 
The speed of the transition pulse is a complex subject, related to the 
diode structure and the extem81' cireui t'~ -the' analysis is presented in 
Chapter 5. 
.. \ ~ 
Balanced systems may be used to cancel odd or 'even components, it is 
shown in Appendix 3. 2~: that the "fundamental limi tattons of any harmonic 
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all harmonics generated 
alternate harmcnics suppressed. 
Where /J is the fractional bandwidth, and n the harmonic number. 
Filters with infinitely sharp cutoffs are not realizable so these 
lim! ts 'may be regarded as extreme upper bands. 
3.5 Design Considerations for Multiplier Chains 
Frequency multipliers are used in a very wide range of applica.tions 
so that generalizations of the requirements are difficult to make. However, 
for the proposed objective of local oscillators in microwave systems, the 
fundamental requirements may be, summarised as followsI-
(1) Adequate stability - 1 part in 107 or better - this depends on 
the drive OSCillator, which is usually crystal controlled. 
(2) Low noise - amplitude and phase noise can be introduced by the 
multiplier, so care in construction is ~quired~ 
(3) Freedom from Spurii - particularly in a chain, spurious generation 
::, ,~ 
can lead to operation on frequencie~ often close to the desired 
, . ~ .' 
frequency, but distinct from it, with possible disastrous results. 
(4) Power output and effioienoy - provided these remain adequate, they 
may be traded to some extent for other desirable oha.raoteristios. 
!a later chapters will show, ~h~ ,multipliers developed are ideal 
, . ,,' 
for chain operation, in particular because of- very low spurious output ' '. ' 
, ~--",:·~.t", ,.... '.', '.' ,\,~ " "'"I'~'" 
. ' ~ , ...... 
levels, and wide, instantaneous bandwidths: to. aooommodate rapid~frequonoy 
'. :" ... "", .:';. -!. :,. ~. ~ .' " ~ ; < ~ ,:'", , l ~''"'., « j " .: s 
changes. 
























Several altemative t1Pes ot trequen0Y' 'multiplier' were considered. 
It is possible that Y.I.G. tilters oould be suitably construoted and driven so 
that the passbands would track on the input and out~t ot a multiplier. 
Such a technique could lead to a high-ettioienoy, high order multiplier, with 
a potential ot wide band limits but narrow instantaneous bandwidth. The 
drive osoillator oould be a T.I.G. or a varaotor. tuned devioe. Very otten, 
however, only a small relative bandwidth is required (say 25~). Two 
altemative sY'stems are possible, eithe~ the simple frequenoy multiplier.is 
developed to handle the bandwidth, or a heterodyne system • The tirst 
method was ultimately adopted, as it involved the solution ot the non-linear 
oircuit problems in detall, and is the subjeot ot the later chapters. The 
heterodyne technique has a number ot disadvantages, primarily in the gener-
ation of spurii, but could be usefully developed. The system would consist 
ot a mixer-varaotor, ted with two large signalsJ a tixed-frequenoY' micro-
wave power source, and a lower-trequenoy tunable source, which need not 
delivery quite as much power. The Manley-Rowe equationsdiotate this ohoioe 
ot plmp sources, as the full power ot the miorowave frequency source cannot 
be extracted at an inoreased trequenoy. Although basically attractive, 
the oircuit sophietioatio~ required'to provide good operating oharacteristios 
would probabl;y be prohibitivel;y OOBtl;y.;~,'::·:'. 
Conolusions 
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Practical consideration ot cost and reproducibility indicated stripline 
'construction while the non-availabilit7 ot byperabrupt diodes rorced 
the use ot step-recove17 devices., 13e!ore the tinal mul Uplier could be 
designed however,. theoretical and practical characterisation ot the 
devioes had to be oarriedout. 
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4.- ANALYSIS OF A HYPERABRUPr PREWCT l4UIJ1'IPLIER STAGE 
4.1 The~:perabrupt device 
:,' 
It is tirst necessary to de tine the term 'hyperabrupt'. In general, 
any diode whose elastance-vol tage relationship is more than abrupt (see 
lig. 4.1.1a) is clasSified as byperabrupt. Many diodes can be represented, 
at least for part ot their c~acter1stic, b7 the equation 
lJ"" • reverse voltage 
V.. • breakdown 
SI1~ - S at Vb. 
All diodes with ~ >O·S are described\.as byperabrupt. Since a dis-
oontinuity can be deduced trom ligs. 4.l.lb and 10 at b' - 1 two classes 
ot byperabrupt diodes are distinguished i~e. 
( i < ~ < 1) and. (1 < 'tS' >.. 
The theor,y of abrupt junction varactors bas been extensively treated 
by marly authors. (Penf'ield & Rafuse, Scanlan & Iayboum, Leeson & 
Weinreb et. al.) In particular, it has been pointed out that, using an 
abrupt junction without idlers, only the seoond harmonio may be produced. 
This apparent disadvantage is signiticant in that it implies an inherent 
filtering in the device. It will be ahown that a more general rule can be 
der.ived, that arq harmonic up to 'n' mq be produced by the varactor havingl 
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profile (fig. 4.l.ld), which has onl,. reoentl1 been readily- achievable to 
the required preoision (Kannam). 
A number of workers have oonsidered hyperabl"Upt diodes as frequency-
mul tipiiers. In particular, llarkard and Yuan reported experimental 
results of 25~ efficiency (narrow-band) in a xe frequency multiplier. 
The theoretioal prediotions were less satisfaot,or,y, however, and it is 
possible that step-recover" effeots could have modified the results. 
More theoretical papers were due to ,Leonard, and Chang, Foster and Ryder • 
. Reterence will also be made to the work ot Kulesza and Saito. 
~ 
Leonard, in 1963, pointed out the apparent anomaly- in the o-V and 
q-V oharacteristics ot hyperabl"Upt varactora. The expression tor the 
stored energy iSI 
-
-
(\ -1S') .U"T. q, T (:2-..-) "';\ 'J(t:.) 
, 
which shon as,mptotic behaviour. As}! approaches zsro, the oapacitanoe . 
tends to a oonstant, and ' 
Y1. G. V. 
As ~ approaches unity-, however, the energy- tends to zero. This is 
significant in that, while the energ handling oapability talls, the 
power conversion capability (whioh co~sponds to ettioiency) improveti • 
." The same paper oontinues to show that olosed form solutions are possible' for' 
..I ~ " 
,,: ::" ~. s of i, 2/3, i etc., p~o~ided· c~rtai~' a~;sumptions 'an made. 
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Leonard's paper, occurs when 'If • lJ unfortunately. th1. 1. a zero-
power transfer condition, so that a compromise solution mu.t be 
, I, 
determined. Plots of S (\1), (V+;) and 5 (,..) are given in 
fig. (ar. 1.1 ), corresponding to Leonard' s graphs. 
A similar :rorm ot the )(. 1 discontinu1 ty has been coamented on 
by Kulesza ( ".\1. ). In this context, :rig. (4.1.2 ) is an extension of 
Kulesza's work to include )f > I and ¥ < 0 • 
The latter case bas been considered theoretically by Qrayzel. 
At the zero crossings on the harmonic coefficient curves, the A(~) are 
zero (see appendix). A similar plot with dual &8eumptions of Circuitry, 
i.e. voltage-fed, may be made. ( fig. 4.1. 3. ) 
Chang, Foster and ~yder assessed byperabrupt junctions by two 
N 
standards. The quality factor of ICur"9kawa and Uenohara, Q, was shown to 
be rather poorer, in general, for the byperabru.pt' device, due to the 
practical device considerations. The transducer gain of Hyltin and 
Kotzebue, 9 T" , was also shom to be lower than that o:r conventional 
diodesJ tbe small signal basis ot this analysis was, however, cast into -' 
eome" doubt. It was concluded that, in sOlle circumstances, particularly .~ 
when contaot, bulk or circuit resistances contribute moat to the circuit 
losses, byperabl'\lpt Junctions _, be preterable to conventional devices. 
" ,,(,', -;. 
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The general case Fourier series will now be derived, making onl1 
the two current assumption. This is justified in that the search is tor 
simple and efficient multipliers with high orders of multiplication. 
Rewriting 4.2.1 
t. I.... \1')' ( ~) ] = M [, ... Q'(l-)] . "'.1.1. 
2,(7:). LQ'{n]~ 
"'=0 
Q' (~) is the normalized a.o. charge component, 
Q ' ( ~) : 6,', ~ ~ ~: +' .: Q ~~-t ~ (" w ~ of ~ ) i.e. 
n is the harmonic requ.ired, and;+~" ie the phase angle, at some 
defined point, between (WI; and n~. 
, 
, . 
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The most important parameter in moat trequency DlUl tipl1ers 18 tbe 
etticiency, or the closely related power transter tactor. In tbe present 
calculation, it is convenient to consider tbe var&Otor 1088 component 
lumped with the loss ot the enema! oircuit, and deal on17 with the non-: 
linear capacitive element. 
. ~ 
The input current, I, is 







~ and the output, 
, 
.. ,', 1 and 
':.' ..... ..j' 
, , 
, . 
, \ '.' ~' 
The powers involved in the diode derived from 4.2.6 to 4.2.9 area-




Up to this point, no assumption other than the oonstancy ot the diode ,i: 
.. <'t,l, ,.:, ~ ') ~ I', s _ 
non-linearity bas been made. : .. One 'possible approach to the solution'at 
. . . 
" >,~ 11 ~ ~ ,t L; 
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this stage would be to prOgramme thee'quationa Onto a computer, 
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will be made whioh make an anal7tioal solution possible. The inoreased 
awareness ot the physical problem and the 'teel~ tor the mathematioal 
operations ~ustlt1 the slight 10s8 of absolute accuracy. 
The assumptions arel-
1. That the input power is tran8terred to the load, or dissipated. 
2. 
This condition should be valid it the reflected power is subtraoted 
from the inoident, although, ideal1" a matoh should be made. 
The magn1 tude ot the output charge, ooettioient i8 small oompared to 
the 10put o~ge coeffi~ient. , M. __ .,_ ..... • 
i.e. 
Q: 
This is, in all praotical multipliers, true, so that by neg1eoting 
(Q~r terms, and higher,ve~ little, error is inourred. This is not 
a small signal as~pt1on,: ,since the output current,' ( n.Q.! ) can have a 
magnitude approaohing that ot the fUndamental without seriously violating 
the oondi tions. ; , " ,', ' 
, - . '. .. ,< ... "~ " 
: ;,' , L· " 
In the expansion ot ( Q" '" e,,~), the tint two terms on11 are , 
required. Hence, trom 4.2.11, the general power term is 
.: . 
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The expression is integrable by conventional methods. For 
convenience, two integrals are considered. 
Poe = -~ ~ tM). f Q.r~ Q,.' J ( ~ 1A)~t(. S~ (~l'-t9) · J.wl"" 
a- L. K 1 -11' , 
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The method ot solution ot these equations is shown in 
• J 
Appendix 4.2.1. It is shown that the dominant term 1sl-
ht~: ~, "U Q ' U{. . " 
. \ . S~ ..L ~ 'r J. 
" ." 
The variable. in this equation are clearly detined, it this term iSi, 
considered alone. SW\". is ~et equal to unity_ 'l'his makes the Pp 
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4.3 General TheorY ot the Hrperabrupt Frequenoy Uultiplier 
4.3.1 The Limiting Curve 
'"J .:. 
,; ,,:" 
The limiting curve concept was introduced by Penfield and Ratuse. 
It was shown that, beoause limitations ot ourrent or voltage excursions must 
be imposed in a practical circuit onl,. a limited area ot operation ia 
available to the diode. By detining an abrupt junction doubler case onl,.. 
Penfield and Rafuse were able to Jdra." a two-dimensional plot ot allowed 
operating conditions, A more general set ot conditions will be derived 
below, tor the 'double-limited' case. In the usual varaotor analysis, 
torward and revsrse oonduction regions are avoided, hence the 'double-
limit'. Conditions m&1 occur when only a single (reverse conduotion) 
limit is necessartJ this will be oonsidered in' a later ohapter. 
The operating level of the varactor is eet by the current drive. On17 
:r 
two currents are allowed to tIow, and th~ .,lillli ts ot oharge swing are d.e-
., - -,,' ,,+" ", ':'J. ' .. , 
fined as 0 and 2Qo, an, excursion of ! ,Qo' about a mean Qo • 
.. " e,. ~ " ", ~ ~.... ,,: ;<' (,;; ,'" _~ • • 
i.e. 
~, ! ~ ,,', : . ,',. ~., 
This condition represente a. eet 
The exact area of the set depends '00' 
a, and f ' paramete~·: wMoh are . dettn.ed beiow" '. 
, ~ ,:,,, 
The operational regiOn"i~ detined:by ' . '. " .'~",. " .... 
. . ' ' \ 
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Inltlall,., the :t'ull drive condition, whlch allOWB the equalit,. to 
hold at certain points, is assumed. -1 
Then, for an,. n, we' can tind an angle . at which the equ&1it,. holda. t 
• 
• • 





s~ e .. 
n ,~( '" 9 of- + ) 
The equations 4.3.1.c. and J are simltaneouB equations with 4 
independent variables. Earlier work of this ohapter lndicated tbat 
Ii' I 
I 





equation is needed to "separatethe'Variables Q.'; '7~" , . and e .. 
Appendix 4.3.1 shows the solution ot the equatlons to be 





value of '.' under the maximum power oondl tiona 
,phase angle ot harmonio 
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"j This is a significant new equation, which implies that, given n, and ". < ~t 
calculating (J, the angles e at' which oharge maximum and miniuum occur 11181" rt I 
be found, i~depen~~ti,. ~,t 'the dev1~e:~o~:li~ear1ty~ "'The ont,. assumption \":,"f[ . 
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From the tan Q expressions, the optim'al values ot 0./ and o.r.' IDa1 be 
derived, tor the general 1Il\l1tiplier. The 'limiting curve' :h desor1bed 'b1 
, I 
equation 4.3.1 ~ with substitution of Q I and 0." from equation 
4.3.1 c. and J . 
In the non-fUl11 driven case, 4.3.1 J and e still apply, so that 
the OptillllDl 0 angle remains the same J other values ot phase angle fJ are 
permissible without violation ot the 'boundary conditions, but the optiIzum 
, I 
values remain unchanged. The optirwm 0., and. Q" are den ved. trom the 
drive level, and hence a variation in the power handling and efticiency will 
usually result from the ohange in drive. 
4.3.2 The General Relations 
, : • ,1< 
, , 
Two tundamental equations have 'been derived. 
parametrio frequency multiplier, 
For any two-current 
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Equation 4.3.2.~ is used to determine the optimum value at e 
for a given n. The value at ¢ is determined graphically by considerina 
the possible values and selecting those whioh provide the maX1mlm output 
, + 
current. Alternatively, ditferentiation at P givea ~. - "/2, which 1a 
in exact agreement with the graphioal techniques. 
4.3.3 The Optimum ~ias Point ' 
, . 
" 
In the current driven mode, the bias point ia the hal1"-eharge paint, 
so that the variable part o~ the charge m&7 change from 0 to 2Qo. 
We have 
and 
" ~ - " \ .. 
The maximum charge occurs when the voltage is at a maximum, 
provided ¥ is less than unit) (see fig. 4.1.1.:). ' 
. 
• • 
, , ' ' "', ( , I )'-Y .. Q~ ': "'.=lGo :' 'Q. + '-1'_ ' . 
: L 
, ' ~ 
The voltage is measured trom the bias-point so that the reverse 
excursion ia V~ max., ' and "the! forward·, (to . ze~ ,vol to) 'excursion ia'.,· 
, '-, 
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In a praotical mltiplier, the manDllm reverse voltage is the break-
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Hence, the bias vol tags, (\l:.+~) oan' be found tr~m the denormalization 
of this equation, 
. " 
Very often, it is found that negative values of UG , ~epresenting 
slight forward bias, occur •. 
Although no practical measurements on this class of hyperabrupt 
varactor have been made, measurements on varactors in the graded and 
abrupt groups indicate similar trends., :. In practice, the achievement 
of the specified i, over a suitab~y wide range will be difficult. It is 
unlikely that devices will be produced to such perfection that high 
efficiencies will be achieved without allowing a certain amount of rectifl-
cation to take place. The reotified current is the source ot the popular 
• self-bias • • Essentially, a contro~led and measured forward current 18 a ; 
", 
better guide to the bias conditions than i8 the D.C. voltage across the 
junction, the papers oonsul ted ,by the author on this uubject ma1 be 
[ ~.,. - 1. 
summarised b1 saying that, in almost every case, self-bias with effeotive 
, ", ~ ,"..,. "'_:~ '_,',: ~',,-, '~ " ~ ";5'_ "._ .', f 
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so that external bias had to be applied. In this context, it is clear 
that any arbitrary f'isure mq be introduced as a maximum reverse voltage, 
with bias varied accordingly. The etfect is to reduce the power handled 
by the device and hence the output power available. 
It is necessa17' to deduce, at this point, SOrDe 'general trends' in 
the "II8Y' the bn>erabrupt class ot diodes will behave. 
Equation 4.3.3.~ shows that 
-
-
The bias-point cap~citance could be oxpressed in terms of the 
reverse-bias capacitance, in general, this is an impossible meaBurement, 
masked by the package parameters. However, Co for any ;practioal device 
~. ..' . 
is likely to be ot the same order or ~i~ud~ as the zero bias 
capacitance. 
In terms ot the ~reakdown voltage; ,,: :' , , ... 
'I • 
(\To.J."'):: Va 
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This equation shows that,as m' t~nds to larger values (i.e.)( ~, ) 
then Qo tends to zero.' \' Later work will show that the etficienoy ot the . 
'" '. 
devices tend to 100%:&s ..¥ 
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approaches zero, so that all the equations are internally consistent. 
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The efficiency formula is included in full in appendix 4.3.3. In general 
terms, it is statedl 
p' , P o/p LOSS 
pi of 
where the primed quantities are the" normalized values. The optimum currents 
are defiud by the equation 
, 
so the loss quanti ties are fixed by r-s. and the optimum currents. However" 
p' is a function of the device non linearity, i.e. 
p' : \ 
. -j ! 
This :fUnction increases' monotonically with "" , at a rate illustrated 
by the examples of appendix 4.3.3. Henoe, the efficiency increasesw1th ,",",' ,~ 
, , , .' :\' 
,increasing mJ as)( approaches unity, p, tends to infinity, but the·loss COlD-' .,' i; 
,\" 
: paOent is fixed, so the expression for effioienoy approaches 1~. However, 
. 
tbe'denormalization coefficient tends to ,the inverse of infinity, 80 tbat the 
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4.4 General trends evident in the Predicted output ot the Hyperabrupt diode 
It is evident from the tables and graphs that, for any harmonic number, there 
exiets an optimum current input and output conditions which are independent 
ot the '6 factor. For a given )( , the power handled, and tbe efficiency ot 
the diode itself,can be determined. In a broader view it it is necessary to 
select a diode ~ tor harmonio generation, two criteria sbould be oonsideredl-
1. Efficiency. 
As ~ tends to unity, tbe efficienoy increases, for constant , r s ' 
VB and Co parameters. 
2. Power handling 
For anT harmonic number, there exists an optimum ~, whicb may be sbown 
to obe~ the relation 
n • .i me, 2 _. .i 2 
These conclusions are general to the whole class of hyperabrupt diodes, ot 
which the simplest case is the abrupt junction. The predictions made in tbis 
chapter are in close agreement with those of Penfield and Rafuse for the abrupt 
- , 
junction III1ltiplier and with Leonard on the subject wot tbe opti!DUlll' )( tor. a 
doubler. Complete generalization ot the laws governing the hyperabrupt varactor 
for any n and m have been outlined. In practice, an n x m general set ot 
solutions must be computed, although two single In' values (2 and 5) have been 
'illustrated. (F.c.. It ..... I.) 
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or, as a corollary, a diode must have m~ n in order to produce the nth 
harmonic. This explains the abrupt junction, which ma1 on11 act a8 a doubler 
without idlers. 
A similar set of equations, 'with some reversals of sign, app11 to the 
values greater than 1. The general theor,r still holds. 
The theor1 has predicted that, especial17 in high power multiplie~ it ma7 
be advantageouB to tailor the ~ afthe varactor to suit the harmoniC required. 
It is hoped that such work will be done b7 other 'researchers in this tield. 
.'- ,- " 
4.5 Practical Realization of HzperabruptVaractors 
<:' r ~ 
4.5.1 Dittus ion Technique. 
Hyperabrupt varactors have been produced bY,tairly conventional 
j \, . ~ " " ~,' ,_.. , " .JI. 
diffusion techniques. In general, 8 Sohottky barrier is assumed, as the -., 
I . 
prediction of doping protile is great17 simplified by this generalization. 
- <, ; • " , • • ~ - ~. ~" .' • 
Precise mathematical mo'dels are available to tailor devices to suit 
particular applications. To the best knowledge of the author, no devices 
in the • 5"<'1 < I region have been fabricated commercially a1 though there 
is no reason to suppose ,that the1 could not be. llarkard and Yuan have 
made devices with ,}{. .875 for reasonab17 'wide, bias ranges. 
Nishizawa et. ale have givenoomprehenaive design data information for" 
. , hyperabrupt doping profiles, 'and have reported sample reaul ts. 
- a,' 
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Hyperabrupt diodes, for use as wide-range voltage-variable tuning 
elements, are commercially available (Motorola,I.T.T.). The ~value8 
used appear to be in the range 2 to 5. KcDonnell has reported the UBe ot 
these diodes in a frequency divider. (Vt-) More recently. Kannam et. ale bave 
made diffused hyperabrupt devices with highly linear, wide range and 
repeatable characteristice. Oneenremely significant part of their tind-
ings was that the C.V. characteristics had negligible change over a 
temperature range of 25°C to 2500 C. This could well indicate that 
hyperabrupt Yaractor multipliers m&1 b. operated over an unusually wide 
range of ambient temperatures.': " 
Ion Implantation. 
Recently, muoh attention bas been focussed on the technique ot ion 
implanta tion. It appears that ions may be implanted in suoh an acourate 
way that any desired device profile may be synthesized. In particular, 
, . , 
talks with workers in this field revealed that hyperabrupt diodes are 
;J ~ .... -r; :<, ~, t·' .' \ ~ " , , -
particularly easily fabrioated. 'Moline'and'F~xhalil~~~e' reported ext~mely 
, ...... .-
:'1 ,_, ~ " 
, . 
good results using several variations of the ion implantation process. It 
',~ \ "': ", :'. ~ , 
was hoped that engineering samples would be available for this projeot, 
... ~', r~ j , , '# I, /. ~ •• :, :., ~ ;~ • '.'. ! . \ f' i -> 
but unfortunatel7 this ~ waS not the' Case •. ; ".:-
~:'~. '~Jo ,.t, "';~,': :.: ,"', . .,I~: '. ..~,,~ '. ~! I -:." - .. , 
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5. THIDRETICAL ANALYSIS OF THE STEP RPl:OVERY DIODE 
5.1 Introduction 
A number ot analyses ot the step reoover diode have been published in 
the past. This anal)'Bis differs from the work of others in that 1 t brings 
together the conoepts of the limiting curve and the C-V model, also it uses 
the basic analytioal approaoh previously applied to a hyperabrupt devico. 
In general, other authors seleoted a feature of the SRD and expanded it into 
a full anal)'BisJ usually it was the capacitanoe, but the resistance has 
also been used (Bozio )(.3) An anal1Bis i(3. developed here which inoorporates 
the practioal device paramet~~s, stored oharge ana voltage excursion. 
Moat of' the earlier anal1Bes were ~onoerned with the small-signal theor,y 
ot the diode. Although the ,results were substantially correot f'or ver,y 
high orders of' multiplioat~on without idle~, they were not general. 
Some analyses have,used oo~puter programmes to simulate the non-linearity 
of' the device. inevitab~y, ,limitations on the understanding of' the multi-
plying aotion were imposed by the numerioal methods. Probably the most 
interesting group of' analyses involved a true, it at some atage approifmate 
. ~' . 
mathematical solutions. Basically, a model tor the diode is assumed, and 
then the restrictions are placed on the current and voltage oonditions 
allowed in the device. Analyses of' this type were due to Johnston and 
Boothroyd, (21) and' J~ei'~~er' an~ s~~~~~ (23) . 
The analysis presented here contains ideas originating in the work ot 
Scanlan and Layb'oume . ~54) llarkard and Yuan~34), Jungme1ster and Schmidt, (23) ,~., ',"" - " ',', 
and Penfield and RefUse (tVa~tor'Applioations' K.I.T. Press). The most 
significant 'departure f'rom' th~ oonventional analyses is in the use of .the 
.... " '.;',,:'. /" ;~ '}' ~ t', ,"~' ~,:\~ ,. ,,' .~ ,"". >' ;;"':" .~" 
. limiting curve conditiOns,' whioh aN derived in the same way as tor the, , 
'~ ! ~,- ~l', :,; I. ~ .,';<~' .:' ,;.~ , ,.',', . " : ~~' .;" , ..... J.' ,~" .. ,'t.> , v~ ,' .. ; 
: byperabrupt deVice ..... : ,', , ,,:. ' .. ;' > . ( . " , . '. " 
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In the course ot this work, it was tound that the speotra1 aBsessment 
technique could also be ,used as a ~owertul tocl. 
5.2 The Predicted harmonic 8peCtrum - General shape 
',' / 
In section 2.4, and the associated a~pendices, the general operation , 
ot the step-rscover,J diode, in relation to the Bolid state ~hyaiCB ot the 
device, was discussed. It is evident that a oomplex model is required to 
describe the transition trom Cm to CREJ' (CFiVI) is the capaoitance under 
torward bias, CREV under marlmum reverse bias.) In tig. (2.4,1) the vo1t&88 
can be interpreted as the ,in situ ettect ot the tinite traneition time. 
At tirst it would a~pear that the tastest possible diode is the most desir-
able. this is not necessari17 so. The 'best' diode is that whioh is 
capable ot transterring most energy to the desired trequenc)"J generall;y, 
the tastest diodes handle onl;y low powers • Three major 10s8 mechanisms 
occur in the SRDI- '. . 
1. The I2a loss. This ,i8 usual1; reduced in a high Q diode, although 
the transition' time' is! not ~eceBsar1l;Y ahorter.· t' 
2. The recombination 'lOBS.' The' timG 'param~ters tt'and'l'i' are " closel;y " 
linked. the tastest,diOdes :tend to have, a'short 1:' t' and honce 1088 
',-.. 
,. The transition loss. Not all the energy in the junction beiore the 
, _ -.' f 
transition is recoverable. 
.' 
We can expect, ther8tore"in'a reasonab1;y well constructed untunod~ 
" . ,> ~ ." .. .' ~. ~ ~ "i' , _ ',' " W ~" " " _.,'.\ \"' ,. • '~ , 
Circuit to see "t~e, c~teristic' 'pulse'. speotrum ot tho high-a)Ged tr&n8~ ':', 
lti'on, P~b'~b~;ymo~t1ed'b¥ O~her cU~' par~eter8(tig. 6.5.2). -,,' , ' , 
, : 
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In general, the approach applied to the h1Perabrupt varactor is tollowed. 
Circuit equations in the limiting cases are set up with oertain assumptions. 
With the aid ot these circuit equations, and invoking the continuity con-
ditions, a voltage-curront series model ot the diode is construoted. 
Using a range ot typical device parameters, pertormanoe curves are derived 
according to the equatiOns, and predictions are made ot input and output 
impedances. 
5.3 The Limiting Curve 
For &n1 varactor, a set ot limiting curve conditions can be derived. 
In the series mode, with a two-ourrent assumption, the currents are those 
detined in equations 4.,.la-g i.e. 
I Q,' <.en w to - Q~ I c.." (t'\ ""t-+~) I ~ 1 
where 
The magnitude ot the currents i8 determined by the bias-point 
oharge, Qo, which is the key parameter. 
The charge storage oharacteristic ot ,the ideal atop-recovery diode 
is shown in tig. 5.,.1. In a properly designed and applied devioe, the 
~, recombination time, 1: t' i8 long enough so that during one oycle ot the 
drive frequency, the probability of recombination ,(which in the p.i.n. 




not occur, then the voltage range whioh i8 normally assooiated with tor-
ward conduotion may be us~d,as part ot the operating zone, and henoe ono 
ot the operating voltage ,boundaries oan be removed. This is referred to 
-. , ~ , . 
as 'single-sided li~~ins' i.e. only the breakdown voltage limits the '''. 
operating reg1on~ '." ': 
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The maximum circuit 'Q' (dynamic quality tactor) the reverse voltage 
should reach the point where the device capaoitanoe is not voltage-variable 
(collocpially 'punch-through'), otten, this means the reverse breakdown 
For maximum charge storage, the diode should swing well into 
the forward bias region, although a compromise against reotification 108s •• 
must be reached. 
In the hyperabrupt analysiS, the phase angle, '/J, was' adjusted so that 
, the charge waveform was symmetrical, ,l.e. the voltage swings were equal. 
'," , 
When onl,. one constraint is applied, (the reverBe voltage) al temative 
phase angles are possible.,. !':' , j' 
~ , .', \. 
Appendix 5.,.1 extends the analYsis ot Chapter 4 to derive the eame 
'". " •• ~ : I ' , : ,~ 




. ~ '. 
This equation is :general for'arl1 varaotor whioh 18 subjeoted to only 
the limitation of' 'the reverse voltage drive. ,. The only other assumption 
is that torward conduotion does not take plaoe. However, the conclusion. 
drawn regarding the harmonic voltages and powere available are not 'the 
. , 
same as in Chapter 4, because the voltage series to be derived is 
ditferent 'and,' mo~' :~i~tiC8nt11,th~' :n~~li~e~ ;po';~r' ievela' or', tbeSRD 
T < -. ' 
'. - .,..,;: ~',"' ,'" '-f • . , ..' . . ,;) < 
depend primaril,. on ~e,_ exac~ ail'l:10ture ot the devioe. 
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'5.4 The exponential model of the Step-Recovery diode 
5.4.1 The Mathematical Model 
Conventional step-recovery diode analyses include a capacitive 'step' 
which is only a valid 
~ransition frequency' 
approximation at frequencies well below the 
-1 i.e.·tt • 
'. 
In pulse oircuits, or where high-order 
- harmonics are to be generated near the limi~ of the device's useful ran&e, 
a more realistic approach is required. . 
It is known that the diffusion capacitance variation is exponential. 
Using this type of model, Jungmeister and Schmidt in 1969 produced pulse 
trains in very good agreement with the theoretioally predicted forms. 
The exponential model as developed below, in oonjunotion with the limiting 
conditions, can be applied as a complete mathematical solution of the step-
recove:y diode multiplier. Such an approach removes the need to assume 
infinite forward capacitance or an infinitely short transition time. 
For any voltage variable capacitancel 
\". 
statiooapacitance ;'; <; c~;,,,· -", 
,~, J - ' ~ 
dynamio 
" 
'. ' 1,' 
The capacitive cUrrent i8 then' , 
" ''''. ~ , . ',' : \,., 
. 
l,c. ::' + V',.,,~ ;: 
, " ,clt .,' 
< ~< -,I , " ,.' 
Shockley, and others, have pointed 'outth~t 'the oapaoitanoe variation 
~ • l ;~ .: > f. 10-'" ",.':'; .' ' ~, • ,< ';, I: ,'" . 
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The current through the resistive torward biassed diode is 
L 
However, we will, for the purposes of this analysis, negle,ot the 
resistive current. This is equivalent to assuming that we are operating 
the diode at a frequency much higher than the reoiprocal recombination time. 
Some estimates of the errors involved in negleoting the resistive current 
are made in Chapter 6. The assumption is made that the storage time 
is short, as compared to the minority carrier lifetime in the junotion. 
The oapacitive oomponent of the current is 
The charge Q( t) is given b)"" , 
" ~;-
Q(t} = r··J~ r ' , 
aCt) = f { ('(~f.;) 
Q (t) = c c. • Vc.. + Co [v t. • c,':xr..::!.!::-.} 
. ' Vco 
, , 
We can say that, as, the forward oapaoitance is many times the' 
residual capacitance C c' then the ,latter,' ~ ,cbar~e . is negligible in the 
forward region. ';',RaUonalizaUon ot,'the equaUon,pr'oceeds aa in '. 
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Lrc.. :: Va 
Q(l-)~ Go 
00 : Co [ Vo" ~ ( ~ ) ] 
bi~s voltage 
tI charge 
I . I ) Now we introduce the normalized a.o. terms LYe.. and a (t 
, . 
Lr"c:.: Vo(\ -\-V'e,/) 
Q((;): Q~( \ + Q'(l;)) 
( J+ G'(~));;' (l 
Rewriting the ~quation, gives 
- \rei ) 
- '. + . Lc:; ~ ; Clot- lJ',' =,} -. e ( , +' Q' l ~) V~· '~ 




~o we can assume,',that the log. term is negligible and therefore ' 
th' 
i~ --
~he only assumptions made in this derivation were that the residual 
capaCitance is small and that the storage time is much less than the re-
. ' , 
, . 
combination time. ~oth these parameters are controlled during the 
manufacture of the device. 
The last equation ~bov~ 'represents ,the voltage series produced by the 
varactor When' the Ch~ge"'Q (t) '~~ allowed to' tlow. . FourieranalyUcal ' 
~. -' 
techniques are needed now to 'eXt~act usetul informationJ the major results 
.- ." ! ) "'., 
. are indicated in the following paragraphs. 
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The expression for the harmonio voltages of an exponential-model 
capacitor has been derived in the prece.ding paragraph, i.e. 
--- --
, , 
A general expression tor the charge, in the two-current case, is 
Q'(\:): Q.'c.o,~\:,-Q!,' ~(fI"'*, ... +n) 
, ' .' ; ~ ". , ' " 
Step-recov917 devices 'are usually operated without idlers, and, tor 
the present, this condition will be assumed. ',. 
, ,~~ ! - ," 
We have .. ,--" ';:: ., " ' I< 
[ ql(~)]\(= [ ~,'G.n'-'>~ - qn' ~ {tn.lb+ ct~] 
~,. '= 'f. (q,,'c-wl)K-~ ( ~~, ~ (nlalb ... ~r\))~ (_I)'" 
l •• , . 
, . 







Generally, we may assum,e that ,(~:) is negligible tor '" ~lr ' 
! i 
\r~I, = ~ :~-,)"I(QI,{~))l<,=,~"t~,)K·'.~(~:~t:kY(_(QI/~~r-1 '~ 
Vco ""'k.·· ..... ~.. . . l<l. <. (Q..' ~ (.""'+t) J ' I 
The relevant harmonic voltages are 'i'" ' c, .' ~ 
, , . 
\J",':'~:;' ~ Go:) V\ tAlt . +, ' bt\ ~~ ~ Ull:" , : 
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The work of Fourier (and others) shows that only the integrals ot d.o. 
cross-products give non-zero integrandsJ therefore, onl)" these terms need 
be considered. Similarly, when the power terms are calculated, only the 
voltage and current terms at the particular harmonio are required, and anr 
other harmonic terms 'can be ignored •. 
The, analysis of the exponential,series is neoessarily lengthy and is 
presented in tull in appendix 5.4.2. 
The approximations made for the step-recovery diode arel-
The exponential capacitance model 
2. No forward conductionJ it oondUction does ocour it oan be introduced 
as a correction factor. 
3. (Q ..... ')2. ie small, this i8 proved for' 'n ~ 4 
Certain simplifications are made to the series for terms greater than . 
the nth order to obtain generai results., Comparison ~ith aocurate, '" 
values for specifio examples sh~W8that the errors are small. 
Sin ¢ - 1. 
" ,~~+.:l. Q.,' , 
, ". 
'" i 
,l ~ " 
':.' '>.' 
" i 
5.4.3 The Bias Point 
" :". 
Ideally, the bias point should be the point at which the charge is 
half the maximum permitted charge. In the step recovery diode, a number 
of faotors are interrelated in detining this point. If the bias point is 
too near the forward region, excessive conduction current may flow. If the 
drive is too hard, reverse breakdown may occur giving rise to a noisy output 
spectrum. The diode should be operated at a point where the dosired 
multiplication is achieved with the minimum ot spurious responses, noise and 
thermal instability. Ver,y,often, a degree ot amplitude linearity is also 
desired. Etficiency, once a major parameter, is becoming less important 
as advances in microwave power generation are made, although it remains vital 
in aerospace mobile appl~ca~ions. 
Essentially, then, the bias point is a compr,omise. If the diode 
has a 'pure' step-recovery actio~ (i.e. no account is made ot the variable 
reverse capacitance) then the efficienoy should not be ~ubstantially affected 
by the choice ot bias point. In practice, automatio bias is preferred where 
the drive is sutfioient, although external.bias may be used at low drives. 
It is important to~realize that the charge storage capaoitance is 
dynamic. When the diode is operating correctly, the set bias point will 
be satisfactoryJ it the operation is slightly oft the optimum, the bias point 
will also shift, possibly cBUsing difficulty in optimisation, again, this 1s 
less evident in practice, and the power input and bias can be adjusted with 
only a relatively small interaction,'t~ or three repetitions of tho 
. '.' .' . ,.) >' • ' 
optimisation of output with the.two control. are usually sufficient. 
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The Q factor is defined at the bias point, so the remarks 
o 
applying to Vo affect Qo in the same way. Uanufaoturers charts for 
S.R.Ds show a variation in the transition and reoombination times with 
stored charge, so that it is to be expeoted that an optimum Q will 
o 
occur. It we take the manufaoturers recommended maximum charge storage 
(under limiting oonditions) then the Q should be halt of this value. 
However two other limitations can ocour. Under extreme drive con-
ditions, the reverse voltage limit may be exceeded, or the dissipated 
power m&7 cause burnout. In a correotly operated multiplier, the 
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5.5. Exponential Two Cu~~ent Model or The S.R.D. 
5.5.1 Results of the Theoretical Work 
,; " 
The power handled by the diode 18 
Although the steady state current has been inoluded in this' 
expression, the voltage term ,was, for a ,single cycle only so it would be 
,J 
more correct to write. 
p 
-
Similarly, the voltage terms must be multiplied by ~ 
There is some difficulty in 'assigning practical values to the S.R.D., 
as different types have widely varying 118rameters. ' However, it is 
thought that, by remaining'in normalized qUBntities as far a8 possible, 
meaningfUl results are p~~duced. The main problem is the normalisation ot 
the loss resistance,' Y"s .:',: , ,'," '.: : ': " ~~ J", ' , ' '. _.. ~', ".: l "", ", 
In a typical d10de;": t., 
T"s', ~ d 5\., 
and the bias point clynQW\·,ccapacitance is,,:say, 
-, ." 
'.. I' 
If we now take the angular 'frequency to be ,;,,' , t," 
,," ... :: . 
• 0 
l.\) ~" ':, I q,;,o, ;""":,, -'. co" 
, 




" ' " , i ' ", Hence, at this point,':, rS': has 'the value :"C,' 5:,' I, • ,t 
",:-, 
, '~ , -'.,., " , ::">,'( .':',:;.' (no~ized ohms) ',' ~', 'i " 'I " 
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This is a convenient value for caloulations, and is used throughout. 
It we wish to modif7 the frequenoy, the bias point capaoitance, or the loss 
resistance for a specific case, then a suitable multiplier of I l"s must 




The second problem is denormalization of power; It is not easy to 
estimate the actual charge stored, and~ as the fUnotion is exponential, any 
attempts could be in serious err,or.", 'Two methods to overcome this are 
available:-
1. Consult the manufacturers ·d.ataj;the possible limitations on the 
cbarge are wide. ' 
2. Deduce the value by spectral means (Chapter 6). this is not easy, and 
again subject to error.' 
In this chapter we are,~oncerned ,with general trends, and absolute 
values are less significant. However, ianticipating the results of 
" . . 
Chapter 7 it will be shown that the results derived correspond closely with ,; 
,". - - ~ . 
, " 
The theoretical predict.ions~ -, 
. . , ' ' 8.1..' ' 
The accompanying gr~phs(fig. 5.5.1) show the efficiency and power 
output under the specified ~onditions for harmonic numbers 4 to 10 and for, 
, ~ " ~ 
a range ot Y's' values~: Plots for the input and output impedanoos are not 'I 
included as the into~tion"should be directl7 related, to specific , ' 
,. 
examples. . " 
: " 
, f " • 
Up to this pOint/the effects 'ot excessive dissipation in the diode 
- ~ ,~- • ~ > • 
have not been considered • The·analysis·has been based ,on the limiting, 
" 
. ' .. , ~ 
; c:urve as t~~ bou~darl condi tion, and normaliz~d values have been employed: '" -
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Fi 9. 5.5.1. NORMALIZED OUTPUT POWER vs. 
NORMALIZED LOSS RESISTANCE 
• n' as parameter 
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In practice, the device may become dissipation limited, although experience 
shows that reverse breakdown oonditions usually prevail before the dissi-
pation becomes excessive. 
5.5. 2 Conclusions, 
1. The normalized results 
The theory has produced normalized equations for the power handled 
by the device, the real and imaginary components of the voltage in 
the two-current case, and the efficiency. The 
variable parameter used in plotting the equations was 
• 
which is a modified form of the diode 'Q' factor. 
The modification is in the definition of ~, which is the bias point 
capacitance. It has been shown that the dynamic capacitance (i.e. 
the effect of the stored charge) is considerably larger than the 
static capacitanoe, and hence cb is larger than the capaCitances used 
in the usual definition of Q i.e. 
Q • 1 
The magnitude of cb can be esti:nated from the totaloharge stored, and 
, , , 
the forward volt8.8e excursion, which is approximately equal to VB. 
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(J V s). CM~ 
Vb' C 6 
C\,o ~(JVe) 
V~ 
(~. ~ Vo. 
Cb 
-C~ 
C4-f ( ~~) V~ 
Va: ~.b.~~ ~ 
V~" ~ \)\o~P 
C\,;'" ~ 
The bias pOint voltage, Vb' 1s determined from the boundary condition 
. 
when the forward. excursion 1s equal to the reverse breakdown, Vb is 
1.74 x VB above the reference point of - VB' so it is evident that 
the bias point 1s at 0.74 x VB volts above zero. 
It is at this point that the practical results are likely to show 
greatest deviation from theory. The as~ption ot a forward voltage 
of equal magnitude to VB is optimistic, and would usually lead to 
appreciable forward conduction. Most frequency multipliers are 
operated at an effective bias point between Ov and 5v. In the series 
of multipliers oonstructed, Vb was measured only as an incidental . 
factor to the 'power output. The bias current, i.e. the forward con-
duction in the diodes due to rectification, was moDi tored and was not·. 
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2. 
It is necessar,y in the analysis to acoount for the charge stored, as 
a measure of the dynamio capaoitanoe. The values were taken from 
the manufaoturer's data sheets, as suitable measuring equipment was 
not available. The seleotion of a diode dependai to a large extent 
on this stored oharge, and the rs and cb of the junction, 
It is evident that the efficiency .and the power output improve for 
low orders of multiplication and for low rs However, we have 
assumed that no rectification takes place, or that rectified power 
is subtracted from the input power. Rectification takes place 
when the switching time (i.e. the reciprocal of input frequency) is 
comparable to or greater than the diode lifetime lrte 
At low frequenoies the effioiency ralls due to rectification. It 
attempts are ~de to reduce ~, the tendency will be to reduce the 
' , 






stored oharge. Finally, if the diode area is inoreased, to reduce '1 
rst then cb will be increased, so that optimum diode structures 
, can only be a compromise of potential advantages and faults. 
The equations derived would enable a diode designer to optimise the 
parameters of a device for specified operating conditions. 
To support the theoretical work, a praotical project was undertaken., 
with commercial diodes, and a thorough study of their characteristics 
msmade. A two-diode arrangement was selected, operating as a x 5 
multiplier, about a centre frequency of 1.56 GHz. The predioted 
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Diode Type UP 5082-<>386' 2 off 
~ias point capacitl 4 pf. (combined - see Chap. 6) 
Loss resistance (in 0.5 
parallel) 
Max. Power 3.6 w X 2 
Stored charge 200 pc - 1400 po 
D enormalization factor (see Chap. 7) 
(both) 
~ 50 .n. 
, 
The' '1 (normalized loss resistance) is approximately .02 which corres-
I: 
! 
ponds to 3CJI, efficiencl, in reasonable agreement with previous predictions :; 
'i 
for these diodes (ref. Burckhardt, and application note AN92O). :1 
Therefore, in the ideal case, the bias point voltage would be 
0.81 times the total voltage excursion. Practical considerations 
(of non-idealitl) usually override this. FUrthermore, the assumption 
of a maximum forward excursion of only ¢ volta does not fit with the' 
previous statements about PI it 1s merell a convenient reference, 
which indicates the magnitudes involved. 
Typicalll, then, V~ + (J • 3Ov, and hence 0.87 x (VB +~) • 
26 volts. If the stored charge is 100 pC at Vb then 
Q b = c.b • Vb (dynamic) 
.'. '0Ore.. ': c..? t )C J. b 
. .. c,:; Lt r~ 
~huB, very approximatell, the dynamic capacitance has been calcu-
. , 
lated at the bias point from the knowledge of the stored charge onll. 
, 71. 
" 
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~he normalized output power is 
~ x 0.00028. 
If we assume a bias point charge ot 200 pc per diode (a. relatively 
low drive) then 
, " 
p • W x 0.00028 x 400 pC 
p 
p 
.. ~ .. 
• 
• 
8 -4 -10 2. x 10 x 4.10 ' 
1.12 mW 
at w • 2 11' F 
.. In x 1.56 GHz 
-.11010 Hz 
~he input and output impedances under the same condi tiona are 1-
En' 0.258 • Rn 12.9 - 0.5 ' 12.4 ohms • • • • • 
I"mn • 2.050 Imn • 102 102 ohms (capacitive) 
, 
R. 0.316 • R 15.8 + 0.5 • 16.3 ohms • • • • 
, 
I m. = 1.164 • 58 • Im, 58.n.. (capacitive) 
Details of the derivation of results are included in Chapter 1. ~he 
impedances predicted should be reasonably accurately matched. 
Wi thout tabulating the results in detail, it may be said at this point, 
that, at an output level ot approximately 1 mW, i.e. "" 1.5 mW at 
the diodes, the input impedance ot 13 ohms was measured, and, on a 
later version using 50 ohm terminations, the power output peaked at 
4 mW, which corresponds to twice the drive quoted in the example,i.e. for 
:th •• input and output resistances of 63Jl. and 51.0.. Hence, it may 
be said that the experimental results are in ver:/ good agreement, 
, " 
., <' 
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within the limitations of the measuring techniques, with the 
theoretical predictions. 
3. Variation of Efficiency with Drive. 
There is a fUndamental limitation imposed by the diode in the amount 
of charge it can store. Consequently, as the power levels in the 
,. 
diode approach this limit, the power output sat~tes, and the 
efficienoy falls as the input powsr increases. 
(s) 
This is in agreement with the predictions ot :Burckhardt, and with, 
the experimental observations. "" "j, ,c,' 
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EXPERIMENTAL ASSESSMENT OF HARMONIC G:ElrERATING DIODES 
Introduction 
It is essential in any experimental investigation to have a thorough 
knowledge of the physical param~ters of the devices and the cireui ts 
used. Very often, some form of low-frequency simulation may also be . , 
helpful. Many research workers have characterised their devices using 
the S-parameters, usually obtained on a swept-frequency or an automatic 





usually of limited value when the devices are to be driven at significantly ;1 
higher powers ('S' parameters are usually measured at I mW or 10 mW). 
While high power impedance parameters could be measured on a point-by-
point basis, it was felt that in ~ cases, a spectral technique would 
give more usetul information. 
In this chapter static measurements, low frequency simulations and 








meters of the diode are obtained from the capaoi tance-vol tage and current- .). 
II 
r 
voltage plots. These are then used to compare the diodes and to identify 





The d:namic, in-circuit measurements give a useful indication of the 
device parameters i.e. charge storad, charge storage time ('step' speed) 
and the breakdown point. A theoretical section and illustrations. show 
the output signal levels expected.. Few devices show spectra which can ,. 
" 
-i be characterized and explained by a single mechanism. In general, a step-I, 
recovery diode ,will show some small amount of rectification, which depends!' 
'I 
'". 
on the frequency of operation and the. recombination time, and, conversely, \;, 
1 
one expects some charge storage to occur in rectifiers, espeoially when 
operated at trequenc~es above their normal range. 
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6.2 The Statio Measurements 
6.2.1 The Current-Voltage Charaoteristio 
The normal type of diode transistor curve traoer is useful for this 
purpose. A typical oharaoteristic is shown in fig. 6.2.1. Point-by- ! ~ 
point plotting involves exoessive dissipation in most diodes when high 
forward ourrents are applied. The slope resistanoe at high current may 
be taken as a measure ot the diode loss resistanoeJ obviously. this is a 
variable factor at miorowave frequenoies, changing both with drive and 
frequenoy. Studies have shown (Motorola AN 920) that the loss 
resistance ot ~ typical SRD ohanges over the cycle ot operation. 
A typical step-recover,y diode, whioh was used in the final multiplier, 
was the HP5082-O}86. The I-V plots for this diode are shown in fig. 






6.2.2 The Capaoitance-Voltage Characteristio I, 
. , 
" 
. -.. ', -~ 
I (, 
t. 
Variable capacitance devices were to be the main topic of this project, 
and it was soon considered essential that an accurate measurement in-
strument for the C-V oharaoteristics was needed. A semi-automatic ;. 
I 
r. 
measurement( system had)been constxucted by another member ot the de- ... ;.' I.l
t
', 
partment, P.G. Usrtin and the principles of operation of this 
If It; 
t, 
instrument were adapted to suit our particular application. The 
r , 
t operation of the instrument and the oircuits employed are discussed in . 
appendb: 6.2. A series of plots (in the appendix, A6. 2. 2/12) show's 
a range ot.diQdes designed tor different applioations. ,Transistor 
-I. • _ !- , 
I: . 
" I ~ ; 
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from the usual diode law, due to their planar structure. Harmonic 
generation in planar devices shows properties similar to abrupt junctions 
at low drive levels and graded junctions at higher levels. Each type 
of diode, junction, point contact, transistor, zener, SRD ha~ a 
characteristic C-V plot, which does not var,y significantly between 
devices of the same type. 
Several authors have shown that C-V plots can be used to determine 
the doping profile of the device (Coerver(7», provided that a near 
Schottky barrier is assumed ~t the junction (i.e. one side of the 
junction is so heavily doped as not to effect the capacitance). When 
this assumption is valid, non-destructive diode tests m~ be carried 
out to check the doping process. The C-V plot can, with careful 
measurements, yield an accurate result for the diode static non-linearity 
f'actor, '(S • Measurements of a wide range of production diodes were 
made, but only two types showed hyperab1'llpt ( ~> .5) behaviour (ITT BA 
141, 142). In both cases, the )r was apprOximately 0.6 f'or a part of' 
the range, and it was not considered worthwhile to construct a multi-
plier with these relatively lossy devices. One manufacturer (Motorola) 
produces tuning varactors with ~ or around 2.1. this is too f'ar from 
the ideal value near unity to be of' great use in a multiplier, though 
it has been used successtully in a divider, (McConnell). 
6., Harmonic Spectra-Theoretical Background 
A relevant selection of diode voltage or current waveforms, with 
the corresponding Fourier coeffioients, are shown in figsA6.,.1 - 3), 
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The two moet important waveforms in this context are the biassed 
half-wave reotifier and the triangular pulse. 
6.3.1 The biassed half wave Rectifier 
This ana11sis differs from that used in fig.A(6.3.2) in that a 
constant amplitude 1s assumed. 
Let the maximum amplitude cf the signal (voltage or current) be 
unity, and let the bias be A • Cos 9 
The Fourier spectrum is 
()Q 
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The values of o..",show maxima. and minima at O. ~ ) :l~ etc. 
I . 
The solut~on 0 • ~iS a maximum for even harmonics and a minimum tor 
odd harmonics. The spectrum analyser, or in the case of low-frequenoy 
measurements, the wave analyser can give no phase information, so that 
voltage maxima and minima both appear as peaks. Hence, there 1s some 
interest in the zeros of the expressions, the positions of which indicate 
whether the aotion is purely resistive or partly reactive in a given 
, I 
case. The ooeffioients <:\.'" are tabulated for a range of 0 values in 
fig. A(6.3.4.). 
tig. A(6.3.5). 
The same information is presented graphically in 
Practical measurements on a rectifier specified by the manufacturer 
tor up to 50 KHz operation were made, (figs. A.6.3.6 - 10). 
Three main parameters were considered as the variables, the 
drive, the bias and the trequency. These are not tully independent. 
variables, but under chosen conditions their etfects can be seen 
separately. 
6.3.2 Interpretation of the Theoretical Predictions 
The theory shows that, tor a halt-wave rectifier, the bias deter-
mines whether the odd harmo~ios are present or not. As the bias tends 
. ' "." " '''1l 
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harmonics is very wide. With an increasing bias, the envelope varies' 
less rapidly until, at a conduction half, angle of 'i1{" , there is only a 
shallow dip in the curves at the 9th harmonio. In practice, few 
instruments can handle the dynamic range needed for this measurement, and 
·so a limit was set at the 8th harmonio. The minima on the predioted 
amplitude plot occur in the region of the zeros ot the c~~ function, 
so that, as phase information is lost in the measurements, careful inter-
pretation is needed. Non-ideality, in the slowing down ot the 
sharp transition from reverse to forward bias, is present in all diodes 
due to the junction capaCitance, but in certain diodes actual step-
recovery occurs. The presence of stored charge in the junction is the 
critical factor, tor it this occurs, the diode exhibits 'step recovery' • 
. A more involved theory is required to desoribe the process, as very often 
we are faced with a combination of rectification, multiplioation and 
step-recovery action. 
6.3.3 Measurements at low 1re9uenoies~eotlfication 
A 1N4002 diode was chosen as an example of a rectifier with no 
measurable step-recovery action. The harmonio amplitudes are shown 
in figs. A6j6-10. These curves are included as references for compari-
, 
, : ' 
, 
\ :,', 
son with later microwave measurements. The diode type used employs very 
heayY' doping on one side of the junc.tion, and is theretore similar to the".; 
Schottky microwave dioaes. At a frequency of !MHz, the diode was not -', . 
suitable for harmonic generation, as the parasitiC oapaoitanoe absorbed 
most of the switching power~ Even at 100 KHz the harmoniocontent was.',···'..··~· 
low. The low~st' frequenoy gave the ,highest h~onic contentJ' this is .. " 
":' .j. 
charaoteristio of' reotifier, action. '. .' 
'" ~ .. : 
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6.4. The Step-Recovery Diode - Low Frequency Measurements 
6.4.1. Intxoduction. 
A number of authors have set up low frequenoy modele of the SRD. 
w-o.", ~
An attemptAby"the author to repeat the experiment of Kotzebue (fig. 
6.4.3). The Bwitching device was a high speed read relay, driven by a 
transistor switoh operated by the applied a.c. field. The output 
waveform was approximately correct, but the model made too many assump-
tions about the diode, in particular, the switching was just too good 
to oompare to the real oase. The circuit is not recommended as a 
useful model for theoretical considerations, and in addition contact 
bounoe was a serious problem. 
For a number of years after ,the introduction of ' solid state 
rectifiers, a major problem was the charge storage effect. Tests on 
a range of diodes showed that this effect had by no means been overcome, 
and about 3~ of mains rectifiers exhibited charge storage. to an " 
appreciable degree at frequenCies above their normal operating·r~ge. 
A particularly good example of such a diode was the IN41l9,described 
by the manufacturer as a high surge current rectifier. A series of 
oscilloscope photographs was made which illustrated the st,ep-:.recovery 
~" '" 
process in a single and two-diode arrays. Unfortunately,' the wave 
analyser available at the time was limited to a minimum frequency of 
. 
1.5 KHz, so that corresponding frequency d?mainmeaaurements could not 
be made over a useful range. 
many of the, salient features of the, general broad.:":band step.;;.recovery 
" . - , ~ , ' 
.~, ' 
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, 
The experimental arrangement is shown in fig. (6.4.2). The choke 
prevented high frequenoy effects from distorting the oscillator wave-
form; in practice it could be shorted with only a small amplitude 
ohange, and no apparent effect on the process. A capacitor of 0.1 uF 
blooked d.c. paths around the load and source, so that the bias was only 
due to diode leakage. External bias resistors reduced the amplitude 
of the output pulse. The 50 ohm load was chosen arbitrarily, as-the 
impedance. The current measuring resistor, of 0.5 ohms, was a com-
promise between low oircuit losses and reasonable sensitivity of meas-
urement. In the two diode arrangement, the diodes were connected back 
to back directly. Later microwave measurements showed that isolation 
was needed as parasitiC inductance could set up spurious resonances. 
',1 The analysis of the photographs is tabulated in the appendix. 
An input of approximately 8 volts peak-to-peak WBS applied, with the 
gain on the oscilloscope adjusted to produce reasonable displays. 
6.4.2 The S.R.D. Spectral Analysis Model at low frequency 
, 
The photographs (fig. 6.4.1) show that the triangular pulse of 
fig.A(6.3.3) is a very good approximation for the untuned step recovery 
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>~, L f ': ,:, '. 
:: 
for a single diode. 
The parameters '1 and z are ~on~tant<s.~~ ~,he device ~d circuit, 
respectively, the transition time and the risetime,of the L-C-R circuit 
... -'.' < ~ ,.' ~ .... J. " ".-, '-' • 
fonned by the driving inductance or resistance (50,:1-) and the diode 
capacitance. .,. ~": 
From the results obtained, we can putz- . 
• ;"~ .. ;< , • i ,-
.', f 
for the IN47l9. ,',~ ,.. ", ,.' 
The optimum frequency for, multiplication was found to be between, 
• - • "_,, .~ " , ' , , , I ',' '" '. , ' 
3KHz and 10 KHz for the IN47l9. it appears, then, that for multi-
octave operation the transition time associated with the diode must be 
• - .,......'~ _ _ < ,~ •• - "- • ~ ~ ;./ ~ ~ d, _ ,. -:. • 
at least an order of magnitude faster than the highest frequency it is 
• ' • -.... , • ,>. '- • ", ~. '. ..<-' ,< ' 
. . 
expected to generate. If the'haxmonic multiplication factor is 
, f ~ : ~_~... '''' -', 
,..'!,.,,;- .. , 
greater than about 4, a speed of two orders of magnitude faster would 
1 - ~, '" ' 
be preferable.: 
: , , 1. , , 
" '-',. '" 
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6.5.1 The S.R.D. - Speotral Analysis Model at H.F. 
The te:rms low and high :frequency are related more to the diode and 
its associated circuitry than to the absolute frequenoy (Penfield and 
RafUse). In the high :frequen~y domain, a model more suited to the step-
recovery' transition is the periodic part -sinusoid, which is developed 
below. 
Vlhen an instantaneous pulse is applil3d to a damped resonant circuit, 
the waveform is modified to a half~sinusoid o:f width 
Usually, suf'ficient damping is present to suppress high amplitude ring-
, ,r ,~ 
i. ) 
. ing. The main deviation f'rom the i~eal impulse is the tum-oft transient, ~ (, 'II 
which is due to the :finite transition time. However, in many examples, it ,I I 
is reasonable to assume that the main'ef:fect is the half-sinusoidal':pulse f I 
characterised below. 
The assumed voltage waveform 'is illustrated infig~ :(b.5.1 )., 
The Fourier series is an even tunction, i.e. ' 
, Od ~ , " 
+ .~'O-'''' ~~n,~ 
,,=1, , " , 
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f i 9. 6.5.1 
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the Fourier coetticien~in a given example are easily computed. 
The zeros,' ot the, Clf\ function occur at <~ 
~ :. 0, l, .2 el4 
The spectrum ~yaer is not phase sensitive, "so tha.t invenion ot the 
nega.tive going oomponents, occurs.' ,;The curve 'predicted.is then ina', 
torm similar to a ~lse spect%U~ and consists~ra, series ot minima, 
" , 
. ~ '. 
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separated by intervals where 
-
The general shape of this spectrum,is illustrated in rig. A(6.5.2). 
6.5.2 Speotral Analysis at Intermediate Frequencies 
There are some advantag~s ip driving a microwave diode at rre-
quencies as low as 15 MHz, in particular because of the possibility of 
measuring accurately harmonies as high as the 20th. The application 
envisaged at this stage was the high-ordet'comb' generator, reaohing 
into the VHF and low miorowave bands. ",The apparatus used is outlined 
in fig. (6.5.3. a, b). Th~ simplest format (a), was very inoffioient, 
, , 
, '~ 
with an insertion loss of more than 30 db. Fig. (6.5.3.b) had very 
low total insertion loss, around 5db, overall, andoorresponded olosely 
to the type of oircuit often used. The diode used was a Ferranti ' 
~51E ,a general purpose low-power SRD. An Airmeo wave analyser Was 
used as the detector, with an effect! ve dynamio range of 55 db; in 
practice, signals of more than 40 db below the fUndamental were rejeoted 
. to avoid oross-modulationerrors. ' 
The harmonio s~ectra measured are illustrated fig. A(6.5.4). 
, , - -".. ~ 
, 
t· . , 
The input freque~cy was 22.8 MHz, tuned,by the parallel oircuit. 
" .. -,.:': :;'~, !,,":' 
Several important f'e~tures of the" step-recovery operation wer~ 
I 
deduced from the plots. At the lowes~ level the drive was not 
suffioient to' produce significant charge' storage~'and the harmonio 
.",-"",._*"i '-. ~ ,~,.,_~, ,,,.T. -, ~~-i: < ~ 

























































Although the spectrum was relatively flat, the efficiency of generation 
was low. At the 40 db drive level, the spectrum was charaoteristio of 
the step-recovery diode; the. zeros occurred, at the 3rd, 5th, 7th, 9th 
and 11th harmonics, exactly as predioted by the theory when 
• 3, 5, 7 etc • 
According to the theory discussed in 6.5.1., we expect from 
these results that 
N _ 1 
We ·have·· 
\ 
N = J. t;- ~. f· '" 
and 
~~ J 3. \0 (.. :: 
.. 
In the oircuit used, this represented a very reasonable estimate 
of the pulse duration. This diode was capable of a fastest rise time of 
only about 1 nS. As the drive was increased, the spectrum was modified 
to longer pulse lengths, up to about 26 nS corresponding to more charge 
storage in the diode. 
'.1" 
6.5.3 Spectral Analysis - Microwave Frequency Measurements 
Spurious resonances or large changes of insertion loss over quite 
In particular, the specifio~tions of the Spectrum analyser showed that 
the response was only f'la t to wi thin 3 db on any range, and there oould be 
... .~ ~. - , '.1 
as muoh as 8 db error between ranges. Similarly, the directional 
couplers varied by : 2db ov~r each frequency range covered; 
.. ~. , 
, . 
.. 1. . . . .. 
. '. 
, . ; ';' 86. 
\ 





it was necessary to use two couplers, and at some frequencies, to 
operate in uncontrolled coupling regions. After a number of unsatis-
\ 
factory attempts to calibrate the equipment, a comparative technique WaS 
evolved. A block diagram of the e~ipment is sho~n in fig. 6.5.5. 
6.5.4. Tbe Comparison Technique 
The major concern in a spectral analysis must be the accuracy of 
each harmonic when other harmonics, and possibly spurious frequencies, 
are present at high levels. The main difficulties were the very low 
power levels involved, the limited dynamic range of the spectrum analyser, 
and the presence of the spurious outputs in the source. The Ferranti 
crystal controlled oscillator-multiplier was filtered and 
attenuated to provide a stable, clean output of easily adjustable level. 
The spectrum analyser was connected to position 1, to monitor the 
spectral purity of the source. The broadband directional coupler was 
calibrated at the source frequency (1.56 GHz). 
The key element in the syste:n was the 50 ... ,i1.. coaxia.l switch. A 
manually-operated 4-port Decca type, which was specified to 8 GHz, was 
used. The switch was mechanically symmetrical, and it was necessary to 
assume that this assured electrical symmetry. When a very small signal 
was to be measured in the presence of a set of much larger ones, ,a 
preselector, which ideally only passed the required Signal, greatly 
improved the availa.ble sensitivity_ The Tektronix 1140 was speoified 
for 46 db dynamic range. if this was exceeded, spurious responses were 
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') order of about 60 db against out-of-band signals. The spectrum 
analyser response to a particular harmonic was compared with a signal 
from the comparison oscillator at the same frequency. The comparison 
oscillator power was then measured on a power meter usually after the 
attenuation had been removed from the circuit. Hence, the technique 
used the extreme sensitivity of the spectrum analyser to compare 
accurately two signals which passed through the same switch, prese1ector 
and the analyser circuit. 
The system was capable of 0.5 db resolution (the analyser limit) 
and all errors were effectively calibrated out. Very minor corrections 
were made for different cable connections from the diode and comparator 
to the switch, but no asymmetry in the switch itself could be detected. 
6.5.5, The Diode Mounts 
. 
Several types of diode mount were emp10yed'(figs. 6.5.6/9). 
Simplicity of design was essential, to avoid as far as possible the 
influence of the mount on the measured parameters. The SCLottky 
diodes available were wire-ended VHF and UHF types, and were used in 
mount 1. Most of the microwave varactors in use were in the S4 'pill-
with-prongs' package, and were measured in the mounts 2 or 3. As the 
diagram implies, the measurements were performed in a series mode, so 
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6.6 Microwave Spectral Assessment. The Practical Results 
6.6.1 Schottky Barrier Mixer diodes nip 2800 Series 
The spectral output of three diodes at a fairly high power level 
is shoWn in fig. (6.6.1). The very low harmonic outputs, particularly 
from the 2800 and 2833 types implied that very little rectification took 
place, although a bias circuit was provided and each harmonio optimised. 
The 2811 showed a biassed rectifier type of harmonic spectrum, of very 
low amplitude but having the characteristic hump. Comparisons were 
made with figs. A6.3.5-l0 making allowance for the difference between the 
voltage and power plots. It appeared that the reotifier had very little, 
bias, as the third harmonic output was low. However, some fifth 
harmonic was present, possibly due to a very small degree of step-
recovery at the frequency used, which was much greater than the intended 
operating range of the device. 
6.6.2 Step-Recovery Frequency MultiplYing Diode - HP 5082-0386 
The diode which was chosen as the basis of the frequency multipli~r 
construction was the 0386 type, which offered the fastest risetime 
available, consistent with reasonable charge storage. A complete spec-
tral assessment of a particular diode was made over a very wide range of 
input amplitudes (50 mW - 1400 mW). The mount 2 was used. Power was 
matched into the diode with a 3-stub tuner (fig. 6.6.6) and the output 
was fed to a 50,Sl. load. The input frequency was 1.56 GHz. 
The results are tabulated in fig. A(6.6.2) and f~~l in 
figs. (6.6.3) and (6.6.4). ~ias current WaS allowed to flow through 
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The analysis of the results was pe~formed graphically. 
A se~ies of p~edicted harmonic spectra were traced onto clear plastio 
sheets, similar in form to fig.6.6.5. (The figure refe~red to is rep~esentative 
but some or the data points are omitted ror olarity.) The predioted speotra 
sheets were used as overlays on the measured output speot~a(figs.~6.3. and 6.6.4) 
It was clear from the high amplitudes or the harmonics that the 
mechanism of the diode was not rectification. A cu~ve,ritting process was 
carried out on the measured speotra. The measurement technique provided 
only amplitude information, so the amplitude envelopes of the predicted spectra 
were plotted accordingly. 
Af~ar several trials, the curve for N .-2,-or~tp .-160 ps, was 
suparicposed on fig. 6.6.3/4. The agreement in shape of the predioted 
end measured curves was excellent. It was conoluded that the HP 5082-
0386 operated as a very good step recovery diode in the frequency' 
r-n3e under consideration. The transition time, t , was approximately 
. p 
160 ps at the 1.4 watt drive leVel, and fell to 120 ps at the low levels 
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7. EXPERIMENTAL BROADEAND FREQUENCY MULTIPLIERS 
7.1 Introduction 
Several previous authors (Kotzebue & Mattbaei, Redd & Kotzebue) have 
constructed multipliers which featured a balanced'structuro to eliminate 
certain harmonics. In this chapter it will be shown that bandwidths 
close to the theoretical maxima are possible, with low spurious output 
content, provided that certain generalized construction rules are obeyed. 
High-order harmonic generation presents no problems other than obtaining 
suitable diodes; of course, one must expect, and the theory confirms this, 
that the broadband power output is lower than that obtained under narrow 
band conditions. 
The particular system chosen aa an example of a typical multiplier 
" 
design was a single-stage, two-diode quintupler, with a target bandwidth 
of 25~ (theoretical maximum 33%). Secondary objectives were, small size 
and low cost. Efficiency was considered to be important, but, in this 
research effort, was traded where necessary for bandwidth. 
One of the most significant advances in microwave techniques in 
recent years has been the introduction of microwave integrated circuits. 
This technique has not been applied previously to frequency multipliers, 
and it is believed that the multipliers to be described are the first to 
~mploy an integrated construction. It is necessary to be able to re-
produce all the components in the circuit to a high degree of accuracy, 
but when thia accuracy is achieved, the need for adjustable circuit 
elements such as trimmer capacitors is removed. Incidental advantages ot 
the integrated structure are the small size and low cost required, and 
the possibility ot large scale production of a successful design. 
91. 
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7.2 Desi~ Consideration 
7.2.1 Choice o~ MultinlYing Factor and ~reguency 
The purpose o~ this chapter is to describe the design procedure followed 
in the production of a class of broadband frequency multipliers and to 
report on their performance. The example chosen for discussion was evolved 
after careful consideration of a number of factors. 
At the outset, only two high-powered microwave sources were available, 
both crystal-controlled, and separated in frequency by less than 1%. The 
frequency of one of them, 1.56 GHz,was chosen as the nominal centra fre-
quency. An examination of manufacturers' data for a large number of 
S.R.D's indicated that the best devices available at the time were H.P. 
5082 - 0386 (or 0335) (fig.1.2.1) It was never .. intended that the multiplier 
should be oversensitive to.the choice of a device. The spectral evi-
dence (Chapter 6) showed that only harmonics of 1.56 OHz below the seventh 
could be realistically considered. The theory of Ch~pter 5 is only directly 
applicable to the fourth harmonic or higher, so that extra terms must be 
inserted for the third. The achievement of a true 1800 phase difference in 
the feed to the two diodes over a wide frequency range was acknowledged to 
be as an extremely difficult practical problem, so that even order harmonic 
generation was not favoured. Finally, as previous workers had concentrated • 
on triplers it was decided to direct the effort to the generation of the 
fifth harmonic. Subsequent results justified this choice. The problem of 
a wide band variable OSCillator for test purposes was overcome by the use of 
specially constructed transistor and valvecircuits.(see appendix 7.3.3) 
7.2.2 Filtering ReqUirements 
The maximum theoretical bandvddth, as indicated in Chapter 5 is~iven byz 
" ' 
l!' 92. 
e- ~ --o::.2.=--:_ 
01' I - 33% 
Clearly, it would not b~ wise to aim directly at the theoretical limit. 
A compromise bandwidth of 25% was selected using the practical filter 
measurements'as a guide. 
The ultimate limitations on the bandpass filters are indicated in 
Fig. 7.2.2. The construction of this type of chart ,is considered to be 
an important step in frequency multiplier design, and will be described in 
some detail. 
Harmonics of odd order only are conSidered, but the full bandwidth of 
the multiplier must be taken into account. The chart is a more detailed 
guide to the til ters required than is the bandwidth forou1a above. 
At the lowest inplt frequency, i.e. 
(centre frequency) - (~/2) - 1.3 GHz (B • Bandwidth in GHz) 
the fifth harmonic (6.5 GHz) produces the lowest end of the output pass-
band. The seventh harmonic (9.1 GHz) must not be allowed into the output 
cirCUit, hence the upper output limit is A F below 9.1 GHz, where /J. F 
depends on the filter bandedge slope, and the acceptable purity of the 
output signal. 
Turning to the upper input limit, (1.82 GHz),this is set by the 
equation for 6 at 1/5 J£ 9.10 GHz. Clearly, the seventh harmonic of 
1.82 GHz is well into· the output stopband. The third harmoniC, '5.46 GHz, 
represents another limit to the output stopband. Finally, the frequency 
which is one third of the minimum output frequency has been plotted. In 
general, filters are designed to fit the minimum limits, i.e. 1.3 GHz to 
1.82 GHz and 6.5 GHz to 9.1 GHz, but, should any discrepancy occur, then 
the two inner band edges, are seen from t~e diagram to be less critical than 
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the outer band edges;, on no account should frequencies outside these limits 
be allowed in the output. (On the input, a low pass filter is permissible 
provided the output circuit can eliminate the spurii involved). 
It is usually convenient to make filters with symmetrical bandpass 
characteristics, so that a 25% bandwidth within the output range and 
slightly biassed towards the lower end, was chosen. This provided a high 
insertion loss at the cn tical frequency of 9.lf GHz, and a low loss over 
the passband. 
Spectral evidence suggested that seventh harmonic generation with the 
diodes uaed~in the frequency range selected was likely to be small, so that 
the filter requirement was slightly eased. 
7.3 Filters and Eias Networks 
7.3.1 Techniques 
, , 
The techniques employed in the construction of the filter networks are 
described in appendix 7.3. The choice of-the copper laminated Tetra-
flouro~ethylene (TFE) system was dictated mainly by the economy and ease 
of processing. -Secondary advantages of this system were a high degree 
of repeatability and the availability of accurate design information. 
FUll use was made of several reference works on filter design (Zverev; 
Young, Matthaetand Jones) and certain research papers (Youla, Nicholson 
Young). 
It is evident from Appendix 7.3 that the presence of a ground poten-
tial in the centres of the triplate structure is extremely undesirable. 
In general, the series L with the capacity to ground system is preferred, 
which leads to a low pass type of structure. In the input, this was not 
Low pass 
High pass 
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.1·5 "6 GHz 
a disadvantage as it was found in practice. that this structure helped to 
reduco some of the spurii. (See aleo Parker). However, it was necessary 
to incorporate a band-pass seotion in the outputs to reduce the level of 
unwanted harmonics. 
7.3.2 The Innut Filters 
Two input filters were constructed. The initial design consisted 
of a 7 section (9 - element) interdigitated filter, with a band-pass 
response. Several models were built, with similar characteristics. 
Unfortunately, the tolerances on digit widths and gaps were not good enough 
to produce the predicted characteristic. The passband response is shown 
in fig. 7.3.1. The most remarkable feature of this filter was the high 
banded8e slopes (> 230 dB/octave). 
After some conSideration, the design shown in fig. 7.3.2 was adopted. 
The low-pass input characteristic' (fig. 7.3.3) had a low in-band 
insertion loss (< 1 db) with good out-of-band rejection ( > 30 db). Some 
features of this design were thought to be unique, so a full description is 
included here. 
It has been pOinted out (6 'olock, i-af.lt»that a very wide variation in the 
filter cut-off frequency can be achieved around a standard design, without 
seriously affecting the passband charaoteristics. The input filter was 
designed using lumped element techniques, taking 150 ohms as the highest 
practical line ~edance. 
According to the design tables, a five element filter would giva a 
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The lengths of the inductive lines proved to be inconveniently long, 
80 that they were folded, as may be seen in the photograph. The corners 
were bevelled to reduce reflections. The low-impedance capacitive sections 
were deliberately made about 25% too wide (referred to the roll-over fre-
quency of 1.8 GHz) and the filter was constructed in the usual way. It 
was foun~ that the roll-over was 1.6 GUz. A simple modifioation ot the 
mask usi~g 'chartpak
' 
tape moved the roll-off frequency to 1.8 GHz (fig. 
\.- . 
7.·3.3) t accurately predictable from the first filter results. Several 
models were construoted as general-purpose laboratory filters. Only one 
spurious passband, around 6 GHz, was noted, where the high impedance lines 
were self-resonant. The aims were very nearly met (~N .2db) by most of 
the filters constructedJ in particular, the stop-band insertion lose was 
better than 30 db, which is in itself remarkable for a microwave system. 
7.3.3 The Outnut Filter 
The requirements for the output filter were minimal passband loss, low 
ripple and a hieh stopband insertion loss, especially over the ranges of 
tbe third and seventh harmonics. The bandwidtb was set at 25%, with a 
tbeoretical ripple of .25 db. 
Examination of the filter design tables showed that one type was 
particularly suitable. Half wavelength open-circuit lines. with quarter-
wavelength separations were to be used; a five-section Tcbebyshev response 
was capable of .25 db ripple with a low in-band loss. The theoretical . 
stopband 1065 for this type of filter was said to be infinite at 0.5 and 1.5 
times the centre frequency which fit~edin well with the third and seventh 
harmonic rejections. However, because the filter is a resonant element type, 
96. 
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a spurious passband occurred from d.c. to 3 GHz, so a high pass section 
was inserted to overcome this difficulty. The properties of this filter 
were not critical, the requirement being a low insertion loss above 4.5 GHz 
with a minimal ripple. A Eutterworth design was chosen, consisting of 
two inductive short-circuited stubs and a capacitive coupling. Measure-
ments indicated that the stop band insertion loss was too low, so one 
more section was included in the final multiplier. An excessive insertion 
loss near the pass band centre was traced to a resonance of the box in which 
the filter was mounted. The design was based on lumped elements, and it 
was considered to be very successful. F1g. 7.3.2. shows the individual 
filters prior to assembly. The filter passband characteristic is 
sho\vn in fig. 7.3.4. 
7.3.4 The Bias Networks 
The bias networks were required to supply a a.c. current path through 
the diodes without allowin~any R.F. to leak out of the circuit. Previous 
workers in this field have used R.F. chokes, external resistors, or 
miniature resistors inside cavities. It was found that pencil 'lead' 
lines across the ceramic diode packages provided adequate bias for single 
diode multipliers and this technique was used extensively. However, for' 
the two diode multiplier, it was essential that the s~ current flowed 
through both devices. After several trials, it was found that symmetrical 
low pass networks gave suitable perforcance with an external (selected) 
resistor. The chosen roll-off frequency was 600 MHz, i.e. just below halt 
of the minimum input frequency. Chokes were made from 42 s.w.g. tinned 
copper wire, and ceramic chip capaCitors (fig. 7.2.1) were used for bypass • 
.. 97. 
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Copper foil plates provided the output capacitance. Leakage was 
negligible. The circuit shows how the diodes were arranged, so that bias 
could be automatic or external, with identical or separate current paths. 
(Figs. 7.3.5 and 7.3.6~ 
7.4 The Inte~rated Circuit 
,.' 
The fabrication of filters, bias networks and matchine networks as 
individual components was carried out .as a preliminary to the construction 
of a fully integrated unit. Each separate component was characterised, 
and with repeatability assured by the photo-etch process, the same 
'characteristics could be confidently expected from the integrated unit. 
Although the input low-pass, the output high-pass and the band-pass 
circuits have been discussed, no consideration of matching has been made. 
The impedance transformation has been used previously (Kotzebue and Mattaei) 
in the design of frequency multipliers. However, it was decided that, as 
filters are more easily constructed and characterised at 50 Jt , there were 
some advantages in operating all the system components at this impedance, 
and hence transformers were inserted in front of and after the diode assembly. 
Obviously, as the multiplier was intended only for experimental work, the 
drive level was likely to vary considerably, so that the predicted impedances 
could vary widely. 
The theoretical work of chapter 5 indicated the values to be expected 
for input and output impedance. under optimum conditions. 
r~sults for a x5 multiplier are shown in appendix 7.3 
The computed 
The input impedance was about 40n and the output impedance "V lOst • 
Three types of transformer were triode A test jig was constructed for 
measuring insertion loss; two transformers were connected 'back-to-back' to 
maintain the 50 st measuring 3ystem. Distribu~ed transformers, in the 
98. 
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form of a 3 step 1l/4 transformer, and a continuous taper transformer 
were tested. Although the reflections appeared small, the losses in 
the output transformer were unreasonably large. Calculations showed 
that a capacitive transformer would be fairly well matched to the out-
put, and as capacitive isolation was required, this was the method used. 
In the input, the final section of the input filter was formed 
by the d~odes themselves, and this was found to be a very efficient 
circuit. The 40 .n. to 50.:.'1.. mismatch was neglected, but the reflected 
power remained below half of the incident power at all levels. 
The first tests on the multiplier were carried out using a 
partially integrated version shown on fig. 7.3.2. A very deep dip 
in the output was seen at the mid-band region. This was traced to a 
spurious resonance in the 211 x 2" case, and was quite repeatable between 
different substrates and cases. The fully integrated model is shown 
disassembled in fig. 7.4.1., excluding the chokes and decouplin8 com-
ponents for clarity. 
7.5 Power'Output and Efficiency Measurements 
The measurements were conducted using the comparison technique 
described in Chapter 5. Comparison measurements prevented the possi-
bility of overloading and cross-modulation in the spectrum analyser •. 
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The measurement technique met e r 
F i 9. 7. 5.1. 
A specific harmonic was selected on the analyser, and peaked with the 
tunable filter (fig. 7.5.2 ) 
A signal derived from a monochromatic tunable source was then applied to 
the filter/analyser combination. Amplitudes were equalized, and then the 
power of the monochromatic source was measured. The only assucptions made 
- were that the switch was symmetrical (fig. 7.5.3) and that the power meter 
was accurate. As both these instruments were nearly new, the assumptions 
were considered justifiable. A check of the meter against two others, one 
of a different type, showed no systematic errors. 
The need for symmetry in this type of circuit has been commented OD, 
previously. Although the diodes were closely matched some capacitance and 
thermal asymmetry was inevitable. However, tho very low spurious output 
level indicated that these effects were ~all. 
Measurement data from. the three multipliers is included in figures (7.5.4/6) 
The output bandwidth closely followed the characteristic of the output filter, 
and the target figure of 25~ was achieved. The optimum bias was set in 
each caSe at a frequency towards the top of the range, although the 
variations across the band were less than lO~. 
A bias compensation network similar to that suggested by Corbey and 
Davies was considered but discarded since the output was found to be sub~ 
stantially level over the pass-band; the theory predicted that, in the 
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The results are shown on figs.(7.S.4/6). The difference in perfor-
mance between two multipliers (A and E) using the same type of diode (0386) 
was small and 'consistent with minor constructional variations. The 
third multiplier, C was fitted with highe~ performance devices, S082-033S
'
s, 
and gave a higher power output as predicted by the theorY9 The optimum 
efficiency figure, nearly 3~ agreed well with theoryJ lower figures were 
recorded for the poorer diodes. It was evident that the capacitive trans-
former coupling worked well. The predicted bandwidth was achieved, with 
power output substantially level over the band. The spurious output rejec-
tion characteristics were very good. None of the broadband 
- multipliers produced any non-harmonically related outputs, or half-multiple 
products, as can occur in some narrowband systems. The output filter removed 
well beyond the range of measurements any third or fifth harmonics, the only 
measurable spurious harmonics were the 2nd, 4th and 6th. The high pass 
section waS intended to reduce the 2nd harmonic and the 4th and 6th were 
eliminated by circuit symmetry. ,The rejection figures for the even harmon-
iCS, in the appendix, show that the multiplier performance in this respeot 
was as good as many commercial narrowband designs. 
The impedances were predicted by the theory, and matched by the 
capacitive transformers; ~he effioienoy agreed so well with the calculated 
figure that one must conclude that the theory was correct. The 
amount of power refleoted at the input indicated that a good match was 
achieved, the power reflection ratio (P. forward,P reflected) was generally 
less than 0.2, and only reached O.S at the extreme band edges. 
I 








Comnarison witb theory end conclusions 
The theoretical analysis of the SRD has been presented in section 
5.4.2 and the associated appendix. The normalized results of tLe 
analysis were shown in figs. 5.5.1 and 5.5.2. The diode loss resistance 
tor the diodes used initially was 0.65 st. The stored charge was 
10 1400 pC and the 'w' co 10 Hz. The maximum voltage excursion was 
2 x 26 volts, and therefore, using the results of chapter 5, tbe 
maximum theoretical output was 21 mW, and tbe efficiency 6%. 
The output power/frequency plots show the results obtained 
(figs. 7.5.4 - 6). The efficiency was only 3%, but the filter losses 
accounted for the difference between the theoretical and practical 
results. The multiplier 'C' used better diodes, with a lower loss 
resistance and greater charge storage, so that the maximum output power 
was 30 mW, in good agreement wit~ the theory. 
The output power/frequency characteristics closely followed the 
characteristics of tb~ bandpass output filters. 
The spurious output were measured and tabulated in table 7.1. No 
output could be measured on tbe third and seventh harmonies, while the ~ 
fundamental and the second, fourtb and sixth harmonics were mora than 
10 db below the fifth harmonic. 
In conclusion, the design of tbe frequency multiplior was proved to 
) 
be successful. The balanced diode technique generated reasonably low 
levels of spurii, while operating over bandwidth at, least three times 
greater than the widest previously report multipliers. The results 
achieved agreed well with the theory ~hich predicted a low, but 
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CRAnER 8 - CONCLUSIONS 
8.1 The Relevance o~ Frequency MultiplYinPa Systems 
A chart recently published in a technical journal (Electronics, Sept 1972), 
showed that the electromagnetic spectrum from the S.L.F. up to the infr~ed is 
almost totally allocated. Every frequency band lower than the shortest milli-
me~re wavelengths is used for some practical purpose. Only at tho top end 
of the range were there gaps in the allocations. 
Radar, both military and civil, in aircraft, ships and land vehicles, 
occupies a number of bands in the microwave spectrum, and was largely.responsible 
for the early growth in this area. 
. Communications, the largest and possibly the most important user of the 
electromagnetic spectrum, covers the range from the lowest radio frequencies 
right into microwaves. 
The services provided include radio and television, which as first comers 
in the field were allocated the most suitable frequencies and telephone, video, 
and data long-haul links. Police, fire, ambulanc~ and taxi services operate 
in the VHF and UHF bands, while interaircraft and ground-control systems are 
currently using the Land S bands. Communications saual1ites primarily using 
the microwave bands, are providing many more channels for intercontinental 
links and making possible geological discoveries of prime importance. 
As a result of the increasing importance and volume of cocmunications there 
is a world-wide demand for communications equipment, particularly in the micro-
wave region, where relatively large information bandwidths are available. In 
particular ~here is a need for microwave frequency sources of extremely high 









variable fre~uency, or multi-obannel, operation must be available. 
The broadband fre~uency multiplier wbich has been described is proposed as 
a fundamental system building block. Tbe bandwidth is, by a large margin, wider 
than other multipliers reported to date, the cost of fabrication low, and 
repeatability easily achieved. Spurious outputs have been minimized using filter 
techni~ues and a symmetrical arrangement of variable capacitance diodes. The 
availability of such broadband fre~uency multipliers could, for example, make 
the design of a full microwave fre~uency synthesizer a possibility. 
8.2 The Hyperabrupt Diode-Conseguences of the Analysis 
The analysis of a hyperabrupt variable capacitance diode was undertaken at 
a period when it was thought that they would become available. Some novel 
aspects of the operation of this device were predicted and it was unfortunate 
that the samples promised by a manufacturer were not made. 
The work of Kulesza showed that an inherent low pass filtering effect may 
be present if a diode with a specific non linear law is available. However, 
it must be noted that, if the m (. l:¥') of the diode is not exactly an inte-
ger then harmonics with n > m are produced. Kulesza's theory holds and has 
been verified experimentally with an approximately-abrupt junction device 
operating in a waveguide 'high-pass filter'. The output was predominantly at the 
second harmoniC, ~though this could not be sai~ to represent a conclusive test. 
The most significant property of the hyperabrupt devices is the possibility of 
higher impedance operation than with the conventional devices. It 1s, 
essentially, this property which forms the basis of the predictions of high 
efficiency and relatively high power. 
104. 
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The starting point of the analysis was the construction of a set of equations 
for the voltages and currents in the cirouit. In their general form, these 
basic equations are similar to those of Scanlan and Laybourne. The first major 
departure from that standard form was the introduotion of the limiting curve con-
ditions. This concept was originally due to Penfield and Rafuse, but its 
inclusion here in the general e~uations is thought to be uni~ue. The new 
equation:-
tan (n & + ¢) co - n tan Q Q - phase angle at which limiting 
curve is tangential. 
was introduced. This equation has been shown to apply generally to any voltage 
or current limited operating conditions. 
The limiting curve equation above was inserted back into the power aeries to 
obtain the values of input and output currents and voltages. Predictions were 
then made of the efficiency, bias pOint, and input and output impedances. It 
became evident that the efficiency tended to 100% for the diodes with 't .. 1 
This had been hinted at by previous authors on this subject (Kulesza, Uarkard and 
Yuan) • It was shovm that this was not an anomaly; although the efficiency at 
~ • 1 was a predicted 100%, the input and output impedances were infinite, and 
the power transferred was identically zero. 
The existence of a peak in the power transfer curve was demonstrated. It 
was found·that the optimum ¥ to generate the 'nth' harmonic obeyed the law 
¥ .. (1 - or more simply, m .. 3/2 n. 
This was in exact agreement with the findings of Leonard for the doubler 
case;. the result "here 1s generalized~ One important practical consequence from 
105. 
this result is in varactor-tuning applications. 
v __ 1 
If varaotors having 0 
were manufactured, one would expeot reasonably wide tuning range with very little 
harmonic generation. The devices would there tore be less susceptible to 
interfering signals. 
In £requency multipliers, the varactor diode should be chosen according to 
the application. Power output and efficienoy can be selected if 'i is olosely 
controlled. Graphs such as fig. 4.3.1. should be construoted to aid in the 
seleotion of a suitable diode. 
Finally, Kannam has reported very low ooeffioients ot oapacitance change 
with temperature over very wide ranges for implanted devices. This is a very 
signi£icant property, as it means that the properties o£ a hyperabrupt £requency 
multiplier should be almost independent of the operating temperature. 
8.3 The Sten-Recovery Diode Analysis 
The significance of the recombination and transition times has been explained 
in the analysis. It has been shown that, ideally, the diodes selected should 
operate at a point between these two extremes.· When the devices are designed, 
the operating frequency should be included in selection. of parameters. Charge 
stored, loss resistanoe, dynamio impedanoe and breakdown voltage are the other 
main parameters so that the seleotion of devices beoomes complioated. Henoe, 
the spectral assessment of diodes suggested in ohapter 6 could be significant ,in 
the seleotion of devioes and for matching. 
The limiting curve expression first derived in ohapter 4 was used with an 
extension to the 'single-sided' limiting condition i.e. the only voltage limit was 
the reverse breakdown. The mathematioal model used was based on the exponential 
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capaoitance first proposed by Shookley. A similar model has been success-
fully used by Jungmeister and Sohmidt. 
i.e. 
2. 
Cs :: Co e.x.f~) + Cc. cv: C • residual capaoitance c 
The assumptions in the analysis were that:-
The exponential model for the capaoitance was valid. 
No appreoiable power was lost in rectification. 
0;.'"12 was small. 
Some generalizations are allowed to simplify the output expressions. 
The analysis produced algebraic expressions for the Fourier coefficients 
aI' bl (the input voltage terms) an, bn (the output voltage teres) and the 
input and output power terms. 
The bias point was predicted by the analysis, but it was felt that 
practical devices might well have to be operated in regions other than the 
ideal, when self-biassed. The main differenoesdue to non-ideal bias would be 
in the available voltage swing and the power handled. 
Curves have been drawn which predict the efficienoy versus loss resistance 
for practical diodes. Later comparisons with the measured results suggested 
that the theoretical work waS justified. 
For generality~ all the equations were wor~ed in normalized terms. 
Denormalization was based on the measured data from the praotical devices. 
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dynamic loss resistance were taken from the manufacturer's data. 
It would have been more satisfactory to obtain direot measurements of the 
charge storage but the necessary equipment was not available. 
The operation of the step-recovery diode was shown to be extremely oomplex, 
but explainable by a relatively straishtforward theoretioal model. lleasure-
ments from the spectral assessment helped to understand the results of the 
analysis. Eventually, the final multiplier was oonstructed using data derived 
from the analytical treatment of the general step-reoovery multiplier. 
8.4 Spectral Assessment 
It is evident that one requires as much performance data on the devices 
used as is practiCally obtainable. A new teohnique in this field is the 
spectral assessment measurement. At first, static measurements of ourrent-
voltage and capacitance-voltage were made. The C-V measurement has proved 
to be an extremely usefUl tool in initial acoeptance trials, and a file of 
diode types waS assembled to assist identification of parameters. 
hyperabrupt devices were available at the time of this work. 
No useful 
In a practical multiplier sitUation, three mechanisms of harmonic genern-
tion are possible, and in general may contribute to the output spectrum. 
The mechanisms are:-
1. Half-wave rectification. 
2. 'Varactor' harmoniC generation, i.e. by time varying capacitance. 
3. Step-recovery, in which the capqcitance change occurs over a relatively 
small change in voltage and is a dynamiC effect • 


















Low frequency physical and mathematical models were required for the pre-
diction and confirmation of the harmonic pulse spectra of various diodes. It 
was known that SRD's show very little change in capaCitance, and the C-V plots 
confirmed this. Hence, the predominant effects to be observed at microwave 
frequencies were rectification and step-recovery. Relatively simple broadband 
pulse analytical methods were used (figs. 6.3.1 - 3), both for single and double 
diodes, and for SRD's and half-wave rectifiers. The diodes chosen as physical 
models gave very good results in both the quantitative and qualitative senses 
and clearly demonstrated the different haxmonic spectra which are to be 
associated with particular diode t~s. 
In particular, the series of oscilloscope photographs showing tbe progress 
of the SRD from a good rectifier, through step-recovery, to attenuation only is 
thought to be a novel feature of the experiment, and correlated well with the 
tbeoretical and practical measurements. 
The double-diode arrangement provide~ highly satisfactory results, and 
clearly showed that odd harmonics were produced with reduced even harmonic 
output. 
Measurements at microwave frequencies were naturally more restricted. No 
sampling oscilloscope ~as available, and the spectrum analyser had a useful 
range up to 12 GHz only. However, the sensitivity of the analyser formed the 
basis of an extremely accurate assessment of the devices used. Essentially, 
the sampling oscilloscope is a linear system; its resolution is only about 
3% of 'full-scale'. The spectrum analyser can be used logarithmically, and 
hence vdth ~elp from external filters, has a potential range of ) 100 db. 
To take advantage of this, the comparison technique was evolved,which rnain-
tained system errors below 1 db. 
.,', ' 
Using the comparison technique, microwave frequency measurements were per-
formed on Schottky barrier and step-recovery devices. With the models derived 
in the low frequency work it was possible to examine the device behaviour in 
detail, and to note that. for the SRD at 1.5 GHz input, the operation ViaS :pre-
dominantly ste~recovery. This device was intended for higher frequency 
operation, so it was important to check that rectification was not taking place. 
In addition, it was found that the first spectral null 09curred in the region 
of the seventh harmonic. Although this inferred that the fifth harmonic would 
not be efficie~tlY generated (confirming the earlier theoretical work) it showed 
that suppression of the next troublesome harmonic. would not be required to be 
great. 
The spectral assessment technique was found to be relatively simple to 
apply, when the basic theory had been derived, and provided an extremely useful 
insight into diode operation. In particular, the low frequency model was 
found to be a surprisingly good~ide to the operation of the high frequency 
devices and it is hoped that this work will continue. 
8.5 The Practical Results 
Chnpter 7 waS intended to give a detailed design procedure for the con-
. . 
struction of a broadband step-recovery diode frequency multiplier, and to report 
the results on a practical design. Tho design considerations arel-
1. Bandwidth required. 
2. Physical dimensions and weight. 
3. Cost 
~.' Efficiency. 
5. Power output . .,. , 
"6. Number of stage~ (~~e 'stage .should give ,;esults applicable to a chain). 
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Clearly these factors are closely interrelated. In general, the appli-
cation requirement dictates the final compromises which must be reached. Cost 
is,increasingly, a significant factor as civilian applications move into the 
microwave range. This project was highly significant in that the end product 
was a fully integrated microwave circuit on a single substrate. Although 
microwave I.C's are now coming into production, units are usually subdivided 
into sections. This device was a complete circuit in one,package. 
The stripline-TFE structure bas been commented on. It is probably the 
most economical means of producing M.I.C's, and is likely to remain so. The 
techniques are basically those used for high precision printed-circuit work, 
and as such are easily adaptable to conventional electronics laboratories. 
The alternative technique of gold deposited on alumina is still largely experimen-
tal, and requires a great deal of specialized (and expensive) equipment. and 
highly skilled personnel. It was felt that the alumina technique could be 
profitably investigated thoroughly at a later date, although it seems likely 
that, because of the expense, it will be restricted to relatively cost-insensi-
tive, performance-critical areas. 
The only fundamental limit to the bandwidth of the double diode system is 
the presence of interfering harmonics. The general expression for the frac-
tional bandwidth referred to the centre frequency iSI-
9' -
2 
n + 1 
Harmonic charts such as fig. 7.2.1 are useful in checkine for possiblo 
filter problems. It is clearly not desi~ble to ,aim for the theoretical maxi-
mum bandwidth unless some appreCiable spurii can be tolerated. The filter 
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multiplier may be operated. 
Filter synthesis represented a significant part of the practical work in 
the mul tipl1er. In such a complex subject, it was thought necessary to consult 
several texts on the subject. The main referenoe was the book by Matthaei et 
ale with some additional information from Geffe, and Youla. Design parameters 
were selected fairly arbitrarily) a spurious suppression (third and seventh 
harmonics) of ") 20 db was desired, although in practice it proved convenient 
to put theoretically infinite rejection points in these regions. 
The critical component of the final design was the output filter. It was 
designed in two stages, a bandpass network, which ultimately defined the output 
passband, and a low-ripple, high-pass filter which rejected the fUndamontal. 
The results of the measurements on the filters were regarded as good examples 
of the capability of the Copper-TRE system. The input filter was designed as 
a low-pass network, for ease of (,construction and to prevent subharmonic 
oscillations. It has been shown that rejection 'of low fre~uencies back into 
the multiplier can cause oscillations, particularly at half the fUndamental 
fre~uency, due to the negative resistance of the diodes (Parker). A low pass. 
network enables oscillations at the'se fre~uencies to pass into the buffer-
isolator on the input. In practice, this was not a. problem, as such oscillation 
was not detected. The input filter was designed as a. general purpose unit, ad-
• 
justable by mask modification to any frequency between 1.5 GHz and 2 GHz, wh~1e 
retaining apprOximately correct terminating impedances. A feature of all the 
filters was the close'adherence to the design parameters; it was felt that the 
gold/ceramiC system would have presented many more problems in this area. 
, . ' 
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The bias networks provided a severe design problem. In keeping with the 
general integrated circuit approach, it was necessary that they were simple, 
but effective. After several trials, the circuits shown in fig. (7.3.7.) were 
adopted. Construction by a reasonably skilled technician would· be possible. 
The chip capacitors were difficult to handle, and were not really suitable for 
soldering, although, with care, this was achieved, Unfortunate~y, these com-
ponents are not yet at the stage where all the behaviour is entirely repeatable, 
so screening of the devices before use is highly desirable. The parameters are 
actual capaCitance, and self-resonant frequency. Ideally, the chips should 
maintain the balance of symmetry. 
Ideally, diodes should be selected for the multiplier to be constructed 
according to the criteria suggested in chapter 7. However, very often, one 
must use the diodes available at the right price, so that the design must be a 
compromise. This was the case with the 5082-0386 devices, which were 
nominally identical to the more expensive .0335. The results showed conclu-
sively that the latter devices were superior in performance .• The design pro-
cedure used the device parameters measured in circuit to assess performance. 
The resulting multiplier was not aensitive to the type of the devices, provided 
they were a reasonably matched pair. ' . Clearly however, better devices gave 
,better resul tae 
Although it was not at first intended to introduce significant mGch~nical 
improvements, thio project produced a completely inteGrated multiplier, which, 
although not a new concept, was the first practically realized circuit of its 





predicted values, as did the bandwidth. The spurious harmonic suppression was 





It was felt that the research project achieved its goals as a training in 
research techniques and methods, Bll:d as a thorough theoretical and pra~tial 
investigation of a particular topiC. It is hoped that some of the theoretical 
observations, when published, will lead to a ne~ understanding of the operation 
of non-linear capacitance active devices. 
In the literature, the variable capacitance device as anharmonic generating 
circuit element, as distinct from a tuning function, is often neglected. While 
it is clear that a fUll understanding of non-linear resistive elements is of 
primary importance, non-linear capaCitance is an inheront and inseparable part 
., -
of every semiconductor junction and hence a knowledge of the operation of such 
elements is of vital importance. 
- , 
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.' Appendix 1 
The Scanlan and Laybourne papers (q.v.), and later the chapter 
'Analysis of Varactor Harmonic Generators' by Professor Scanlan in the book 
called 'Advances in Microwaves' were found to be very useful guides to the 
performance of the analysis. The final Scanlan analysis used a truncated 
power-series form to include some large signal effects,basically, the form 
was adopted. It is felt by the present author that the weakness of this 
analysis occurs when v - PJ this region is avoided in the analysis. 
The main difference between Professor Scanlan's analysis and that to be pre-
sented in chapter 4 is in the charge equation. Prof. Scanlan oonstrains 
the charge to 
Q = 
A more realistic approach would be 
This equation has been used for both the byperabrupt and the step-
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Apoendir2- Fourier Spectrum of a Pal:t-.sinusoid Pulse 
In certain cases the voltage pulse from a step-recovery diode may be 
apprOximated to a "psxt ··sinusoid i. e. 
The input frequency is FIN' and the pulse vddth tp 
or modified. 'by load, 
se e appendix ('1.:3.1 ) 
The Fourier series is an even fUnction 




I J F (x) . clx.. -11" 
0 
and 
#-) 0." ... F(x.). ~ nx. clx. 
0 
The assumption made about F(x) is 
F(x.) ; 0 
b-or 0 ~ x.. < tph. 
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Alternate maxima and minima occur respectively at odd and even 
mul tiples ot, ~ t'\ 
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This is the efficienc~ ot conversion ot the D.C. supply to the nth 
harmonic and neglecting device non-linearit~ and signal input power. Clearly, 
the efficiency falls rapidl~ with n. The possibilit~ of high efficiencies if 
the denominato~ has zero value, i.e. 
t:" • .:.. -~..... .!!- -
" 
ma~ be disregarded, it leads to the equation 
i.e. '2 
-,\/"" ~ 0 
,:" ' 
, 
Than 0.1\ tends to 0 
and a, " " 0 
The erticienc~ is indeterminate, no d.c. input gives no harmonic output. 
Equation (1) above is general for an~ device which produces 
the waveform described. The main application is to the 'class-C' 











APpnfDIX - Filtering Limitations on Frequency Multipliers 
3.2 ) 
1. General System - All harmonics possible 
Conditions must be imposed on any harmonic generating system which 
prevent oscillations at harmonics other than the desired from entering 
the output port. The inplt and output passbands must be such that, in the 
limits, the next nearest possible harmonics are just prohibited. For an 
'nth' harmonic generator, this means that the upper limit is the Cn + l)th 
harmonic of the lowest input frequency. The lower limit is necessarily 
symmetrically placed with respect to the centre f'requency. The conditions 
may be summarized al~ebraicallYI 






Upper limit. of output • (n +! 1) ~ F - ~ ~ 
Lower limit of' output • ",F - ,,~ 
. 2. 
From the first eq~ation it may be_.seen that 
n(+ +f)(n+,I) e~fJ 
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The lower lim! t ot the output may be derived trom the input 
2. Cancelling System - odd or even harmonics only 
Systems are available which cancel out, by balancing or waveshapin~, 
the even or odd harmoniC components in the available spectrum. In the 
above example, the nearest interfering' harmonics are shifted to (n + 2) 
and (n - 2). 




2. t\ -to 2. 
-= 2 t 
(n ... l) 
0'1', 2. 
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-Clearly, a substantial improvement in bandwidth is brought about by 
a cancelling system. 




































As n tends to infinity, the advantage of the balanced system tends 
to 2 , 1. 
.-."., 
Methods have been suggested (Scanlan) which cancel the odd order 
harmonics and the fourth harmonic, in a doubler. The bandwidth available 
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No intrinsic advantage i8 gained in terms of bandwidth, although,~ho 
practical const~otion of'the filters may be eased • 
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Appendix 4.1.1 
Many ot the analyses presented betore about 1965 made small signal 
appronmations. Although many variations have been made, the equations de-
rived below cover most such approaches. 
The· general C-V expression i81-




U" C t) 
The charge is de tined by 
. Q ~, S c ( \1) . dv. 
\- ~ 
Q ~ c.o. (\To + q,) . ...L . [ \ "" \1'( t:) J 
. : l-1r 
U~ \r'(t:-) ': 0 J Q = 0 0 
• Qo Lo (\To ~ cP l -. . ... 
( I - ¥) 
A,J. I-~ Q - Q 0 • ( , ... V" H)) 
Or, lJ; Q= Go + Q~c 
...l-
. . 
( , -t ~) 1-)' 
/ Qo 
Two alternative circuit assumptions are available" the current-dr1ven 
shunt, and the voltage driven series. The expansions ot the above equations 
are respectively I 
C" • ;.. Q I ... Q-.c. 
- -
- -Qo 00 
. + 
. , .. ", 
AlO . ~ " ,,' 1.' '.' • I 
,. " " ~ ~ 




I (I - ~). (- ~) ..... , 
-' n l . 
\ + \J"'(~) = and 
1. 
... .L . M • ( m - , ) • Q~ ••• 
~! 
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The zeroes ot the An are the first guide to the properties of the 
loPerabrupt frequency multiplier. The current driven shunt multiplier has 
. --.. 
Clearly, the zeros' occur whenl-
m - integer 
and the series terminates whenl-
m - n 
Hence, to generate the 'nth' harmonic, a particular varactor should have 
The first zero occurs when 
(m - 1) - 0 
\ . \ .... -
-
-l-Y 
• )( - 0 
• • 
m ~ n 
(Hence n • 2) 
0 ' " 
.. \' 
. .: " 
.. 
,;1', • • 
Of " 
All 
,- .. ,: ':; , ... . !,;. \~ ~ 
". '"~ ~~- ~" . .'. ~~ 
. - " , 
i.e. the device is not a variable capacitance, so no harmonics are generated. 
') 
The tirst true zero is 
(m - 2) • 0 
i.e. n. 3 
This zero repeats tor all higher n values. Higher terms are calculated 
in a similar way. Finally, the curves ot tig. 4.1.2 may be constructed for 
any n. The curves are dra.wn with respect to A( ~ ), the vol tags coefficient 
described above, but a dual set (with difterent zeroes) could be constructed 
tor the voltage driven multiplier. 
The conclusion is that to generate a harmonic In', it is prere~able to 
have ¥ ~ n- , t"', n 
, "; ~ -:;: p ~ c' .~", <- ,,'.: ;.~ '" ",\, 
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-Appendix 4.2.1 Solution ot Power Integrals. 
The integrals equations 4.2.1/r and 4.2.15' are 
PI( ~ -~ f (~).Q/~ Qn/.J ((.,L:)~)~ c.;~ (n~l:-+ct). cl~t 
.hr" Ie: C) _ .,.. 
~ "7r PI' = -~ I (~).@tl. Q.t.~ J (c...",t)M-! s.;. (2" .. f: .. f)-U. 
-~. . 
In ~he interval -lr to"1'\ , all time variables average to zero. Only the 
cross-produots which result in D.C. terms need be considered. In the expansion 
ot (cos wt)k" , (cos nri) ocours tor Ie ~ n, in alternate terms. The,.~, 
coetticients ot the terms are derived from the binomial expression for 
(cos wt)k, i.e. a Pasoal's Triangle. 
Substituting values ot Ie in the above expressions, 
~ t''(, \< ~ n 
"II"' 
r".. -~ l' Y't\). Qt'. Q~ J S~ (nut+q,) . ~t\~~. j,",~ 
01.,,- \ t\ ~ \1\-' , 
-~ . 
" (' -r'.~ , : \, J :,' 
" ' .. ~-" 
, ; : ~, .. , ". . 
.. '" ,'. 
.', " 
., 
',' . , - ":" Al3 
, .' " ~ , , ~ j 
.... ,(.. ! > 
.1 
I 
• • Po< = 
Similarly, Pp 18 non-zero ool11! III > (211 + 1) 
, ~ 
,I 
Examination ot the ooeftioients indioates that P tt i8 the dominant term, 
when m>(2n + 1), and, ot course, the onl1 term tor m «211 + 1). 
Provided 
- > ':. ~. 
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Appendix 4.3.1. Maximum Power Transter 
The equation 4.3.ld. 
Q,,' -Q,' -
is 
A further differentiation is necessary at this stage to optimise the 
output conditions. In conventional analyses, this type ot differentiation is 
performed at the end ot the work, with a loss ot generality. Introduction of 
the differential at this stage gives a clear insight into the working of the 
mathematical model of the varactor. 
Several possible approaches are available. Differentiation must be 
w.r.t. Q, but the dependent variable may be G.') Of.' I (Q,.,'!Q.')or 
(at ,'2. + Gw!~ ) , • J Q, . Qft 
a term on which the total power dissipated'in the loss resistanco dependa. It 
can be shown that all these are identically equivalent equations, and indeed lead 
to the same result. Intuitively, therefore, we take the ratio ot the currents 
, 
Q"'/Q,' as the parameter to maximise. 
s~ (3 ., ,> 
n.S~ (n9+;) ) 
'" S':"'(r\9+q). ~8 - S~9. n .... c.,{rt9 +,p) .j' 
,,', ':. ''I. (". ~ ( ...... ::t..L).,. ", ' ,. , A. 4. 3. 2 
. ,"'..,""'" t'\ go .. ;, 
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This equation is readily solved. The worst case value of ~ is 0, and 
therefore 
. , 
However, differentiating equation A.4.3.2 a second time shows that 
c:!"l. (a .. '/O,') 
- 1- is identically zero when'O • 0," etc. and these pOints are dO 
only intlexions. Consideration ot the primary equation 4.3.1b in 
chapter 4 shows that ~y solution found must be a tour-quadrant solution i.e. 
the solution must be equally valid for 0 and -0 simultaneously. 
r 
Hence 
equation A.4.3.3 may be WTitten in the alternative forms. 
~(-~e~J,) :. '~,~e , ' ' 
, , A.4.3.5 
ti- t- ",e+J>), :. ~"w\ \a-g A.4.3.6 
,,~.(~EHd) :. - '~t-e- A.4.3.7 
Equation. A.4. 3~ 6 dift~~ 
these are further intlexions. 
t~mA.4 .• 3 •. 3 only in th~ sign ot t 
Equation,s'.A.4.'.5 and A.4.3.7 are, true aolu-
" . tiona.ot the equation A.4.,.1 and contain maxima and minima. 
, , ' 
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From seotion 4.2 it is evident that it, under the assumptions made, p~ 
is the dominant tem, theD 
Normall7, one is concerned with operation at the maximum power point 
(although this m&7 not coinoide with maximum ettioieno1) and hence 
, 3-.r 
- -C\ ~ cP' .. -- -
The solution ot the general equation 
may proceed. 
Rewriting A.4.3.l~with the solution for p, 
The first solution ot this e~ation tor any n lies between 00 and 
Solutions may be worked b1 trial, by hand or computer, but an 
anal7tlcal solution m&1 be considered more appropriate • 
• 
• • 
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. ,(1\+,) ~ ("",,I ),6 
Q 0 =' yv\.Va. Co 
, a,M-1 
Solutions to the equations have been round by comput~tion. 
~ e nBo QW"/Q,' 'f\ Q ",'It. 
2 24.095 48.19 .3060, ·.6120 
3 16.268 48.805 .1417 .4251 
4 12.251 49.005 .0703 .2812 
5 9.822 1j.~.1l0 . .0450 .2250 
6 8.198 49.190 .0314, ' ~1884 
. '. '", ... 
7 7.029 49.205 .0231 • 1617 
8 6.153 49.225 .0177 .1416 
9 5.471 49.240 .0140 .1260 
10 4.925 49.250 .0113 .1130 
G,' c... e - Q",' S~ t'\ 9 = I 
~ ~f::: -h 9 
Q~' "c., ,,9 
:. Q.' ~e +.' Q: S~ nBe s~e :: J 
. "c." r\ 9 
nC-.."e' , 
• ' .. _.~ I 
n ~ '" e . c., 9 . .,. S~ ra& • ~& 
, ,I 
., ",' 







Hence, from appendix 4.3.3. , it may be shown that the maximum power transt'er 
























The mu1 tip11ing t'actor VB Co.~ appears in ever~ denorma1ized charge 
term. At an input t'requenc~ in the lGHz to 100Hz range, a typioal device might 
be such that VBCo W has unit)" value. This i8 particularly convenient in 
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Solutions ot Hyperabrupt diode Equation~ 
The equation 
The computed solutions arel-
, r\Q~, Qr'\' W'\ e r\~ Q~I Q.' " (j)",' ei>. 
2 24.095 48.190 .3060 .6120 .8765 .2682 .5364 
3 16.268 48.805 .1411 .4251 .9375 .1328 .3984 
4 12.251 49.005 .0703 .2812. .9632 .06711 .2708 
5 9.822 49.110 .0450 .2250 .9759 .04392 .2196 ' 
6 8.198 49.190 .0314 .1884 .9831 .03087 .1852 
1 1.029 49.205 .0231 .1611 .9874 .02281 .1596 
8 6.153 49.225 .0171 .1416 .9904 .01753 .1402 
9 5.471 49.240 .0140 .1260 ·9924 .01389 .1250 
10 4·925 49.250 .0113 .1130 .9938 .01123 .1123 
. The power, levels in the varactor are calculated trom the expression 
, 
tor P" 1.e. 
MM-W\) 
p' = ~" ( ~ \. (~"'=ti) \ 
:t ~ V\+~) (,,~,) I j_O \I • 
,,/f\+~j Q I 
• \.It. • "" \ 
, • ~ n.~-I '] 
For a doubler, n • 2, the results are tabulated below 
.. 
',. 





2 .103022 .045787 
.. '1· ~ 
3 .309066 ~,:~ . ~, .• 056766 
,: ~, 
.697282 ' \-.~'¥~;. .049583 
1.425960 " " .037089 
" 
5 
.' 2.789549 I ., : .025301 '6 
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~ n= ~) 
, p' m P 4-Lca..&C, P denormalized 
5 ..,. p .. Q:5'Q. J ~" .006013 c.,.)" .000151 
2 c2'" 
6 lA) 1 f. . fo. Q,' sQ'<l 1.)1-]. ~a; .036435 WIt .000330 
1 [ 1'" I~ f ~ .131640 ~ .000410 C..l ~. Q, Q" ;t~ Q, Q"'I 
2. ~b' 'l ~f 
t .' I S'~ ." .421025 UlJt .000412 8 (..) S. S"bG, Q" ... !.. .(\), c-)" 
1 :lAo :2 ~ , , ,~ .,.:" L 
9 w,c. .000352 
10 W,r .000285 
The actual values ot P denorm in the real case must take into account the 
value ot W. VB·C o' In the examples below, this will be assumed to have unit 
value, a reasonable approximation tor & varactor in the 10Hz to 10 OHz region. 
The most important parameters in a trequenc: multiplier are generall: the 
power handled and the ettioieno:. It is usua1l1 helpful t'? know the input and 
outplt impedances, but otten these oan be matohed OVer quite a ride range by the 
" enemal clrouU., "" 
'-:" " l'.' 
" . 
, . 
, ,~' " y,' ~.:, ,~" ' ,< ',.' 
















The power handled b7 thevaraotor is 
(p denorm includes the W term) 
For a given value of W.VBCo, the power handled by the varactor in each case 
considered (n • 2 and n • 5) passes through a peak. Respectivel7, the peaks 
occur at m - 3 and m • 7 or 8. Similar plots of other'n' multipliers indicate 
that the optimum value of m for the best power handling conditions is 
m • .2 n 2 
The efficiency is given by, 
P Ploss outPUt 
p + p " Loss inpllt 
, ' 




The denormalization factor (~) has been cancelled from this equation. 





Output Power lOBS • lXO.14386 ' 
Input Power loss' 
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The efficiency values are tabulateda-, 















(the matched condition is not possible 
with the rs and VnCow conditions , 
imposed) 
X5 Uu1 tiplier D .' 5 
Output Power loss 
Inplt Power 1088 
f"s • ~~(~) • .';,1., 
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'Single-Sided' Limiting Conditions - Seotion 5.3.1 
In some circumstances it may be possible to operate the SRD assuming only 
the limitation ot reverse breakdown voltage. This is usually the Case when the 
recombination time is long compared to the pulse-width generated. We detine 
a Qo, the d.c. charge level on the varactor. 
Let the alternating components ot charge be 
Q,' ~l.O't at frequency W 
IQ,,' G» (n""f;++) .. .. r\ t.:) 
(~ is the phase angle relative to the fUndamental) 
In the reverse charged state, the tot.al charge must correspond at the 
maximum to the maximum reverse voltage, VR, which may be the breakdown voltage. 
Hence, < ,. 
This condition is similar to that tor the general two-limit case. 
it may be seen that more freedom eXists in choice ot Qo and ~. 
Suppose there exists an angle Q such th~~. 
Q, I ~e- - Q ... ' Co, (t\6>~c})' '11:1 I 
and, as this is a maximum,. -.,.. 
Q, I S~ ~ r _ V\ Q,,' 5~ (Y\e ... f) '0:' 0 
Q",' . '_ . 'S~e-
Q,' - ~ S~ (,,~+-~) . . 
However, 
and, as described in appendix 4.3.1 this leads to.the~d.a.mental equation. 
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When the hyperabrupt varactor was o:x:amined, it was found that p - ~ was 
. J"':\' Q ' the optimum condition. Solutions tor ""'(, J t\etc. were tound 'b,. computation. 
It is interesting to consider alternative values ot p 
e.g. 4>= 0 ~ .... "IT. 
q=O cPr=~ 
Solution - e ~o 
Expressions are inde~terminatef 
Q~I - ~ 
Q," - 8~o 
~' = Q.' 
by the usual rule, 
~-' =.L:n c,,&-
EH 0 " l. G,.o ( t\ e..-"" ) 
Similarl,., 
. , 
, Q. : 
I 
Q.' -= - n S~ ~Er 
(\~9.S~ne+ S~e-. ~1\()-
\ 
_ I .' ; . n 1. -to I . . 
Hence, for any pb~se ~le ¢, the current conditions tor any varaotor 
may be defined, the 801UtiO~~"~o~ ~. i '~d ".~, 1\":have ~een oarried through. 
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Appendix 5.4.2 The Analysis of The Step-Recovery Diode 
From Section 5.4.2., 
~ Io(tl r 1(, )IC'-I I '\ ? 





a1 • k f (~~). ~ ",t · J ("" \-) 11 
-'1" 
b1 • .'0/f l~~)' c;.:.. wr. J (wi-) 
-,r I 
and 
kr J (~',) ~ \1\ ~ t. J l ""L-) ~I . an • 
-n- 'leo 
· ~ J (!!<',) , ~ V\\Jr.' J (w~)' 
-'Ii' V£O 
b 
The derivations of the 0..", ,\'",etc. arel-
'" 
"n • ~ ) f (-~ )'l>'f Q: 0<. c.,. \( I.k e"., • ""\- + { . Q: ..c-: Q.' Co. .... :.., t- • c.,. (;) ~ d +<P ) 
-tt" \0(:1 . I ........ ,K-I Q 1 c.., ~., r Cc.,,.lJ 
-'- "L \oK, • ",. ~ w. . ~ 
Selecting onll the relevant cross-product termsl- . I I 
-.. )~+' r\ ' V\ l.. L (.:...!.. ' J.. . \..X I • Cc., V\ ~ V • 
V\ ~ ,,-, 
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The third term OCcurs i~ other parts of the expansion, and will 
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The non-zero terms Occur for (K - 1) even •. 
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Similarly the an. and 0"1 are solved and 
- , 




1 I Z",+ll 
2 'In+2.L 
+f- [, · (lL)1 .-L. ~:2L. ~n'.] . CD.s J6 
m ( ,+ 21 r ~ ! 1.! Z ,J.. ' 
!Dhe derivation 'of the bn c~efficient is similar to the 
bn 
simplified by the general rulea-
1\" J (Cos ... t )K,. 5,'" fllolt = 0 
-~ 
In general, therefore, 
b" : l- If( ~ (-I {+I. Qn~ '( ~~;, Cos '~t)~~IJ..' [5 •. " (2,,~t ~~) ... si,,(- ¢)7 . d.wt 
11' L I( ". . ':2." ' J 
1(:1 " ,,'; '"" " " 
,: (," ' 
The sin (4) has a, coefficient corresponding to the On3 term, so the 
~ • ,,,;'1; ,>_ ... ~. \_' .,.' " ~ J..' ~> 
working for this will 'be omitted. 'Only the (2n Wt) terms contribute to 
----~~--~--------------------------=================.=.~~~== .. =---~=.~.----------~~ ... 
,"1 " 
Summarising , 
bn II ~ cf 
... ~ ~ c-+>[ t 
..l.O J 
It is noteworthy at this point that the assumptions made to derive 
, ' ":I-
, -Q" and b", are that (Qn') is small (i.e. n ~4) and that the diode non-
linearity is as described. Forward conduction can be corrected tor in 
the values ot Q,' and Q n' substituted into the equations. 
The power converted by the device is closely related. to ct" and bn • 
The current at the nth harmonic is 


























'" , ' , 
-" . , i 
The solution ot this equation is pertormed by oomparison with the 
(1" and b"terms)one pair of which cancel,and shows that. 
The intuitive cboice otthe phase angle, 8S desoribed in chapter 4 is 
.". < ~ \ 
The expression derived for P seems to bear this out, tor, it we ' I 
" ,. 
select (for consistency of sign) 
Then 
and 
(or ~ . as appropria to) 




The remaining ,terms in Cl", and " ~" 
, " -, ~ . 
. (n+.l-l)J I 
'J] ( \,\ ... ,1)! 
. '.- ;'! ' .. ' t· 
, 
. 
c2,,,n.l . Q: ... "J 
. ,~' 
,., I ,,+-~ ~ 
. \,,)('", 
(In mcst c~ses the seoond term in b" is small) 
- " ( ~n ... lr , 
" ~ I .' c2 n +:l.1 J • I '. I . Q,.1. · Q" 
. ~ .' ~ '. ;2 ,,+:21 i"' ' " : ~ f'\ ... ,1) I If .2:l1"t"~Jtl 
, ,. :? , ". 
.. 
• (" 'l .. ".. ~ 1-... , 
:" I, /-'1 ~ ...... I' 
. ,,' ", ", 'A30'.',' 










In 'real and imaginary' terms, b", is the real coefficient, 
a.t\ is the imaginary. 
The techniques used for ~ and t", can be applied to 4., and h,; 
when these are known, the complete speoification at tho step-rooovor,y diode 
can be written down. 
Vi' '=' a., (#.) I.)\; + hi ~ w~ 
II ~ w. G, ~~"'*= 
0... Co ..L 7 lr,,'. Gn ~t. J. ~t: 
" 11" 'It. I 
-r C4 
and 
b = ..!.. 1t( \fe' . ~ ~. clcJ: 
I "1f') 'k,' 
We have -If 
\I'c.' 
= -~' 
t (-1) .... ·iZ [ (Q.' lio..k)"" .. (Q: c;,.,..,t)\(~ (Q..' c." n.J:+<t) ] 
KSI I 
.. 
<1, 0::: ~ } ~ (-r L (Q,I c.,.J: r '+ Q. I ~~ t;,.K ..,1: • Q..'.c.., (rt"'!:+1> ]JJ
1 
-r 
These tel'DlS will be solved separate11 with the identifiers Clll and 0'1 
respectivelYI 
"'.1 '" -4r l t"' (_,)i(i"'. G("1"1 .(~ we) ~+I dwt. 
Ks' J.< 
-:"1' .. 
The non-zero te:rms in the integral occur for (K - 1) even. 
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" Q.II ( 2 1 t.2) !. . cL.)t 
(i.-I )1 (If 1)( 
. 
•• (l .. 
( 1 +,)( (It') / 
0..'1. 
'" " I ,..1'\-+1 
-t (n ... 2)~ .-L-
2,"+' n i-1-
/n+to-
t (n Tlt)('" t3) . ~ • ..L 
:4 l"tl I\"'~ 
I 
I 
, ." ~ -~" ' , I 
.0 ~+2h' In+~J.-' p r (-I) . I '. Q. • Qn.'. I • (0 to 2 {) L 
t-O e' (n ... 2l)~, , .', .~. 2,nT21 . (n of 1) LH = Co.s , . 
I I 
(Q.' Cos w't)~. (Q.' CJs wt).K.' (QI'\' Co~ (~wl: t¢») 
.... : . Si", ~t cL . .,t. 
, ' 
The first term is, by the usual rule, ,·zero •. ~ The second torm must be 
" '. ' ':,/' ,'\ ' 
:resolved into components' suitable tor applioat'ion ot the standard method 
, ". _ > 't ~, ' . -" ' , > .,", 
used earlier., ,;:' ,', 
- ;,':/" 
~, . ,', 
~ • i, , .... 'J 
. -;: . ., : 
,,>, , 
, : ~ .. , , , 
" 
\ I " 
'1,' 
,~ , '0 
'" :' 
.. ' 
','" ",: A32" "", , . '; "'. ~. -,', " ' . ",~ 
-
- \ . 
i.e. 
<. '~ • ' • " 
Tbe usual metbod of solution is applied, the terms being derived to-
getber and tbe (n + 1) for ("' - 1) substitution made. 
\, "ll"f n+1 I (- I) I Q ,r\-I I ,S . ...l I = - . Qt\. • . ~l.' .-, """ ~ ~ ~ 1" ~ 
-11" 0<-
-to (_a)V\+l Q I Q,t\i"~.J.- . ..L. S~ cP.(n+J..'\ t'\+~ • n' I J-Y\ ;2, "I 
1 
, 
A rearrangement, with,some simplification, gives 
" . 
• : ~. :0 < ',' • , 
; ,: ... 1 ' 
'. 
- , .: r 
, . ..' -. . , 
I' , , 
1 < ~ ',' 
.. 
. ~, > - , • , ~. ,r. I - ' ,t • 
" . :. 
, ,~ A33 
.," /" 
", I" ' 
.' , 
" , , 
~, , ." ' 
,. ,." 
. '-., \ ," ~ \ .. ', 
, ' ' 
" '. :,' 
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If we now refer to the output conditions, and take the obvious 
choice of S~ (J - 1 then cos ¢ - 0, so that: 
21+1 
and 
I (j,t ... ;t)! 
• .:2~HI '(1+.)!(1"'0! 
~,~ 14- 2 
I ~I 
The justification for assuming ~ (J - 1 can be questioned. From the 
harmonic voltage plots it seems the intuitive choice. Similarly, the 
output conditions indicate mathematically that the value must be unity or 
at least very close to it. However, in some cases, especially where other 
harmonics are allowed to flow, this choice of phase angle may not be 
optimum, from previous papers on the subject, and in the light of experi-
mental results in this project it is considered that the value of sin ~ 
should not substantially deviate from unity, 
The major results of this part of the analYSis, assuming sin ¢ • 1, 
are:- 00 ntl , ' " ... .21 Q I 2::~ (fI.I-~l)! I p~ . Q. ~ t"ii".2 t n W f\ {,=o (f\~;l '(Y\+ l)! 'If' 
Co ~~;ll){ I r\t-"ll L (~+lL) J , . Q, a.n ~ 1-' :2. t"iUI-1 (I\1',l )! ,l~ 
.t:o 
b,,: 
.., £ill. .:k ' 11 t , 
























The input power to the diode, when the lOBS resistanoes are considered 
separatel7, io equal to the output power. 
An asoessment of the series derived is difficult. The coeffioients 
tend ultimately, with large _)t', to unit value, so that the only oonverg-
~t 
ent term is '?, , whioh oocurs in each series. Precise values for any 
'n' selected can be obtained by computer, which would be programmed with 
suitable step instruotions. However, by making aSimpllfication whioh will 
be stated below a general expression for the series, which is not seriously 
in error for n ~ 4, can be found. 
The expression for P will be taken as an example of the approximation. 
The first term of the series u... 0) is 
, 
. t'\ U) ,Qn I 
0- 0 
and the 'Kith term (not related to the previous K) is 
- . . 
Q ' )'\+2k . , 
) ',.- :/ .... 
,'. '~ " ~,' 
v:: ,j:.J"J,' 
'::~<" 















The (K - l)th term is 
W\"",Q ... ' C"+ ~K-3)l 
(1\ ... \(-I)! ( K-O{ 
~asically the procedure follows tbe D'alembart ratio testl 
The Imll tiplier . 
(f\~.2K-'). ("'+ ~K-2-) 
-
- > (y\+K) . K. fr. 
(Y\t-.1K-l)( \,\+.;2K-:t) 
(n-t\<) ( l-<). Lr 
tends to unity as K ~ 00. 
1-
However, tbe product term Q ( 
constant fractional value, so that tbe series is unconditionally 
convergent. 
bas a 
Tbe sum of tbe series is, 
y\\,.) Q" ' . ...L . -L;; .Q,' '2. (I + Q, .... + Q, ,'I- ..... , ) X A 
" tl 
where A is a correctidn faotor derived from the multiplier above. A good 
approximation for A is the value of the multiplier term at K • n. 
bence 
p • 
In tbe same way, 
.' 
a.~ =. -. 
" 
~-, ' 
',' .. ,Ii""'"-' 
'./," 
i ' .,.' 'to" • 
, , " 
,,- ' 










The value of A~ isa complicated term from the multiplierJ in 
practice it is similar to At 
The bn and Q., terms cannot be safely approximated in this way, as 
the first few terms fluotuate wildly; in practice again, however, the first 
N terms of the series give a very good approximation to the answer. 
Up to this point, ~he approximations made for the step-recovery diode 
are: 
1. The exponential capaoitanoe model 
2. No forward. conduotion in current terms; if conduction does occur 
it can be introduoed as a correction factor. 
t:"\ ,1.-
"tf\ small J this is proved for n ~ 4. 
4. Certain simplifications in the series in order to obtain general 
resultsJ comparison with accurate values for examples shows that the 
errors are small. 
Making these assumptions, we have arrived at a oomplete desoription 
of the step-recovery multiplier in terms of input and output voltages and 
currents. Any other parameters, i.e. input and output impedanoes oan be 




The Step-Recovery Diode: Exponential 2-Current Model 
Power Handled 
'. .." . , l'\ 
P. W • . Q,,'.~. Q, .A 
;2n (1- Q.'1.) See Appendix 5.,.2 
Output voltage - Imaginar,y coefficient 
. I', • 
Input voltage 
,n ~ -:: ..L. -L .. ~Q:;...:..' -~. A 
Y\ ;t ",-I (\ _ Q\'~) 
real coefficient 
b ~...L. (~ l ) '. n : -L- ..:21-tl II.' ~.D \ A\ 4-
- real coefficient 
- imaginary coefficient 
12.1. Q I I . . Qc . n 
.~ 
. (..l.l;-2. )J .Q,,21-tz. 
(,to\-')l (.lt~f 
Or? I Y\i'l-L -I ~ I \ C),I~ .i" h, = -~ Qn Q.' .-.L (~+2l-0~ (Y\+lt~ Y\-t-.\t', -tLt\y\+~tI 
i:;o c2 t\-tl. r -1. ,U ( Y\;' ,t ~~) ! 
The phase angle, 1;, has been shown to have the .value "0/'1- or 3~ as 
In' appropriate. The eolutions for Q. andV(\I\, are identical to those tor 
the hyperabrupt junction. 
Appendix 6.2 Analysis o~ the Capaoitance-Voltage Plots 
The operation of the instrument is described in App. 6.1. 
For permanent reoords, slow scanning and an X-Y recorder were preferred 
to osoilloscope photographs. Remarks on the plots are tabulated below. 
1. 'BAl41/2 
This television band tuning varactor was near the ~ range required 
for hyperabrupt • optimum efficiency' multiplication, and could make a good ' 
doubler. The C-V data has been transposed from linear to logarithmic 
."'1 , .. 
coordinates to find the V valueJ in, general, this was the best tech-
nique, avoiding the expense and possible errors of logarithmic amplifiers 
for the C-V plotter. 
2. MVl403 (from manUfacturer's data) 
The only production hyperabrupt diode available at the time of the 
experiment , the deSign purpose of this diode was .;wide range tuning. 
The X was around 3.5 for a useful range, but the diode was not suitable 
tor multipliers. 
3. A Germanium point-contact diode. The main features were a low 




, , , 
4. IN9l4. 
A silicon junction signal diode, to be found in circuits generally 
similar to (3). The junction area showed a higher capacitance, 
and, by the shape and length ot the turn-on capacitance ramp, it 
maY" be seen that the junction represented a larger traction ot the 
total capacitance than (3). 
5. HP 5082-2800, 2811, 2833. 
A series of 'economy' wire-ended Schottky barrier diodes intended 
tor mixing, modulation, or detection up to 1.5 GHz. Surprisingly, 
the normally taster diodes showed higher capacitances than the high-
voltage but relatively low-speed 2800. This was contirmed in a 
microwave mixer circuit built concurrently by Mr. J. Gregory, using 
diodes from the same batchJ the performance of the 2800 group was 
tound to be superior. This was possibly due to a batch marking. 
error. The diodes featured:mghly repeatable characteristics between 
examples or the same type and batch. The turn-on capacitance ramp 
waS small, corresponding to the low tum-on voltage with a very sharp 
increase in forward current. Ripple on the charaoteristics was due 
to an instrument tault. 
6. IC4000. 
A microwave tunins varactor made by ABl. The useful tuning range 
was very limited (approx. 1.4:1) and was not specified by the 
manufactur~r (this WaS an early X-band type). The use would 
probablY,be in APe loops or narrow-range tuning of solid state 
osoillators • The characteristio was similar to the IN9l4, although 
Alto 
the diodes were very dissimilar in purpose. this was the 
characteristic ot silicon junction diodes. 
r 
7. :BXY27 
A 'varactor displaying step-recover,y charaoteristics' made by 
Uullard. Ver3' little capacitance change occu~redbetore the tum-on' 
ramp. This diode proved to be a highly successful multiplier, 
obviously working in a primarily step-recover,y mode. Later observa-
tions showed that this type ot charaoteristio in silioon varaotors 
could be correlated with frequenoy mul~iplier pertormance. 
8. IN5l5S. 
A diode listed by Ferranti as a step-recovery tor medium power 
operation. The capaCitance was more than twice that of the other 
SRDs measured, although the series loss resistance was about the same. 
As expected, the.pertormance was reasonable in a 4.5 GHz output 
narrow band tripIer, but tests up to 9 GHz showed poor results. 
The structure ot the diode was a diffused junction, without an inter-
. , 
mediate i layer. 
9. HP5082-0386. (Pair) 
The type of diodes used in the broadband multiplier. ,This pair 
~howed excellent matching of reverse bias capacitance and reverse 
vol tage breakdown; the differences were wi thin the range of zeroing 
errors. The turn on ramp was short 'and had the characteristic spike 





10. 5082-0386 (Pair) The plot Bbowedthe detection of a 'reject' diode. 
The diodes were obtained as a pair trom the manufacturer. The only 
external difference was in the size of' the dots used for colour ooding, 
although the oode was correot. Diode 2 showed highly uncharaoteristic 
behaviour, with high reverse capaoitanoe, which had a negative shape 
towards breakdown, and an unexplained 'hump' in the curve at about 
8 volts. This type of characteristic was eimilar to Bome zener or 
transistor base-emitter junctions. The devices were returned to the 
manufacturers, but no explanation was given by them. 
11. 2N706. A small-signal transistor. The capaCitance of the emitter-
base and collsclor-base showed the same shapes, with a slight change in 
magnitude. A significant change in the slope ot the curve at low 
reverse voltages was characteristic of' many transistors of this class. 
12. 2N'3866. This medium-power, high-f'requency device had. the complex 
interdigital structure which is becoming popular at UHF and microwave 
f'requenoi~s. The colleotor-base diode showed characteristics close 
to the SRD type and, as~ be expected, these devices are recommended 
as multipliers in a parametriC mode. The emitter-base diode had a 
reverse slope near breakdown of' large amplitude, due to the complex 
device structure, whioh to a f'irst apprOximation was a'pagoda' type 
similar to that reported by Chang et. all 
The C-V plots of' many more devices could be made. ,one class omitted 
was the conventional abrupt tuning varactor. However, as a first 
step in device assessment a C-V plot can usually direot the researcher 
to the class to which a device belongs. The magnitude of' the 
capacitance indicates, with the loss resistance, the useful frequency 
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Appendix 6.2 The Capacitance - Voltage Plotter 
At the time of construction ot this instrument, no commercial. 
dynamic C-V plotters were available. Recently, a very expensive commercial 
equipment has been put on the market,butitis considered by the author to make a 
basically faulty assumption i.e. that all diodes are abrupt junctions. The 
apparatus constructed made no such assumptions, but the output consisted of a 
straight forward C-V plot, from which deductions of the diode non-linearity could 
be made. The addition of logarithmic amplifiers was contemplated, but the com-
plexityof setting up and use would have been too great to justify this step. 
A similar instrument had been constructed by another member of the depart-
ment, and some of the circuitry involved was oopied, with necessary alteratio~s, 
from that equipment. 
The block diagram of the instrument is shown in fig. (A.6.l). It was 
decided that the preCision timebo&e in the oscilloscope would be used, to save 
time and expense in construction. The fUndamental characteristics were laid 
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No~ , operation was carried out using the oscilloscope 
display at about 1 sweep per second. High-precision plots were performed on a 
Bryans X-Y plotter. 
Circuit Description 
The circuit block diagram and the essential individual circuits are shown 
in figs.(A.6.2A.). Manually or automatically swept bias~sprovided to the 
diode. The frequency of the main oscillator depen~ on three capacitors, the 
main tuning gang, the calibrator (When in circuit) and the diode reverse bias 
capaci tance. Signals were provided at the mixer from the main (variable) 
oscillator and the fixed reference (beat) oscillator. The low frequency 
productw~ filtered, amplified, clipped and counted in an analogue circuit. 
An output voltage, proportional to the difference frequency, waB cl.pplied to the 
osoillscope or X-Y recorder • 
Main Osc/Buffer 
The main oscillator used two junction-gate F.E.T's in a Franklin circuit. 
He~vy padding capacitance across the tuned circuit was available to swamp large 
varactor capacitance when neededl only relatively small frequency changes ware 
'desirable. A single transistor emitter follower provided the low output 
impedance to the mixer, a simple two diode type. 
Beat Osc. 
The beat oscillator, an RC Wien brldge,was of a very common type. 
, 
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In practice, however, a reference frequency of about 1 MHz was found 
most useful.. It was necessary to include an emitter follower 'buffer', and a 
separate, and heavily deooupled, power supply tor the beat OSCillator, to pre-
vent frequency locking ot the osoillators at a low beat frequency. PUll screen-
ing of the beat OSCillator was employed, and an external oalibrator for the ~n 
oscillator was also found necessary. 
Amplifier/Frequency Meter 
The low-trequency beat note was filtered after the mixer and amplified in 
the oonventional two stage oircuit. An outlet tor high impedance phones helped 
in searching for zero bea~. The a.c. wavetorm was heavily clipped and fed to a 
diode-transistor pump type frequency meter, which depended on Cl for its 
operation. The maximum usuable operating trequency (i.e. the highest bea~ note) 
was approrlmatel1 15 KHz, tor the reference trequenoy ot 1 MHz and slow-rate of 
1 sweep per sec. 
Power Supplies 
The power supplies were simple series transistor stabilisers. Compon-
ent values were adjusted to suit the output voltage. 
Operation 
The method ot operation was tabulated. 
1.~ Conneot the instrument to the osoillosoope and select a suitable sweep 
speed. 1 Hz (10 om/seo) was used for screen displays, .05Hz tor X-Y 
plots. 
2.. Select reference frequency. 1 KHz was used. 
3. Select Manual/Auto sweep. 
, . 
A45 
4. Set to zero beat using phones. 
6. 
Operate calibrator switch to obtain scale calibrations and adjust 
oscilloscope/plotter gains for convenient deflections. 
Connect diode observing polarity for consistenc7 of plots. 
After test re-check calibration or often during series of measurements. 
The operation allowed both absolute and comparitive measurements, with 
adjustable sensitivity, achieved by changing the padding capacitor, from 4 pF 
max. to 100 pF max. 
Performance 
The overall performance of the instrument, after initial difficulties, 
was well up to expectation. Samples of the output are shown in sections (6.2) 
. The calibrator proved usefUl in making exact capaCitances measurable to a degree 
of accuracy comparable to the oapacity standards in the box. In practice these 
were triumers adjusted on a l~ bridge. 
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a I: 2E .(1-Cosny) 
n, n2 rry 
h = '2 E . (ny - Sin n y ) 
'11 n21{ y 
for ,n odd" 
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01 = ~.c y .. Sin 2 y J 
rr 2,' ~ < " , 
2E . ( Sin ny.Cos y - nCos ny.Sin y J 
°n= 1fn(n2"1 J ' 
Function 8= E(Cos 8 "'Cos yJ',;;": ','.' ' ' 
00 = 0 
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a = E(y+z) 
o 4 '11' 
= """'E:.....",.. __ .[( y+z J Cos ny - z -yCos(y + z J J 
7['n2 yz 
b _E=-r __ .[(Y+Z) Sin ny - ySin'n(y+z)J , n = 7r~yz 
;'- For all n 
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The Step-Recovery diode in the Time Domain - An analysis of the 
Photographs 
1. Single diode IN4119 lGHz - 40 KHs 
2. 
15Hz. The diode current showed haIr-wave rectification, offset by a 
small d.c. voltage. No d.c. was allcwed 1n the load, so the voltage 
recorded was the alternating component. 
Carrier recombination at this frequency was virtually complete, 
so that the diode.behaved as a good rectifier. 
3. 100Hz Although the current distortion could be ovorlooked, significant 
voltage spikes were induced at the switching points. 
4. 300Hz At the lower end of the step-recovery operating region, sufficient 
rectification took place to keep the charge stored relatively small, 
although the step could be seen in both current and voltage waveforms. 
1000Hz The reverse voltage spike had become a greater fraction of the 
operating cycle. 
6. 3000Hz This frequency would have been the optimum operating region for 
this diode. Appreciable charge was stored, with a minimum of rectifica-
tion, and a fast step. 
7. 10 KHz This photograph, beyond the optimum range, ,illustrated the fall 
in voltage and current amplitude. The step time ,was comparable to the 
inverse drive frequency~ 
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8. 20 KHz ~ The current step had degraded to a small perturbation ot the 
30 KHz d.c. level. 
40 KHz l The voltage consisted mainly ot fUndamental frequency feedthrough. 
The overall interpretation ot the series was that, for a givon diode, 
an optimum operating frequency range existed. This was the circuit effect 
of the limiting parameterfof recombination time Ts and transition time tt. 
i The optimum appeared to be broad, and it may be desirable to placo tho inPlt I 
and output trequencies on each side of it., 
The second series demonstrated the two-diode SRD array. The step 
effect was emphasised by the cancellation, between the diodes, of the 
rectitier-switching'components, which were essentially oven order torms, 
while odd-order terms were added to produce the quite spectacular voltage 











Two rectifiers conneoted in reverse-polarity parallel produoed only 
a tcross-ove~'distortion in the ourrent. , , 
100 Hz Voltage spikes appeared at a very low level. . " 
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3000 Hz The optimum input trequency. The voltB8e spikes',were 
symmetrical, and corresponded to small ourrent ,oross.-ovors between the, f 
diodes. .~ : I.,' . ' , ',' .:, :~ 
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6. 10 KHz 
. , 
The timing of the current and voltage spikes was most evident at 
this point. The shape of the voltage pulse was characteristio of a wide-
band system. The step in current produced the simultaneous fast leading 
edge of the spike, while the finite (i.e. non-zero) roverse bias oapaoi-
tance slowed the trailing edge, this corresponded to the round of the 
pulse tail in a tuned system (Chapter 2). 
20 KHz ~ 
30 ICHz ) 
The switching time became comparable with the transition 
time so that the harmonio content of the output was muoh 
reduced compared to the lower input frequencies. 
In all the oscilloscope photographs, a 50 MHz (7 nS risetime) 
instrument was used, in the 'chop' mode to maintain phase ooherence be-
tween the traces. 
The low frequency diode model showed the type of waveforms to be 
expected in a completely broadband system. The existence ot an optimum 
input frequency for multiplication has been demonstrated, to reverse the 
argument, tor a given operating trequency, "diodes could be made with the 
right compromise between recombination and transition times for optimum 
operation. Chapter 5 did not in general, consider recombination, so that 
the optimum could not be predicted. A purely mathematical model to take 
this factor into account would be unnecessarily complex, and tinally, the 
decision was made to construct a semi-emperical theoretical model from the 
practical reeul ts of measurements on the devices • It is hoped that this 
work will continue in the res~arch group at Durham, and may lead to a now 
































































F i g.A. 6.5.2. 
The Sin(x)/x Curve • 
[negative: parts. are inverted 
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Appendix 7.3 
Constructional Techniques Employed 
i. Cavity 
Most of the early work on the project consisted ot coaxial cavities 
of some type, generally milled from a Bolid. The materials were brass and 
aluminium, forease of machining, no significant differences in performance 
were noted. The milled-from-solid technique can be extended to extremely 
complex tilters, and is versatile in the types of filter which can be con-
structed. However, the equipment tends to become large and heavy, and 
is not readily adjustable; a tew percent frequency error can mean a whole 
filter is useless. Generally for reasons of size, weight and repeata-
bility, it was decided to aim for an integrated circuit atripline approach. 
ii. The Stripline Technique 
For economy and repeatability, the triplate stripline struoture, 
usin~ commercially available copper;TFE laminate was ChOSa}l. ~he other 
viable alte~ative was the gold-cer~io miorostrip s~stem, which has 
gained 'popularity' recently, but it wssconsideredthat the technology , 
. . . ... . 
involved was not sufficiently advanced to yield predictable and repeatable 
. ' ;1 
results. Reoent talks with workers in this field suggest that this is still' 
true especially as to repeatability. In addition, dosign data for compon~ 
ents in miorostrip have yet to be formulated on a thoroush basia. In 
. ' 
addition the cost ot the gold-ceramio teohnology 1s much higher than that 
. ., 
of the copper-TFE system; when costs becQme more reasonable and yields 
higher, there seems little doubt that the miorostrip gold-oeramio 
teohnology will becom~' very, p0pilar. ' ",' ,',." 
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A technique was evolved tor the produotion ot U.I.C's on 'PolYgUide' 
laminate. Two standard. sizes were used, 2" x 4" and 2" ,·x 2". 
Eventuall~ it was round possible to oonstruot the whole multiplier in the 
la.r5er ot the two bODS. 
iil. The Photo-Etch Prooess 
The process has been described in detail in a departmental memorandum, 
and is adapted from conventional precision printed circuit teohniques. 
A brief desoription is given below. 
a. Preparation ot the 'Pol7SUide ' 
The polyguide material was cut to the required size and 
cleaned. A thin layer of Kodak XlCR photoresist was applied, and 
allowed to dry. 
b. Preparation of the Mask 
A scale model of the mask, in 'Chartpak ' tape on a drawing 
paper baokground, was made. The model was photographed in such a 
way that the negative was exaotly the size of the final pattern, 
i.e. the negative was the mask for the exposure ot the photoresist. 
Modifioations to the scale could easily be made by ohanging the re-
duction ratio. 
c. Exposure and Etch 
The negative was clamped flat on the 'photo-resist surface of 
the polyguide, and the whole exposed to Ultra-violot light. 
Unatteoted photo-resist was washed away in the doveloper and the 
dried substrate put in a Ferric Chloride etch bath. Finally, the 










A programme of investigation ot error was ca.rried out. Errors : : i 
were of the order ot 2% in line and gap dimensions, comparable with 
the expected error in the original. Narrow lines and gaps, ot oourse, 
showed larger tractional errors. It was concluded that the minimum 
gap between adjacent lines which could be made accuratel7 (better 
than :: l~) and reproducably, was 0.2 mm (8 thou). Narrow linewidths 
down to 0.05 mm (2 thou) were just possible with extreme care. 
Practical filters compared well with theory. 
iv Microstrip and Thin film elements 
Using the same technology as the stripline a few experiments in micro-
strip were undertaken, particularly for the centre section of the multi-
plier. Generally, the conductors themselves behaved reasonably well, 
" but the transitions from stripline to m1crostrip were unavoidably abrupt, 
which'led to reflections, so the technique was not applied fUrther. 
In an attempt to improve the coupling capacitors to the diodes, some 
thin film work was carried out. The Bubstrate chosen was mica, which 
could be cleaved into ver,y thin (0.5'thou) sheets. Silver conductors wore 
vacuum deposited through a milled brass mask. Accurate performance checks 
were not possible, but it appeared that excess capacitance to ground im-
paired the diode operation quite severel7. Eventually, contact to the' 
diodes was made b7 ceramic chip capacitors and thin wire (soldered) leads. 
" 
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Examples ot the filters produced are shown in Figs. 7.3.2 and 
7.4.1. The oharaoteristio responses are shown in Figs. 7.3.1, 7.3.3 
and 7.3.4. A direotional oouplerwas built using the same teohniques 
+ tor a passband ot 4 - 8 GHz and achieved a passband ripple of - .75 db 
It> (design! .5 db) despite dimensional diffioulties (Fig. 7.3.i). 
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us~g normalized quantities. The important quantities to be denormalized 
are po~er, voltage and current, and bence impedance. Clearly, tbe donormaliz-
ation of voltage and current is sufficient. 
By the usual rulea-
Charge Q • Current x time 












f I i.e. 
Q .. 2 ,1'( I x period of pulse 
'. 
(for a 'square' pulse) ,f! 
" , t I 
t" 
~t has been shown in chapter 6 that the diodes employed bad a pulse length 
such that the first minimum in the Fourier spectrum occurred at the seventh 
harmonic of 1.56 GHz. 
• 
• • Period • .3. 2 
1 
1.56 x 7 x 109' OJ 
. , 
.. 
However, the pulse is typically triangular BO that the effeotiv~ charge 
is halved. 
• 2,n Hence Q • 1 0 
'2 I' 3 • 14 x 1.56 x 109 
i. " 
" 
The manu/acturers data provide~'ro~ values of Q up to 700 pC per diode 
, , 
or 1400 pC for the pair, with a sm&1l increase in the transition time at the 
, , 
higher ~owers. The transition tim~in oircuit was approximately twioe that 
,claimed by the manufacturer under ideal conditions~ 
< I I· 



















(I x V) per Hz as 
p • I per Hz xV 
Clearly, a very good estimate of the charge shared between the diodos can be 
deducedfrom the net input power less the calculated loss in the input filter. 
Hence, the charge induced may be calculated when it is known, and then the 
denormaliz~tion factor may be easily found 
i.e. 
Q I denormalization factor • ~1(". period 
Vlhen assessing the diodes, it was found that the breakdown (indicated by a 
noisy spectrum) occurred for a single diode at 1.6 watts (this is somewhat 
dependent on the thermal conditions) even when properly matched by a thrae-otub 
The total voltage excursion between the breakdown and tho forward charge 
storage is. appr~x1matell 26 volts ( (J .. ""'; .. ' 1 volt). 
In the exponential model assumed,the capacitance is proportional to 
C. 0(. e.. V 
or 
Q V. e"v. 
If the normalized maximum 'VOl tag~ ~rl~g is vl , . ' 
. . 
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In the case considered, yl • 26 volts and henoe 
v == Va" -\- O·;)C V' 
-;).5 + \8 -
-
v = -.., V()(''T~ 
We are now in a position to fit values to the denormalizat1on ooeffioient 
for impedance, i.e. 
R ~OIo.tM -:::: R I X --!,, __ _ CR/(.l1r)(~ ) 
The bias voltage is ver,y nearly pro~ortional to the'oharse ~f the diodes 
and hence, at 1.56 GHz, the denormalization faotor iSI 
From section 5.5 and 5.6, the normalized in~ut and output voltages 
Output voltage coeffio~ent~ " 
An, co .2114 
bn - 1.1921 . ' .. 
Input voltage ooeffioients, <, 
~ • 1.282 
I 
and henoe the im~edanoesarel-
, ;, . 
Input: 35.2 ~ + 1.25Jl, oapaoitive 
Output I 6 S"L + 33.4.n.. oapaoitive 
,In praotioe, only the resistive parts or these impedanoes are likely to be 
rea.Bonably matohed, and the ,oapaoit'ive parts are more 'likely to be defined by . 
the circuit constraints. ,:. 
. " 
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Several microwave oscillators were constructed to supp1ecent the orystal 
oontrol1ed source as drivers for the multiplier. A solid-state oooillator was 
naturally preferred, and the oircuit used for the earlier oscillators was modi-
fied to suit the higher frequenoies and greater powers (fig. 7.3.7). Several 
versions were constructed (by 7.3·S a, b, 0, d) and the power output measured. 
Generally, the results were not identically repeatable with different tranSistors, 
as the manufaoturer's specifications at these frequenoies (1.3'OHz - 1.8 OHz) 
are very wide. A typical output power vs.frequency graph is shown in fig. 
7.3.9. The devices used were A.E.l. DC 550l/DC5502 types (fig. 7.3.10). 
The circuit was a modified Clapp OSCillator, which proved fairly reliable, and 
'gave an adequate tuning range, although the power output droppod rapidly with 
inc~easing frequency. A second version, with a lower induotance/capacitance J 
combination proved no better, so it was concluded that the tr~sistor dominated 
the frequency response. Some dual-moding ot the osoi1lator was noted, due to the 
cavity resonance taking over trom the tuned stub. 
It was found neoessary to protect the transistors by including an overcurrent 
trip-short on the power supply. 
When R.F. power transistor technology becomes sufficiently advanoed, it 
will be possible to Cover the full required range with a single osoi1lator. 
, 
However, it was found necessary for this projeot to construct a valve osoillator , 
using a disc-seal triode. (2C39A). A two-oavity arrangement was used, with 
• 
variable tunin~ and feedback. This gave ample power, but was not sufficiently 
developed ,for reliable operation. 
It must be said that the signal sources lett a great deal to be desired,. 
and consequently full-range measurements were dl~licultO to obtain. 
" . 
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Spurious Even Harmonic Rejection Table 7.1 
The third and seventh harmonics were always > 30 db down. 
Mul tip1ier A. 
1.25 GHz 
1.32 GHz 




Rejection - db below output 
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Mal tipl1er 13 (cont) 
1 .. 56 300 .22 15 12 >25 
500 .49 18 16 
600 .82 17 14 
800 .84 20 16 
1000 1.08 25 18 
1300 1.47 25 28 
1500 1.78 25 22 
1.70. 300 .63 14 12 
'600 .79 14 14 
800 .97 14 12 
1000 1.25 15 13 
1 
1300 1.6 18 14 1 ) 
1.78 GHz 300 .16 , 12 ; 10 : 
800 .20 12 6 , 
1000 , .20 '" I". 11" 8 
1300 .32 12 7 
, , " 
Multiplier C 
. 600 1.0 . 
I 
1.32 GHz 20 . 25 15 , 1 
I 
1.56 ' , , 800 '15.8 ;17 13 ,,1', " 28 I 
1200 31.6 18 ,>< 8 30 I 
I 
"1300 ',. 31.6 18 . , 8 32 1 i 1400 31.6 18 8 32 
" j # .,J:' 
. ; '0"' I 1.70 1200 31.6 22 15 > 25 .. ~, ; ~, . i 
~ 1400 25.1 21 24 ) 25 j 
1600 20.0 20 20 > 25 I I _~ ,.J, • 
" , ) 
1.75 900" 1 20 25 >25 
f ~":'1300 ::' ',' .' , 
, . 
',} : .56 18 ' ",-'>- 7 >25 .', 
'" , 
. , 
.. ' .' 1 '_.' 
. , ,700 '".:-,,, ';".5· 17 10 )25 
, ' .-
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